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Come
,
join in the only battle wherein no man can fail.

Where whoso fadeth and dieth, yet his deed shall still prevail .

Ah! Come, cast off all fooling, for this, at least, we know

!

That the Dawn and the Day is Coming, and forth the Banners go .

—William Morris
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AMERICAN BOY

The Midwest is that part of the United States usually re-

garded as characteristic of the country as a whole, possessing

the manufacturing and business skills of the East and the food-

producing powers of the West. The Midwest includes the

smokestacks of Chicago, the automobile plants of Detroit, the

shipping of the Great Lakes. And the heart of this Mid-

America, the geographical center of our industrial empire, is

Ohio, the birthplace of Standard Oil and the “Mother of

Presidents."

It is of some interest—perhaps only in a sentimental sense—

that Cleveland, the chief city of Ohio, was also the birthplace

of the man who was to found and, until his death, lead the

Communist Party of the United States. He was C. E. Ruthen-

berg, the son of a dock-worker who lived in the poorer districts

of that city.

Charles Emil Ruthenberg was born in Cleveland, Ohio, on

July 9, 1882, of German parentage. His father, “Worker August

Ruthenberg"—as his name was written on his marriage record

—had left Germany earlier that year, February 19, taking with

him his wife, Wr
ilhelmina, and eight children. They reached

the United States on March 9, and went directly to Cleveland.

Charles—the ninth child—arrived four months later.1

Ruthenberg was born in a stirring period of American his-

tory, at a time of great expansion of capital and great rise in

working class organization. In 1882, the year of his birth,

the first John D. Rockefeller, a fellow-townsman, organized

one of the first big “trusts" of our time, and in that year the

second national convention of the Federation of Organized

Trades and Labor Unions—which four years later was re-

named the American Federation of Labor—met in Cleveland.

7
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In that year, the little-remembered Chester A. Arthur, Re-

publican, was president of the United States. The Republican

Party had already forgotten the reason of its own birth and had

tossed aside the democratic ideals of Lincoln and the Civil War
days: it was already the party of Big Businc

The years immediately before and after 1882, throughout the

United States, were years of unprecedented development of or-

ganized labor on the one hand and of organized monopoly capital

on the other; and there were mighty clashes between them. The
Knights of Labor, which was thirteen years old when Ruthenberg

was bom, waged many industrial battles. The Farmers’ Alli-

ance, which was strongly organized in the South and West, sup-

ported many of the strikes and boycotts which the Knights of

Labor carried on, and started the famous Populist revolt. The
Populists and the later People’s Party, founded in the late 1880’s

and the early 1890’s, initiated and built up the anti-trust move-
ment which has mainly characterized radical and progressive

American politics for generations.

Maturing United States capitalism was driving headlong in the

direction of political reaction, headed for what Ruthenberg
years later called "industrial despotism.” And at the same time
labor and progressive forces were fighting for their lives, demand-
ing that the trusts be curbed and democracy expanded. These
forces founded May Day in the 1880’s, and launched the struggle

for the eight-hour working day. The whole significance of Ruth-
enberg’s life was based on his championship of the forces of de-
mocracy, and particularly the interests of working people.

In the old country, C. E. Ruthenberg’s father, August Wil-
helm Ruthenberg, from the Prussian province of Branden-
burg, was a cigar-maker by trade and in slack seasons a wood-
chopper in the forests of Kaiser Wilhelm I. He was thirty-six
years old, a widower with five children, when he married Wil-
helmina Lau, twenty-eight-year-old servant girl of Berlin, who
herself had a little daughter to support.

August was a powerful, impressive man, five feet eleven
inches in height, with a black beard and moustache and a calm,
self-reliant demeanor. He believed in organized labor, and, in
Germany, had voted for the Socialists. Wilhelmina Lau, who
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became August Ruthenberg’s wife on November 26, 1874, was
a kind woman, small, blond and blue-eyed. Those who knew
her remembered her sweet smile, and her singing round the
house as she worked. Unlike her husband, who was not a church-
goer, Wilhelmina was an adherent of the Lutheran Evangeli-

cal faith. She bore him two daughters, Louisa and Anna, be-

fore the family left Germany.
August Ruthenberg’s oldest son, William, had to help sup-

port the family while they were still in the old country, in
the days of Bismarck, the "Iron Chancellor.” It was William
who, in the new country, almost half a century later, was to put
up his hard-earned money, time and time again, to go bail for

his half-brother, Charles, arrested in battles for the working
class.

On March 3, 1896—eight years after reaching Cleveland-
August Ruthenberg made a Declaration of Intention to become
a citizen of the United States. He died before he received his

Second Papers. His First Papers were taken out in Cleveland,
Cuyahoga County, Ohio. The oldest son, William, took out his

citizenship papers independently. When the Ruthenberg family
came to Cleveland, they did not find themselves alone. In this

expanding trade and industrial center, with a population of

160,146, there were 23,170 German-born or of German descent.

Many of them, including some followers of Karl Marx, were
political exiles from Prussian tyranny. From 1880 to 1890,
mostly due to immigration, the German part of Cleveland’s
population increased to 39,893. The German socialist, Wil-
helm Liebknecht, accompanied by Marx’s daughter and son-
in-law, Eleanor and Edward Aveling, spoke in Cleveland while
on a tour of the United States, in the City Armory, October 31,
1886.

Through central Cleveland winds the deep valley of the
Cuyahoga River—“Snake River,” in the Indian language. In
the flat land west of the Cuyahoga, known in the early days
as “Ohio City” and spoken of later as the “West Side,” dwelt
the factory workers and dock hands. Here the Ruthenberg
family found their American home. Some three miles further
west was the leisurely twisting Rocky River (now a part of
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Cleveland suburbs), on whose broad banks the boy Ruthen-

berg would soon learn to ramble in spring and summer and

soak in the quiet beauty of trees and shadowed water. On the

fashionable Heights to the East of the Cuyahoga, and south-

ward, lived the factory owners, the politicians, the rich.

Cleveland's Democratic Traditions

Before the Civil War, Cleveland was outstanding as a cen-

ter of the fight against slavery. In 1832 the Cleveland Anti-

Slavery Society was organized. Because Cleveland was a port on

Lake Erie, it “was frequented by runaway slaves on their way

to Canada," and became “a principal station of the ‘Under-

ground Railway/
”2 In 1850, at a meeting held in Empire Hall

to denounce the Fugitive Slave Law, Clevelanders adopted a

resolution not to obey it. And in 1858, Cleveland and other

Ohio cities formed a rescuing party of a thousand men who
saved the runaway Kentucky slave “John," from the grasp of

the Fugitive Law officials, and helped him escape to Canada.

Cleveland was also a center of activity in the struggle for

woman’s emancipation. Abby Kelley and Lucy Stone, pioneers

in the fight for women’s rights as well as Abolitionists, ad-

dressed large audiences in Cleveland on women’s demands for

equality. On October 5, 1855, the National Women's Rights

Convention was held in Melodeon Hall, to insist on women’s
right to equal education, the right of married women to own
property and be legally protected from wife-beating husbands,

the equal right of women to speak from public platforms and to

have professional careers and to vote. On November 25-26,

1869, the first National Woman’s Suffrage Convention, with dele-

gates from twenty-one states and territories, met in Case Hall,

Cleveland, to demand the right of women to vote and to hold
office.

The birthplace of Ruthenberg was a little wooden frame
house with a picket fence around it, now identified as 2215
West 85th Street, N. W., just off Willard Street. That spring
of 1882, when August Ruthenberg and his sons built the
house with their own hands. West 85th Street was known as
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Florence Street, and the Ruthenberg house was numbered 219.

(A dozen years later it became 219 Conover Street; the present

number was bestowed in 1905.) The neighborhood at that time

was on the edge of town. A mile away was the lake front, with

the bathing beaches of Edgewater Park, and, farther east, the

docks where August Ruthenberg went to work unloading iron

ore.

Every working day, toward nightfall, two-year-old Charles

Ruthenberg used to press his sober face against the window
pane, watching for his father to come home from work. The
little frame house on Florence Street was a working class home,

and everybody in it worked as soon as he was able. No sooner

had August Ruthenberg and his sons hammered the last nail

in the house than the oldest boy, William, who was seventeen,

went to work in Gus Shafer’s blacksmith shop, and the two

biggest girls, nineteen-year-old Emilia and fifteen-year-old

Augusta, got jobs as domestic workers. By the time Charles was

two, Matilda also had hired out to do housework, leaving

only seven-year-old Anna to take care of him. And young Gus,

already a dockhand at the age of fourteen, was shoveling the red

ore beside his father. August Ruthenberg had to lead young Gus

by the hand to keep him from falling asleep when they went

to work in the early morning.

At home there was work to do, too, for Mother Wilhelmina

and the younger children. The white starched curtains at the

windows had to be laundered in water carried from the pump
and heated on the cookstove. Sauerkraut, cooked in the kitch-

en, came from cabbage raised in the backyard garden patch,

and salted down in barrels in the back shed. And there was

darning and mending, and berry-picking and cutting grapes

for the nearby farmers.

On a Saturday night, when little Charles watched out the

window, or, holding Anna’s hand, went down the dirt walk

to meet his bearded father and young Gus, it was no earlier

than on any other night. Cleveland longshoremen were at it

six days a week, ten hours a day. But Saturday night was the

pleasantest time of the week, especially for Charles, because

the whole family always came home then to spend Sunday. On
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Sunday morning, rain or shine, Ma Ruthenberg would take

Louisa and Anna on die long walk to church. In church, as

at home, Mrs. Ruthenberg loved to sing. The first music Charles

listened to was her hymn singing and that of the Ludieran

congregation. Throughout his life, although he himself seldom

sang, he was always to be deeply moved by music, especially

by group singing. Years later, writing from Sing Sing prison to a

friend, he told of his deep delight in choral music, recalling

the church singing of his childhood memories.

Pa Ruthenberg never went to church. When urged to go,

he used to say, "I know the life of Christ, and I try to follow it,

but I don’t need to go to church every Sunday to hear it all

over again.” He preferred to stay home and chat with neigh-

bors or longshoremen friends, or play “Sixty-Six” or pinochle

with them and the older boys.

On a September morning in 1888, six-year-old Charles,

wearing a white collar and bow tie, sat on the boys’ side of

the downstairs classroom in the clapboarded Old Lutheran
School on Lawn Avenue. His straw-colored hair was parted on
the left side above a high forehead and serious blue eyes. C. E.

Ruthenberg’s education had begun. Charles was pretty well clad,

because his mother and his sisters Louisa and Anna took great

pains with him. Anna, who was five years older than he and
ambitious to become a dressmaker, sewed shirts for him, and kept
his stockings darned and his pants mended. Charles, the long-

shoreman’s son, used to play marbles with Eddie Arnold,
son of a cabinet maker. Charles was as good at shooting marbles
as at his studies, Eddie remembers. “There were four of us
boys,” Eddie recalls. “One was a carpenter’s son, who afterward
became a carpenter, and one was a wealthy widow’s son, who
finally became a farmer, and we all played together. But most
of the time, there was just Charles and me.” On Saturdays,
the boys sometimes played baseball, but more often they went
out along the twisting Rocky River to roam through the woods
on its flat banks, or go swimming or fishing. On these rambles
in the spring they picked blue and yellow violets, yellow adder’s
tongue, the purplish jack-in-the-pulpit; in the summer, the
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white water lily and the tiger lily, pink wild roses, and, to-

wards fall, greenish-brown cattails.

Edward Arnold remembers that the Ruthenberg family were

“good people and good neighbors.” As their school days to-

gether drew to a close, the two boys drifted apart. Arnold,

who years later became a foreman in an electrical works, never

took to politics. “One thing sure, Charles was sincere,” he says

in tribute to his old school chum. “He didn’t go into radicalism

out of wanting to be a damn politician.” Charles went from

childhood games to books. By the time he was twelve he dis-

covered the Cleveland Public Library, and from then on the

Library was a part of his life.

Pa Ruthenberg’s later years, after he stopped working on
the docks, grew into a home life of quiet dignity, especially

on Sunday afternoons. The card games still continued, but

they were a minor accompaniment to the philosophical discus-

sions August, Sr., carried on with his neighbors. Among the

friends always to be found at the Ruthenbergs on Sunday after-

noon was the eccentric cobbler, William Bengsch, who made
bench-built shoes to order for John D. Rockefeller, Sr. Old
Bengsch was well-read in German philosophy; less well-read

was August, Sr. Around the big sitting-room table they held

symposiums on the ideas of Kant, Fichte, Schopenhauer, Hegel

and Schelling, quoted verses from Schiller and Goethe, recalled

stories from German folklore. With Bengsch came his wife and
his pretty, dark-eyed daughter Margaret, about Charles’s age.

Mrs. Bengsch chatted with Ma Ruthenberg. Part of the time

Charles talked with Margaret; part of the time he listened

to his father and Bengsch, or joined diffidently in the conversa-

tion.

The Ruthenbergs had an amateur gymnasium in their bam.
William and the other half-brothers had put up horizontal

bars and acquired a collection of dumbbells, boxing gloves,

punching bags and weights while Charles was still a little kid.

Now that he was of an age to use them, the older boys had all

grown up and were working. Charles would go out to the bam
by himself after school and practice daily on the apparatus.

This exercise, combined with the long walks he was always
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taking, developed the powerful physique which was to enable

him in later years to work tirelessly in the Socialist and Com-
munist movement and withstand the confinement of jail and

prison terms.

Charles Ruthenberg graduated from the Trinity School

in June, 1896, just before his fourteenth birthday. What was

he going to become? It was a question he thought much
about. The minister at Trinity, a Rev. Herman G. Sauer,

and his deeply religious mother both wanted him to become
a preacher. This appealed to the idealism in the youth. The
mother, kindly but insistent, urged him. The Rev. Sauer, who
remembers him as “a gentle sort of young man,” talked gravely

with him. Charles thought that on the other hand he might
want to be an engineer. And he had certain doubts about re-

ligion. Whatever he was to become, he wanted to go to col-

lege, although he had no opportunity even to go to high school.

He had been taught that America was the land of opportunity,
that he could become anything he wanted. But there was no
money for college. Charles got work at low pay in a book-
store in the Old Arcade on Superior Avenue, and here he did
a lot of reading.3 While working at the bookstore, he en-
rolled in Berkey and Dyke’s Business College for a ten month’s
course in the evening school.4

Charles was familiar with his family’s old-world tradition,
but his whole heart was filled with a love for the traditions
of America. The stories of the American Revolution and the
Civil War, their meaning in the history of human freedom,
fired his imagination. He loved the majestic words, “All men
are created equal.’ Theodore Kretchmar, another schoolmate,
remembers, Charles could name from memory more of the
signers of the Declaration of Independence, I think, than any-
one living. At the business school, Charles learned bookkeep-
ing, accounting, typing. He worked hard, not only because
he liked the work, but because these studies, he felt, were the
only door that opportunity had opened for him. He even be-
pn to dream of becoming a successful business man. He shared
in the illusions of capitalist-minded America at the turn of the
century. Just before he was sixteen, Charles tried to get another
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job. He quit business school and made the wearying round of

offices, applying for jobs and being turned down. He was still

being educated. He was learning about the door of opportunity.

Meanwhile, August, Sr., became seriously ill of diabetes.

Then typhoid set in. He died August 23, six weeks after the

boy’s sixteenth birthday, and was buried in Cleveland’s Mon-

roe Cemetery.

Now Charles had to earn money. He could no longer spend

time hunting for an office position. He took what he could

get. His brother-in-law, Ernest Brandt, who worked at a car-

penter’s bench in the factory of the F. E. Zimmerman Picture

Molding Company, a subsidiary of the Ohio Picture Molding

Company, needed a helper. Charles became a carpenter’s helper

for ten hours a day at nine dollars a week. For a year and more

young Ruthenberg stuck at the carpenter’s job in the Zimmer-

man concern. For a year and more he walked back and forth

along the 25-foot bench, trimming and polishing picture mold-

ing. The youth managed at last to get the attention of Philip

Decumbe, secretary-treasurer of the company. Decumbe trans-

ferred him at higher pay to the office, where he remained for

another year—till he was past eighteen.

He began to read Elbert Hubbard and other big business

ideologists. Hubbard published arty magazines. The Philistine

and The Fra

,

embellished with biographical essays about artists

and writers, and coupled with them his “Little Journeys to

the Homes of Great Businessmen,” in which he lavished praise

on the elder John D. Rockefeller and other tycoons. Charles was

influenced for a time by these writings, and shared the prevail-

ing illusions about the “service” that salesmen offer customers

and about “carrying messages to Garcia” for the boss.5 While

Ruthenberg had not yet begun to question bourgeois eco-

nomics, he was already questioning the narrow, outgrown philo-

sophical conceptions that he had inherited from his mother

and from his schooling. His weekly trips to the Public Library

led him now into non-fiction fields. He was reading Tom
Paine, and mulling over in his mind not only what Paine

said about fighting for American freedom but also what he said

about freeing the human spirit from false teaching. He was
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reading the sharp, satiric speeches of Robert G. Ingersoll, the

essays of Emerson with their insistence on die search for truth,

the thought-provoking yarns of Mark Twain. Young Ruthen-

berg didn’t go to church very regularly these days. The trips

to the library for more books, and midnight study and Sunday

reading, absorbed his spiritual energies.

A Daisy Wedding

In die Rudienberg home, William the blacksmith was now
the man of the house. Bengsch the cobbler still came over of a

Sunday, and still talked philosophy—with William and Charles.

Margaret Bengsch, grown into a pretty young lady, was a fre-

quent visitor, and quite a friend of Anna. It was Margaret

Bengsch who introduced Charles to Rosaline Nickel, his future

wife. When Margaret was eighteen, she gave a birdiday party

at her home, to which she invited her old school chum Rosaline,

or Rose, as everyone called her. Rose was the girl young Ruth-

enberg took home that night. Rose was in many ways a contrast

to Margaret. She was smaller, fragile, with a simple and direct

gaze in her blue eyes. Young Ruthenberg, who was accumulating

the dynamic energy that was to make him a leader of battles,

felt that he wanted to take care of her.

Rose, like Charles, was eighteen years old, born June 3,

1882. Like him, she was of German descent and American-
born. She had gone through the eighth grade in the public
schools. She was the youngest of seven children, and he the
youngest of nine. Rose had been brought up in the Reformed
—not the Evangelical—Lutheran Church, but she, too, had ceased
attending religious services. Charles, with gentle pride, took
Rose with him now on his jaunts to Rocky River Valley.
They picked delicate blue wild hyacinths and white trilliums,

and gorgeous pink moccasin flowers; but much of the time
they sat on a grassy bank and read poems from Bryant or
Whittier, or stanzas from The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam.

During his nineteenth year Ruthenberg obtained a better-
paying job as bookkeeper and salesman for the Cleveland office
of the Selmar Hess Publishing Company. The firm handled
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such books as Great Men and Famous Women, in eight volumes,

edited by Charles F. Horne. Ruthenberg soon became delivery

and sales manager, with some thirty or forty salesmen working

under him through Ohio, Michigan and Indiana. He was to

work for the Selmar Hess company approximately eight years

—years that would help immeasurably to develop his mind and

his administrative abilities. These were the years, too, when

he was becoming disillusioned with the world of business, and

was learning about socialism.

About the time he got the new job, Ruthenberg and Rose

became engaged, although they were not married till four

years later. Meanwhile, the youth Ruthenberg had filled out

physically into a mature man. He was six feet two inches tall.

He took care of his health, drank no liquor, did not smoke,

kept up his exercise in the backyard gymnasium. When he was

twenty, he could pick up a seventy-pound dumbbell with one

hand and hold it above his head at arm's length.

Charles and Rose had a “daisy wedding" at Rose’s home,

7913 Ferrell Avenue, on June 29, 1904. The groom himself gath-

ered the daisies in big armloads on his wedding morning in a

stroll along Mum Road, near the Rocky River, where he and

Rose had walked so often together. To please Rose's family,

the wedding was conventional, although both young people

had by now broken completely with their church backgrounds.

Only their immediate families were present. Charles had a

four-day vacation. He and Rose moved at once into a five-room

apartment in the Oppman Block, 1113 Detroit Street (Now

7500 Detroit Avenue), near West 75th Street. The young

couple who set up housekeeping that summer of 1904 were each

twenty-two years old. Every Saturday night, with his pay check,

he would bring home a mystery story and a box of chocolates,

or a couple of opera or theater tickets. Saturday nights, he and

Rose would spend reading and munching candy at home
or listening to music or a play in some downtown auditorium. On
Sundays, there were still the rambles along the Rocky River,

the reading of poetry under the trees. There was still the gath-

ering of wild flowers, brought home in great bundles. Theo-

dore Kretchmar, his old schoolmate, had also married and with
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his wife Alice had an apartment in the same building as the

Ruthenbergs. On the job at Selmar Hess, Charles found a new
friend, MacBain Walker. Kretchmar, Walker, and Ruthenberg

were to see much of each other in the next few years.

Daniel, only child of Charles and Rose, was born April

4, 1905. The night Rose went into labor, Charles hurriedly

called Alice Kretchmar to stay with her while he went for the

doctor. It was a two-mile walk to the doctor's house, with no
taxicabs available. By the time he returned with the doctor,

the baby was born, bathed and in process of being dressed.

Alice, who was herself pregnant at the time, had acted as mid-

wife. Charles Ruthenberg was very proud of his wrife Rose and
his little son Daniel. He called the baby “Dandy."

One of Daniel Ruthenberg’s earliest memories is of the toy

streetcar his father made for him. It was a wooden model
trolley car, a foot long, complete with little seats, doors and
everything. And why a street car? For little Dandy it was a fas-

cinating toy, and he could make believe he was riding in it

to work, as his dad rode the real street car. For Charles E.

Ruthenberg, it was a symbol of something important going on
in the Cleveland of that time. Tom L. Johnson, a Single Taxer,
“reform" mayor from 1901 to 1909 and himself a street railway

magnate, was during that period waging a battle for municipal
ownership of Cleveland's trolley-car system and for a three-cent

fare. Ruthenberg, observing the graft and corruption exposed
by the mayor s crusading administration, was then an ardent
supporter of Tom Johnson.

About the time little Dandy was a year old, the Ruthen-
bergs moved to another apartment at 8111 Madison Avenue,
near West 81st Street, where they were to live for several years.

Daniel recalls the books that wrere in his father’s study at this

addiess when he was a youngster—the pictures and mottoes
on the walls, the heavy library table his father had made, and
the bookstand, also handmade at home, which held the newly
bought encyclopedia. “On my father’s library wall,’’ says Daniel,
“hung his favorite portraits, those of Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and Wendell Phillips; on an-
other side were epigrams of Elbert Hubbard; on another, the
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“creed” of the well-known orator, Robert G. Ingersoll. On his

library shelves were the works of the great Americans—Nathaniel

Hawthorne, William Cullen Bryant, Edgar Allan Poe, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Henry David

Thoreau, Thomas Paine, James Russell Lowell, Washington

Irving, Mark Twain and Walt Whitman.” Daniel adds: “In-

stead of merely reading these great Americans, my father be-

lieved with them and acted on their principles.” Ruthen-

berg’s new friendship with MacBain Walker led his thoughts

in new directions. Walker, a salesman under Ruthenberg, was

a young man full of challenging ideas. He liked to discuss new
theories. The three young couples—the Walkers, the Kretch-

mars, and the Ruthenbergs—each with a baby growing up,

were for two or three years almost inseparable. Nearly every

Sunday they got together at one home or another, to talk and
argue and read. The young men came to regard themselves

as a study club. Charles with his “midwest” sense of humor,

dubbed the three “The Huntsmen of Minerva.”

Their pursuit of wisdom led them into many bypaths. Ruth-

enberg, broad-visioned and forthright, had a way of forging

ahead straight at a problem till he found the essential truth

he was after. Walker, college-trained and facile, peeked and
pried into every curious corner of knowledge, and at the same
time challenged Ruthenberg with his half-cynical comments
on every conventional ideal. Kretchmar—the “phlegmatic

Dutchman,” as Ruthenberg affectionately called him—trailed

along behind the other two, and listened.

For two years they met regularly. They discussed the ideas

of Emerson, Thoreau, Walt Whitman. They also discussed

religion. MacBain Walker, who had studied for the Methodist

ministry, was an atheist and he was not backward in saying so.

Sometimes they played cards, and Ruthenberg would join in,

although he “always felt he didn’t have time,” and liked to

steer his friends back to the world of ideas. Sometimes they

talked shop. Ruthenberg had original opinions about advertis-

ing and promotion, and often his ideas were put into practice

by his employers.

Politics was in the air in this first decade of the twentieth
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century, and increasingly as time went on the discussions of the

“Huntsmen” turned toward the burning political questions

facing the people of Cleveland and of the country as a whole.
When the group talked politics, MacBain Walker championed
socialism and spoke of Karl Marx, while Ruthenberg, then a
Tom Johnson enthusiast and an advocate of reform, argued
against socialism and in favor of "individual initiative.” Walker
was not a member of the Socialist Party, but he had read enough
to put up a challenging argument. Ruthenberg. on the other
hand, was by this time dead set against the “trusts” and “spe-

cial privilege,” but still clung to the idea of “free enterprise.”

He argued that if a man works hard he can get ahead. Of course
there are millionaires, he said, but a man has a right to what
he can get. If people fail, that’s their hard luck. He gave as
an example of praiseworthy enterprise the founder of the com-
pany they worked for, who had started out as a poor immi-
grant, selling books as they themselves were doing.

In championing socialism, Walker took the “example” that
was in everybody’s mouth, municipal ownership of the street
railways, as advocated by Tom Johnson. Municipal ownership
was one of the things Ruthenberg agreed with-at least munici-
pal ownership of street railways. Well, said Walker, advancing
the typical though naive argument of many Socialists of the
time, wasn t that Socialism? Walker went further. He attacked
private ownership of all productive enterprises. He said that
the workers in these enterprises were exploited, “robbed,” de-
frauded of the "full product of their toil.” Ruthenberg argued
vigorously against these new ideas, but even as he argued he was
becoming dissatisfied with the blind alley in which each talk
ended. There were too many unanswered questions.

The discussions on socialism carried over from home to office.
Heated debates took place in the Selmar Hess office, with Walk-
er and Ruthenberg as the principal contestants. The original
"Huntsmen” were joined by a half-dozen others. Finally, a more
or less formal debate between Walker and Ruthenberg was held
right in the Selmar Hess citadel of free enterprise, and by
general agreement of the congregated salesmen, Walker, champ-
ion of socialism, was awarded the palm. Ruthenberg himself
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felt that he had been worsted. He went straight to the Cleveland

Public Library and got a copy of Karl Marx's Capital, Volume

One. Years later, when he was on trial for his Communist

activities, the prosecutor asked him how it was that he became

converted to socialism. “Through the Cleveland Public Li-

brary," he answered.

There is a story that the Walkcr-Ruthenberg debates in the

office at last reached the ear of the strait-laced general manager,

and cost Ruthenberg his job. At any rate, Ruthenberg left the

Selmar Hess Company early in 1908, and went to work in the

sales department of the Johns-Manville Roofing Company.

When Ruthenberg walked home from the Cleveland Public

Library with a volume of Karl Marx under his arm, he had

reached the climax of this important transition period in his

life. In the middle months of 1908, he began calling himself

a socialist, but still argued vehemently in support of Tom
Johnson and reform.
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The election year of 1908 was an illuminating experience for

26-year-old Ruthenberg, studying Karl Marx for the first time.

The Republican Party put up William Howard Taft of Ohio

for President. Theodore Roosevelt, imperialist Republican

“trust-buster,” had recommended Taft as his successor. Taft in

his acceptance speech informed organized labor that injunctions

were necessary to keep workers from “injuring” their employers'

property. And though the country was only now struggling out

of the crisis of 1907, which took place under Republican rule,

he warned the people that prosperity would go to the dogs if

the Democrats got in. Republican boss Mark Hanna had

died in 1905, but his demagogic slogan of the “Full Dinner

Pail” was still the propaganda of the Republican machine.

The Democrats for the third time nominated the silver-tongued

William Jennings Bryan, who posed as spokesman of the trust-

hating Middle West farmers. Bryan's preoccupations were with

free trade and the illusion of “free silver,” and he ran on a plat-

form that called for a graduated income tax and the direct elec-

tion of United States Senators, plus a mild reproof to the prac-

tice of anti-labor injunctions. His frown at injunctions won
for Bryan the backing of Samuel Gompers and the American

Federation of Labor. Teddy Roosevelt had stolen Bryan's

anti-trust thunder in 1904, but Bryan himself, back in 1896

when he first ran for President, had taken his progressive

planks from the Populists. The Populists had polled a million

and a half votes in 1892 out of a total popular vote of around

twelve million (there was no woman suffrage then), indicating

a truly strong political movement. They were a middle-class

and agrarian reform party which, in effect, sought to turn his-
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tory’s clock back from monopoly to small-scale capitalism. They

feared the rising strength of big business without understanding

its nature, and bitterly fought the trusts. They largely repre-

sented and helped to keep alive the spirit of democratic rule

by the people. In 1896 the bulk of Populist votes swung to

Bryan, but by 1908-the last election year that saw a Populist

ticket—a great many of the Populists had turned to the Socialist

Party.

In the presidential contest of 1904 the Socialist Party—still

competing with the older but sectarian Socialist Labor Party-

polled nearly half a million votes for Eugene V. Debs. In 1908

the Socialists again had Debs at the head of their ticket and for

Vice-President a Cleveland-born union printer named Ben

Hanford. 1 Besides being a popular lecturer and writer on so-

cialism, Hanford was creator of the character “Jimmie Higgins”

—type of the indefatigable rank and file Socialist. Debs cam-

paigned across the country on the “Red Special,”2 the expenses

of which were paid by collections from town to town, and by

workers who rode as “passengers” for a short distance.

Here was a party, Ruthenberg saw at once, that was neither

faint-hearted nor petty in its advocacy of reforms and its cham-

pionship of labor. Its planks included not only the income

tax, direct election of senators, the initiative, referendum and

recall, independence for the Philippines, condemnation of anti-

labor injunctions and of child labor, and advocacy of votes for

women, but also the revolutionary demand for socialized own-

ership of all socially operated industry. When Debs spoke in

Cleveland on his national campaign tour, Ruthenberg was

greatly stirred. A large crowd had met the “Red Special” at

the station and escorted Debs to the Armory. There, eight

thousand cheering workers heard him call for a Socialist

government.

The year 1908 was the twilight of the fighting career of

Single Taxer Tom L. Johnson, street railway magnate and re-

form mayor of Cleveland from 1901 to i 9°9 - During this time,

as reported in Lincoln Steffens’ crusading articles, Cleveland

got the reputation of being the best-governed city in America.

Cleveland’s Department of Public Works acquired a municipal
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electric plant and a munipical garbage disposal plant. The
parks were turned into public recreation centers, with children’s

playgrounds and baseball diamonds. In the spring of 1908 the
Tom Johnson “municipal” company bought out Cleveland’s
street railways. The original owners had promised their men a
two-rent-an-hour raise, but Johnson refused to pay it. The men
struck. Mayor Johnson appealed for public backing for the
good of the city. The Socialist Party of Cleveland, along with
trade union leaders, supported the strikers. Ruthenberg sup-
ported Johnson.

Ruthenberg thought Tom Johnson was bringing the be-

ginnings of socialism to Cleveland through his municipal own-
ership scheme. Cleveland workers, it seemed to him, were
showing bad judgment, not to say ingratitude, by striking

for a few cents a day. In a letter to the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
May 27, 1908, he set forth this view, and took to task the So-
cialists, Robert Bandlow and Max Hayes, editors of the Cleve-
land Citizen, a trade union paper. He expressed surprise that
an anti-Johnson position could be taken by Socialists. "Mr.
Johnson has changed the street railway system in Cleveland,”
he argued, “from one conducted for the profit of the stock-

holders only to one conducted in the interests of the whole
people.” Ruthenberg was not yet really a socialist. He was
groping and stumbling. Seeking for clarity through discussion
with others, he became a persistent letter-writer to the press.
In a reply sent direct to Ruthenberg the very day his letter

appeared, Robert Bandlow described Johnson’s plan as "mu-
nicipal capitalism;’ pointing out that stockholders still got a
six percent return on their investment. He chided Ruthenberg
for writing on matters he knew “nothing about,” and added,
"If I were you, I should not attempt to criticize . . . Socialism
. . . until I had a fair knowledge of the philosophy.” Band-
low concluded his letter with the words, “For the social revo-
lution in our time.”

On the following day, as soon as Ruthenberg got Bandlow’s
letter, he sat down and answered it. He assured Bandlow that
he had not intended to criticize socialism. In fact, he had been
making a study of socialism, he said, and listed "Marx, Schaeffle,
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Morris, Bax, etc.,” as the authorities he had been reading, along

with opponents of socialism “such as Graham and Flint.”3 No,

it was not socialism but local Socialist leaders he was criticizing,

Ruthenberg insisted, for their opposition to what he still

looked upon as a socialist beginning. “Tom L. Johnson’s ‘mu-

nicipal capitalism’ means to me municipal socialism," he wrote,

“and it is my hope that municipal socialism may be an entering

wedge which will clear the way for that socialism which we both

so earnestly desire. . . . Allow me,” Ruthenberg went on, “to

express my hearty endorsement of the closing paragraph of your

letter of yesterday to me, reading, ‘For the social revolution in

our time.’ Had I written this sentence I might have worded it:

For the social evolution, may it reach socialism in our time;

for history, as I read it, allows me no other hope. Ruthenberg

was earnest in his search for an understanding of society and a

cure for its ills. He was looking for socialism, and fumbled

around at first. Bandlow replied: “Social evolution is a slow

process that may and will be hastened by revolution.” His letter

gave Ruthenberg just the challenge that he needed. Most im-

portant of all, it ended with the words-“you should enroll

yourself as a member of the Socialist Party, and with us stand

for the social revolution in our time.”

Joining the Socialist Party

Early in January, 1909, C. E. Ruthenberg strode to the front

of a Socialist meeting in the old hall of the United Trades and

Labor Council on Superior Avenue and took the Socialist pledge,

as printed on the application card:

“Recognizing the class struggle between the capitalist class

and the working class, and the necessity of the worldng_ class

constituting itself into a political party distinct from and opposed

to all parties~forme(Tby the capitalist class, I hereby pledge that

I have severed my relations with all other parties, and I endorse

the platform and constitution of the Socialist Party, including

the principle of political action, and hereby apply for admission

to said party.”

Ruthenberg told a friend, years later, how he came to join
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the Socialist Part}’. He was not actually “recruited” at all: he

simply went down to a meeting and asked to be signed up. An-

nouncements of Socialist branch meetings were made in the

Cleveland Citizen, of which Bandlow was business manager and

Max S. Hayes, Socialist National Committee member and leader

of the Typogrpahical Union, was editor. Ruthenberg, as it hap-

pened, simply picked out the Central Branch meeting from the

addresses he found each week in the Citizen

,

and went there.

Fifteen other new members joined the Socialist Party in January,

1909, making a total membership in Local Cleveland of 342 for

that month. Cleveland was then the second largest local in

Ohio, Cincinnati being the largest.

The tumult and the shouting of the presidential elections

were over. Taft, big business candidate on the Republican

ticket, was the president-elect of the country. And in Cleveland,

Tom Johnson, the ’white-haired boy of the liberals and reform-

ers, had outlived his usefulness and was to go down in defeat

before the year’s end. Ruthenberg had been learning from these

events, and getting ready to take his stand. Now he had taken

that stand. He was ready for action.

It is noteworthy that—after the Tom Johnson episode—

Ruthenberg, as he moved away from the capitalist ideology he

had been taught, never showed the slightest inclination to wan-

der into such by-paths as currency reform or single tax. He was

too clear and honest a thinker, and too thorough a student, to let

himself fall into intellectual double-talk. Ruthenberg went

directly to scientific socialism, rejecting along with the old capi-

talist ideology all its new disguises. Once Ruthenberg put his

hand to this plow, he went straight ahead for the rest of his life,

without wavering. He took with him into the Socialist Party his

friend, MacBain Walker. His other friend, Theodore Kretchmar,

remained behind.

Years later, in a letter to a friend from Sing Sing prison,

Ruthenberg was to write: “My greatest impulse always is to

transform theory into action.” This was Ruthenberg’ s approach

to life. When he pledged himself that January night in 1909

as a member of the working class party, he began to transform

socialist theory into action for the people.
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At the time Ruthenberg joined the Socialist movement, the

Socialist Party was only eight years old. Debs, however, had

already been a workers’ candidate for president, and was a sea-

soned leader of workers’ struggles. The story of his life, as Alex-

ander Trachtenberg says, is the story of the first real steps in t e

maturing of the American working class.
4 Debs was born Novem-

ber r, 1855, in Terre Haute, Indiana, of parents who had been

French Alsatian immigrants. At sixteen he was a railway fireman,

at twenty a member of the newly organized Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen, and at twenty-five the Brotherhood’s na-

tional secretary-treasurer. When he was thirty-eight, he organized

the American Railway Union, the first large-scale industrial

union in the country. It was his experience as head of this union

during the Chicago Pullman strike of 1894, and his reading in

and out of jail in the next three years, that made him a Socialist.

The strike, as he said, was suppressed by United States court

injunctions and United States government troops. Debs helped

during the next five years in the aligning of political groupings

which in 1901 merged into and became the Socialist Party of

America.

In 1908, just before Ruthenberg joined it, the party had

41,751 dues-paying members, 41 per cent of whom were members

of trade unions also. In that year, Debs’ vote was 424,448, nearly

three per cent of the total vote. Debs often spoke in Ohio, and

the anti-war speech for which he later went to prison was made

there. Ruthenberg, as a Socialist, inherited directlyjrom Debs
j

the fighting traditions and purposes of the Americanjworking .

class movement.

One of the elements of American working class thought

which he inherited was its international character. “Patriotism,

like brotherhood, must be international and all-embracing to be

at all,” Debs once said. And his trade union ancestor, William

Sylvis, founder of the National Labor Union back in 1866,

advocated an international alliance of organized labor.6 A fur-

ther element of the Debs legacy was the tradition of fighting for

women’s rights and against Negro slavery, both tied in with

labor’s struggle on a broad front. Debs platform in 1900 hac
|

a

woman’s rights plank; and International Woman’s Day-like
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May Day—grew out of American labor and Socialist activity (it

was established in 1910). Marx declared, “Labor cannot emanci-

pate itself in the white skin where in the black it is branded”;

and the American Sylvis warned that if white and black workers

did not unite, the “capitalists north and south would foment

discord” between them.6 The “Debs Heritage” contained not

only glorious traditions of struggle and achievement, but also

elements of weakness in theory and action, and a host of prob-

lems to solve. In 1909, however, Ruthenberg was only a beginner

in the movement. He had read as much of Marx as was available

in English. He had a lot to learn, but he had enthusiasm and

energy, and something else—the kind of character that could

be steeled in struggle.

On a midsummer evening in 1909, Martha Ruthenberg, wife

of Charles* older half-brother August, was strolling down Lorain

Avenue, when she noticed a man on a soapbox holding forth at

the corner of Clark, with a crowd of people listening. “When I

got closer,” she told others, “I saw it was Charley, standing there

big as life talking to those people.” She sent a neighbor girl to

tell Ma Ruthenberg. And Ma, unbelieving, came right down to

the comer with her little three-cornered handkerchief on her

head. Her youngest son was making his first speech, making it

in his old home neighborhood, less than a stone’s throw from the

house in which he had been born. His mother stood there a

moment, her hands clasped before her, staring up astonished

at her tall and very serious son. “Then,” Martha remembers,
“she whirled and went straight home!”

Ruthenberg began the most important work of his life among
his neighbors, in the place where as a child he had played and
gone to school. That summer of 1909 Ruthenberg spoke on
street corners quite a few times, and when fall came he began
to talk at indoor meetings. One of the old Socialists of that day,

August Altenbernd, still treasures a pencilled postcard announc-
ing one of Ruthenberg’s first such talks, given September 3,

1909. Addressed to members of the First Ward Branch, the card

says: “Comrade C. E. Ruthenberg of Central Branch will address

the meeting. Come and bring one or two friends to swell the

crowd.” In his early speaking for the party, Ruthenberg was far
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from fluent. He appeared embarrassed and awkward. As a

speaker he was decidedly made, not born. But even in his first

talks there were qualities that held attention. There was knowl-

edge of what he was talking about, and the earnestness of one

who believes in his principles and intends to stand by them.

An old Slovak comrade recalls that he met Ruthenberg for the

first time in July, 1909. when the latter was first sent as a dele-

gate from his branch to the city’s central body. “Ruthenberg was

introduced to us as a new comrade as well as a delegate, this

Slovak leader remembers. “That same night we elected him

recording secretary of the central city body.

Special Problems of Socialism

Early in his Socialist career, Ruthenberg had the Negro prob-

lem called to his attention. A Negro minister, the Rev. Richard

Euell, of Milford, Ohio, wrote to the Ohio Socialist Bulletin in

February, 1909, suggesting that Negroes could be more rapidly

recruited into the party if Socialists would go to them in their

churches and point out "the way to freedom and plenty.” The

Negro, said the Reverend Euell, “belongs to the working class

and must be taught class consciousness.” While Socialists were

in general friendly to Negroes, they had not learned the charac-

teristic of the Negro people as an oppressed minority, nor had

the Socialist Party worked out a political approach to the special

problems of the Negro people. The Socialist platformof jgg8

did not contain a single word referring to Negroes. But in 1908

and 1909, the International Socialist Review, published by

Charles H. Kerr and Company, Chicago, began to carry articles

of varying merit on certain aspects of the Negro question, such

as the bestial lynchings and job discrimination. The Review

printed many articles by writers of Left tendencies.

That first year Ruthenberg was in the Socialist Party there

was much discussion on women—how to get them to join the

party, and whether or not Socialists should fight to get them the

vote. The demonstration for suffrage in New York City early in

1908 stimulated the Socialist Convention held that year in Chi-

cago to take action about women’s rights. Provision was made
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for a full-time, paid National Woman’s Organizer, and Mar-

guerite Prevey of Akron, Ohio, was given that post. Miss Prevey’s

duty was to “work for equal, civil and political rights in con-

nection with the Socialist propaganda among women and their

organization in the Socialist Party.” 7

This was not the first time that Socialists had supported

woman’s right to equality. But no organizational steps had been

taken before 1908 to carry this message to the women themselves.

The 1908 Convention approved a plan of work “to promote the

suffrage movement,” and recognized that “women’s economic

and social conditions, and the problems arising therefrom,”

necessitated special appeals to women.

There were as yet few women members in the party. In an

article in the April, 1909, Ohio Socialist Bulletin

,

“The Lone

Woman in the Local,” Nellie Zeh explained what it was that

hindered women from joining a “political party that offered

them both political and economic freedom.” When a woman
joined a branch, Miss Zeh said, she found herself generally alone.

“The first thing that greets her is that same capitalist mind of

these Socialist men who have invited her to come. . . . Indeed,

i t is a very embarrassing position for both men and women .

They want her there, yet now that she is there, they don’t know
what to do with her. To^make the matter worse, they talk about

things of which she has no knowledge, and to smoke or noL-to

smoke is the burden on their minds, while she is wondering

whether she had better talk or preserve that lady-like silence so

nuich_admired by members of theTold parties.” The advice this

woman gave as to the “best way to meet the lone woman who
has the daring” to come to the branch was, “Adopt a simple

comradeship-like attitude toward her.” She added: “I wonder

if you men fully realize what that word ‘Comrade’ means to us

women?”

When Ruthenberg read this appeal by a woman Socialist,

he had himself been only four months in the party. He tried

to bring his wife Rose into the party with him. But a woman's

special problems kept her out at first. She was “wrapped up in

little Dandy.” She did join, however, in 19 12.8

There were large national groups in Cleveland, and Ruthen-
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bertr always accepted invitations to meet with them. When they

held their picnics and national anniversary celebrations, it soon

happened that he was regularly the "English speaker on the

program. On June 4. * 9 10 -
there were ei&ht English-speaking

branches in local Cleveland, and 18 foreign-speaking branches.

The latter consisted of three German, four Bohemian and four

Polish branches, along with one branch each of Jewish, Finnish,

Hungarian, Lettish, Lithuanian, Slovak and Italian comrades.

Bv October 16 there was also a Swedish Socialist Club, which

Ruthenberg addressed on that date. An old Hungarian worker

on Cleveland’s West Side tells how Ruthenberg used to speak

at the Hungarian Home, as early as 1910. "He was a leading

man among us,” this worker recalls proudly, "but when e

spoke, he spoke not with authority but like a friend, like one

of us That’s what made you feel he was so kind.”

When the militant Socialist leader of Germany, Karl Lieb-

knecht, during his tour of the United States, lectured in Cleve-

land for the German-speaking Socialists, Sunday afternoon,

October 30, 1910. ^ was natural that Ruthenberg should be the

announced speaker in English. Karl was the son of Wilhelm

Liebknecht, who with August Bebel had founded the German

Social Democratic Party a generation before-the same Wil e m

Liebknecht who had toured the United States and addressed a

Cleveland audience in 1886 when Ruthenberg was a child ol

four. It was the younger Liebknecht with whom Ruthenberg

now shared the platform. Incidentally, counting members of all

national groups, Local Cleveland was said by the Citizen of

October 22, 1910, to be now the largest Ohio local, with 902

members. This compared with the 342 members the local had

had twenty-two months earlier, when Ruthenberg joined.

Despite the fact that the 1908 Socialist Convention under the

guidance of Morris Hillqu it and Vigor Berger had avoided

expression of any stand on trade unions in the platform, it

could not be concealed that Eugene V. Debs, the Socialist Party

standard-bearer, was an advocate of industrial unionism. 'William

D. Haywood, leader of the Industrial Workers of the World

and member of the Socialist National Executive Committee until

1912, spoke frequently in Cleveland. And the International So-
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cialist Review kept hammering home the principles of indus-

trial unionism, though with a syndicalist undertone. The craft

unions had more numerous spokesmen, nearer home. The Cleve-

land Citizen, Ruthenberg’s chief medium of expression in his

early party years, was the official organ of the Cleveland Trades

and Labor Council, an American Federation of Labor central

body. Its editors, Max S. Hayes, Robert Bandlow and David

H. Jenkins, the first influential Socialists with whom Ruthenberg

became acquainted, were AFL members. Max Hayes was well-

known as the leader of the Typographical Union, and on several

occasions was put forward nationally by the Socialist trade union-

ists as their candidate for president of the AFL, in opposition

to the perennial candidate, Samuel Gompers. On one occasion

(1916), Hayes received as much as one-third of the votes.

While the 1908 platform avoided a stand on the craft

versus industrial union debate, it did refer specifically to the

attempt of the mine-owners to destroy the militant Western

Federation of Miners (now the Mine, Mill and Smelter Work-

ers), declaring that this effort “revealed the existence of a

far-reaching and unscrupulous conspiracy by the ruling class

against the organizations of labor.” In that conspiracy, Haywood

and two other union leaders had been kidnapped in Cripple

Creek, Colorado, in 1906, taken to Boise, Idaho, and held in

prison for a year and a half on a frame-up murder charge.9

Within the Socialist Party the lines were already being drawn in

1908 and 1909 between the crystallizing Right and Left wings,

especially on the question of industrial unionism. The Left

favored industrial unionism, the chief example of which at that

time was the Industrial Workers of the World. The Right, while

professing to be neutral in trade union matters, in practice

favored the older, well-established craft unions, most of which

were affiliated to the American Federation of Labor.

Fighting for Socialist Principles

Ruthenberg was drawn to socialism at first through his sense

of justice and fair dealing, but as he read and observed and

played his part in the fight for these aims, he became sharply
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aware of the underlying struggle in society between rich and

poor He remembered more clearly, now, his father’s eftorts to

feed and clothe his family. When he read Elbert Hubbard’s

article in the Fra praising President Taft for the alleged “smiling

prosperity everywhere,” he was angry. He sharply listed some

“prosperity” items of another kind in a letter to the Citizen

(March 5, 1910) ironically captioned “Taft Smiles!” “The steel

trust pays millions in dividends on watered stock,” he wrote,

“while its employees live in poverty and squalor, and Taft

smilesl Unions fighting to maintain a decent standard of living

are fined hundreds of thousands of dollars, and Taft smiles!

Forty thousand shirtwaist makers strike for better wages, and

their pickets are arrested and brutally beaten by the police, and

Taft smiles! . . .
n Men are imprisoned, tortured for demanding

the right of free speech at Spokane, and Taft smiles! 12 Smile on,

Big Bill Taft, smile on; smile on while you may. The workers

are not smiling. ... Now is your time to smile; their time is

coming."

In this letter Ruthenberg refers impartially to struggles car-

ried on by both the AFL and the IWW. His primary interest

was in labor’s struggles, whether led by a craft union or an in-

dustrial union.

In the middle of 1909, a disagreement arose in the party

over a proposal to move the state office from Cleveland, Ohio’s

largest city, to Columbus, the state capital. Letters in the Bul-

letin warned against “so-called intellectuals who were trying

to “use the Party organization as a means to secure a livelihood.”

But the membership voted in a referendum to move the state

office to Columbus.

Ruthenberg took no direct part in the dispute, though he

favored Cleveland as a headquarters. He pondered the rather

bitter battle with some surprise, and three months later wrote

in the Citizen

:

“The labor movement and the Socialist move-

ment naturally first attract the most aggressive . . . members of

the working class, because these are apt to be the first to rebel

against unjust conditions. Being made up to a large extent of

strong personalities, these organizations will be for a long time

the battleground of the individual views of these strong person-
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alities. But those who have the real interest of the working class

at heart must learn to sacrifice their own personal views and
to accept the will of the majority and work in accordance with
that will. They must learn the lesson of solidarity.”

Rudienberg did not yet see clearly that certain hidden anti-

working class trends within the Socialist Party made inner-party

struggle inevitable. From the very first, however, he took a
direction in his thinking and writing which was in line with
the developing Left movement. He strove for unity, but always
on the basis of a theory which, in his view, aimed straight for
socialism.

In taking this Marxist stand, Ruthenberg did not, however
fall into the sectarian fault rather common with Left-wingers of

that time of refusing to work for reforms. Neither did he have
the equally common sectarian fault of disregarding the pro-
gressive traditions of American history.

In a letter to the Citizen
, June 18, 1910, Ruthenberg urged

workingmen to study the Declaration of Independence. Does
the present system, he asked, destroy “the right of a majority
of the people (the working class) to life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness?” Answering that it does exactly that, he went on:
"When the workers as a class realize this ... a new Declaration
of Independence will be written and the right of the people to

‘alter or abolish’ the present system will be invoked.”
A certain Dr. G. C. Ashmun demanded in the Cleveland

Plain Dealer that a course in ethics be established in the city’s

public schools in order to ‘combat the tendency toward anarchy
and socialism.” Ruthenberg took issue with him. 13 After point-
ing out the confusion of the terms "anarchy and socialism,” he
wrote. The golden rule supposedly expressed the highest code
of ethics possible for mankind to attain, and no doubt Dr. Ash-
mun wrould agree that no better code of ethics could be taught
our school children. It would be interesting to know, in view
of this fact, in what way the teaching of the golden rule would
combat the tendency toward Socialism.” Referring to the En-
cyclopedia Britannica’s (9th edition) definition, "The ethics of

Socialism are identical with the ethics of Christianity,” Ruthen-
berg went on: Socialists could ask nothing better than that
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school children be taught a code of ethics, the application of

which would be Socialism.” 14

Occasionally, Ruthenberg relaxed at home with his oldest

half-brother, William, over a game of chess, a game they had

played together for years. William never avowed himself a

Socialist, but he attended lectures and mass meetings, and sub-

scribed to Socialist papers.

Ruthenberg had come to the Socialist Party with a deep love

for literature. That his artistic interests went beyond the recep-

tive into the creative is shown by a letter written October 28,

1912, to an Ohio woman Socialist and poet, Ann Mintum, in

which he said: “1 have written nothing but essays on

Socialism since I have been in the Party. Before, I wrote five or

six stories, which the publishers regularly returned, and even

started a novel, of which three chapters are still extant.” When
he became a Socialist, Ruthenberg did not bottle up his artistic

energies. In the work of the movement he found fulfillment for

his creative personality. The American literary heritage he loved

became a weapon for him in the long fight for the "cooperative

commonwealth” (a term used at that time as a synonym for

socialism). Memorable phrases from Lincoln and Paine and Em-
erson and from the Declaration of Independence, and verses from
the British poet, William Morris, appeared naturally in his

speeches and writings. He brought artistic vision to the party, but
he received as well as gave. The party developed and widened
his esthetic understanding. In a thousand directions new doors
opened, new horizons blazed. In a letter to the Citizen he wrote
of the "waste of genius” that takes place under capitalism. The
long hours and exhausting labor forced upon working men and
women, along with the fear of unemployment and other bur-
dens, "smother any inventive or creative talent” that they may
have, he said. Socialism, he declared, is the only way to rescue
these great human resources for art and science.15

More and more Ruthenberg became a party man. The party
more and more absorbed his time and energies. He became iden-
tified with the party, and its work became his work. The Citizen
for July 23, 1910, reports that Ruthenberg was not only record-
ing secretary for the City Central Committee but also press cor-
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respondent and member of the auditing committee-all of them

volunteer, unpaid jobs-along with betng on the official list of

-local speakers." He was a delegate to the State Cot.vcm.on

which met that year at Columbus, April }o and Ma, t. The Con-

vention nominated him as Socialist candidate or state treasurer.

In Cleveland “C. E.,’’ as he came to be called because of his

characteristic signature, “C. E. Ruthenberg,” was always present

as secretary of the City Central Committee, which met at eight

o’clock on the first and third Mondays of each month in Room 2

of the headquarters, 817 Superior Avenue, N. W. There were also

the regular meetings of the special committees he served on, and

the weekly street corner and Sunday afternoon gatherings he

attended and often addressed. Besides these specific tasks there

was writing to be done, much of which he took care of at the

Socialist headquarters, as well as correspondence, the speakers

class, conferences, plans for picnics, and a hundred other dungs.

At this time Ruthenberg began more and more at the end

of the day to go straight from his job to the Socialist headquar-

ters, and there again plunge into work. Inclination as well as

the position of press correspondent made him follow carefully

dozens of periodicals, daily, weekly and monthly. The local

Ohio Socialist press alone included, besides the Bulletin and the

Citizen, at least eight other papers, among them the 1 oledo Arm

and Torch, the Coshocton Socialist, the Hamilton Searchlight,

and the Findlay Call. A little later there was also the Warren

Worker. The New York Call was the Socialist Party’s outstanding

daily newspaper, and a new national paper, the Coming A ation,

was founded in Washington, D. C., under the editorship of A.

M. Simons, former editor of the Chicago Socialist. The long-

established Appeal to Reason, edited by Fred D. Warren, was

still popular. In New York one of the earliest working class

cultural magazines, Masses, began publication in 1911. Ruthen-

berg read them all.

When the Chicago Socialist Lyceum offered Local Cleveland

its choice of six lecture-recitals, the City Central Committee

quickly engaged all six, including lectures by N. A. Richardson

and George R. Kirkpatrick, nationally-known Socialist speakers,

and “An Evening of Music” by the Socialist Quartette Concert
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Company. John Spargo, Arthur Morrow Lewis and Lena Mor-

row Lewis, and many other speakers of the time, both Right and
Left wing, found their way in the ensuing months and years

to the Socialist forums of Cleveland.

In the 1910 fall elections Ohio led all the states of the Union
in the number of Socialist votes cast, with a total of 62,356, as

given in the American Labor Year Book for 1916 (edited by

Alexander Trachtenberg and published by the Rand School of

Social Science). Tom Clifford, candidate for governor, received

60,637 votes > and Ruthenberg, candidate for state treasurer,

received approximately the same. In his home county of Cuya-

hoga, Ruthenberg got 5,291 votes. Throughout the country Ohio
began to be spoken of as the “Red State.” The Ohio Socialist

Party had 122 locals and 3,429 dues-paying members.

Interesting to American workers of the present day is Ruthen-

bereg’s championship of unemployment insurance in the Chicago

Daily Socialist

,

August 8, 1910:

“The lives of the workers are one constant uncertainty,” he

wrote. “They know not whether on the morrow an accident may
not incapacitate them for further work, or whether illness, often

the result of the work they do, may not make it impossible for

them to labor, and, if they are lucky enough to escape both these,

they have still to fear the loss of their jobs and consequent un-

employment. Should they be so fortunate as to have accident,

illness and unemployment pass them by, they still have to face

the problem of providing for their old age. ... Of course the

capitalist-minded will ask why, in the time of prosperity, the

worker does not provide for the time of adversity. Why in the

years of health and strength he does not save enough of his

earnings to keep him in old age, illness or when accident has

laid him low. Yes, why? . . . How can they provide for accidents

and illness? How can they lay away enough to provide for old

age? For them it is a struggle to secure a livelihood now, and
they can give no thought to the future. And how often are their

already low wages cut down by unemployment! They are ready

and willing to work in order to secure for themselves food,

clothing and shelter, but our crazy industrial system forces them
to remain idle.”
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All this time, in addition to his full political work, Ruthen-

berg in 1909 and 1910 was earning a living for his family. Since

1 90S when he left the Selmar Hess concern, he had been work-

ing as a salesman for the Johns-Mansville Roofing Company. In

his daily employment he observed the weaknesses of capitalism

as a system of economy, and in another Citizen letter he de-

scribed how wasteful was its distributive machinery.

He began by quoting a salesman whom he had overheard

(in his own office) complaining to his sales manager:
“

‘It’s get-

ting to be awful,’ ” the salesman griped.
" ‘When I was in Illinois

a dealer in a small town told me fifteen salesmen had called on

him in a single day, and another man told me seven men selling

the same line had been in town at die same time.’ Think of

that!” Ruthenberg commented. “Seven men selling the same

kind of goods in one town on the same day! Fifteen salesmen

calling on a single dealer in one day! How many thousand more

men were there doing the same thing in the thousands of towns

and dues in the forty-six states of the Union? [Arizona and

New Mexico were not admitted to statehood until 1912.—OC/.]

Not only are these men drawn from real production, but their

railroad fares and hotel bills must be paid. All this expense

is added to the cost of the goods they are selling.”

While Ruthenberg was disgusted with mere salesmanship, he

was alert to salesmanship methods of reaching the public An

instance is his appeal to Clevelanders who attended Debs’ lec-

ture, February 12, 1911, to study socialism. The meeting was

announced, to begin with, through triangle-shaped red printed

cards hung on doorbells throughout the city. Then when the

people arrived at Gray’s Armory—in spite of a raging blizzard,

according to the Ohio Socialist Bulletin—every one of the 1,800

in the audience received “a circular giving a list of the books on

Socialism in the Public Library.”

3

A SOCIALIST CANDIDATE

The big thinc that happened in Cleveland in 1911 was Ruthen-

berg’s campaign against Tom Johnson’s man, Newton D. Baker,

for mayor. Baker, a Democrat, later to become Woodrow

Wilson’s Secretary of War, won the election. But Ruthenberg

won increased support for the Socialist ticket, getting 8,145

votes, in comparison with 1,266 that had been cast for John G.

Willert, Socialist candidate for mayor only two years before.

The Ohio campaign got attention that year from the Inter-

national Socialist Review. The October number devoted an

entire page to photographs of “Ohio Socialists in Action, with

Ruthenberg prominently featured. An accompanying six-page

article said: "Comrade C. E. Ruthenberg . . . knows how to do

big things.”

Just before the mayoralty campaign, Ruthenberg carried on

a fight against the local gas monopoly. In a series of letter-articles

in the Citizen, beginning October 1, 1910, Ruthenberg gave

figures on the increasing cost of gas. Before December came to

an end, he called on the City Council to submit the question

of a bond issue for a municipal gas plant to a popular referen-

dum. Clevelanders would refuse, he pointed out, to turn over

their water department or their public schools to Rockefeller,

so why should they let a private concern charge them more for

artificial gas than they would pay if they ran their own plant?

In January he warned that Republican Mayor Herman C.

Baehr had met with gas company representatives for “ten days

®f secret negotiations,” and made a deal. According to this deal,

the company was to get five cents more per thousand cubic feet

for artificial gas, with the right to raise the price another nickel

in “seven or eight years.” It was “time for the people to be on

39
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their guard,” Ruthenberg wrote in the Cleveland Citizen .

By the end of January, the Socialist Party presented a peti-

tion with eight thousand signatures asking for a referendum on

municipal gas, but the City Council denied it. Soon, however,

a referendum was won on another issue, during Ruthenberg s

mayoralty campaign. He was nominated to head a full ticket at

a city-wide convention held July 2 at Socialist Hall. Two weeks

later' the Citizen carried his really sensational expose of the

street-car company steal, in the usual form of a Letter to the

Editor.” Headed “Tayler Grant Amendments,” it presented

convincing figures showing that the Cleveland City Council had

casually signed papers making the street-car owners a gift of

more than $12,000,000 of the peoples money.

Then the editor of the Citizen awoke as a journalist. Ruthen-

berg’s following-up contribution was headlined on page one:

“Ruthenberg Explains the $12,000,000 Steal That John Stanley

and His Cohorts Want to Slip Over.”

The gist of the story was as follows: “Through changing one

word in the municipal ownership clause of the I ayler Franchise,

as Ruthenberg put it, the City Council placed the Cleveland

Railway Company in a position to collect $12,000,000 from the

people “without giving one cent of value in return. This was

done through substituting capital for physical value in a pro-

posed deal by which the city would buy the street railway system.

The Tavler Franchise had been advanced originally to enable

the private owners to hang onto the street-car business. It pro-

vided, however, that the city might buy the railways at their

physical valuation. The physical value estimate was based on

Tom Johnson's earlier disclosure that a $100 share of street-car

stock had only $42 actual value, that is, the capital value was

more than double the physical value. But no sooner had the

Tayler Franchise been adopted, with this proviso, than the com-

pany began angling for amendments, and the City Council

yielded: the word physical was changed to capital, and the com-

pany's stockholders stood to get the extra millions. (The Tayler

Franchise, as Ruthenberg noted in passing, had allowed a mod-

erate steal to begin with, by letting the company add $3,500,000

as “franchise value” to the actual physical value.) But there was
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still another fraud in the deal. According to the Franchise, the

owners would not be burdened overmuch in making current

repairs: they were obligated to keep the property only “in a

state of efficiency equal to 70% of the cost of production.” In

other words at any given time, the street-car system could actu-

ally be worth only 70% of its original physical value.

Ruthenberg’s revelation of this piling of fraud on fraud was

spread abroad in hundreds of speeches and in tens of thousands

of leaflets. 1 A Socialist petition was circulated demanding that

the Tayler Franchise amendments be submitted to a vote. Be-

tween 12,000 and 13,000 signatures were needed, and, mindful

of the fate of the gas-referenedum petition, the Socialists worked

harder and got 14,950 qualified signatures, as the Citizen re-

ported on August 12. The petition was presented to the City

Council, and the Council, willy nilly, had to announce that a

referendum would be held. The hard-fought referendum lost

by a comparatively narrow margin, but the Socialists won great

prestige. Never had there been such a stir in a city election since

the days of Tom Johnson.

In leading these fights for a city-owned gas plant and street

railways, Ruthenberg showed time and again that he was under

no illusions either of destroying the trusts or of establishing

“socialism” through municipal ownership. In dozens of articles

favoring municipal ownership, Ruthenberg—after his interchange

with Bandlowr two years earlier—never once referred to it as

“socialism,” or “municipal socialism,” although such confusion

was common among Socialists of the time. He had grown a lot

in those two years, which was only natural, for he regularly

discussed with his fellow Socialists the current problems of the

Socialist movement, and kept reading away at Marx and Engels.

He was emphatic, too, about the impossibility of going back to

a pre-monopoly “golden age.” What is needed, he kept repeating,

is for the trustified industries to be collectively owned and con-

trolled. He endorsed the Socialist slogan of the day: “Let the

nation own the trusts.” The capitalists were doing the job of

consolidating industry; the job of “bringing about collective

ownership” would have to be done by the workers.

The Socialists of Cleveland, as of all cities where serious
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election work was being done, looked hopefully to the example

of Milwaukee, which had elected a Socialist administration m

iqio In fact, they expected too much of Socialist Milwaukee,

the Milwaukee administration was functioning, not under so-

cialism, but in a capitalist economy. Furthermore, the Sc

cailist officialdom of Milwaukee, political children of the

Ricrht wing leader, Victor Berger, were not the best examples

for militant Socialists to follow. It was for all that an important

historical fact that the Socialist Party, with the support of the

city’s trade unions, was able to lead and manage so large a city

as Milwaukee, and continue to do so for many years. While

reformist in character, the Socialist Milwaukee administration

performed many valuable social services and benefited the peo-

ple. But the Milwaukee Administration received vicious attacks

from old-party politicians, and Ruthenberg, who carefully

watched the situation, defended it. On February n, he took the

Cleveland Leader to task for “maligning Milwaukee’s Socialist

Government.” The paper had assailed the Socialists for sup-

posedly increasing the city’s expenses. The Leader must have

been talking, Ruthenberg suggested, about Cleveland’s non-So-

cialist government, alluding, of course, to the current street-

railway grab. When the Cleveland News attempted an editorial

criticism of Milwaukee’s handling of the unemployed, Ruthen-

berg jibed: “It is really interesting to find a Cleveland news-

paper giving editorial attention to the unemployed question.”

Ruthenberg’s understanding of the limitations of a Socialist-

controlled municipal government in a capitalist society is shown

in his declaration that “until Socialists secure complete political

power, they hardly can be held responsible for the weaknesses

of the profit system they are trying to abolish.” He was steadily

developing as a thinking leader: his understanding of Marxism

was broadening in the only possible way—through combined

study and struggle.

The Election Issues

During the election campaign, Ruthenberg concentrated his

fire on his chief opponent, Newton D. Baker, candidate of the
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Democratic Party. The reputation of Baker as a liberal reformer

was his chief stock-in-trade, and Ruthenberg punctured that

reputation by steadily insisting that he live up to it. Baker gave

himself out as an advocate of municipal ownership, at least as

an “ultimate” proposition. To this, Ruthenberg observed that

whenever “there was a prospect of accomplishing something, his

[Baker’s] advocacy has been in such a still, small voice that no

one has heard him. Mr. Baker may ‘advocate’ municipal own-

ership,” Ruthenberg went on, “but the Party he represents does

not.” Baker’s candidacy, he said, “is a bait to catch the unwary

radical voter.”

In the course of the campaign Newton Baker himself was

asked to sign the Socialist petition calling for a referendum on

the street-car franchise amendments. Baker got out of it by say-

ing, “I’m for any kind of referendum and I’d like to sign this

one, but some folks might say that the Democratic organization

is helping fight for a referendum.” Ruthenberg wouldn’t let

him off with this excuse. He asked again, on August 4, why

Baker, “a professed advocate of municipal ownership,” had not,

up to that date, “uttered a single word against the Tayler Grant

amendments.” Ruthenberg’s own answer was that “The stock of

the Forest City Railway Company [included in that of the

Cleveland Railway Company.—O. C. J.] was owned largely by

Democratic politicians and capitalists close to the Democratic

organization.” Baker’s evasion, Ruthenberg indicated, put him

“in that class of office-seekers who are willing to sacrifice any

material interest of the community” to get into office.

In an open letter to Baker
(
Citizen , September 16), Ruthen-

berg challenged him to debate the election issue, saying he had

“no doubt” that Baker desired “to give the voters of the city

the fullest information” as to his stand on matters of vital im-

portance to them. But the elusive Baker declined on the ground

that such a debate would “obscure” the issues. Writing on

“Make-Believe Radicalism,” later that month, Ruthenberg

warned against the demagogic users of radical phrases. “Newton

D. Baker endeavors to give the impression,” Ruthenberg wrote,

“that the only differences between him and the Socialists are

‘differences of opinion upon questions of method rather than
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questions of principle.’ He seeks to make the working class of

Cleveland believe that by electing a candidate of the Democratic

Party who uses the phrase, ‘that the workers should receive all

they produce,’ they will move toward the abolition of

exploitation/*

Later events proved Ruthenberg was right. On October 14,

with election day around the corner, the Citizen disclosed in an

editorial that Newton Baker, “after a long and painful silence,”

had taken a stand on the Tayler Franchise amendments-by en-

dorsing them. Two days after he did so, the editorial said, the

Cleveland Chamber of Commerce endorsed Baker; and Baker

himself, at a dinner of bigwigs, warned against the danger of

socialism.

Ruthenberg summed up the election issues as follows: 2

“There are two concrete issues before the people of this city

today which overshadow everything else in . . . municipal affairs.

“The first is the open and brutal use of the Police Depart-

ment to intimidate and beat into submission the 6,000 garment

workers who are fighting for a greater share of the product of

their labor. . . . The second is the $12,000,000 street railway

franchise steal put through by the Republican administration,

on which the Socialist Party has forced a referendum, and in

regard to which there has been a conspiracy of silence on the

part of the newspapers of this city.**

The five-months strike of Cleveland garment workers in the

summer of 1911 was a landmark in American working class his-

tory. The leaders of the International Ladies’ Garment Workers

decided, after a survey of conditions in various cities, to make

Cleveland the scene of a strike of workers in the clothing trades.

“Cleveland was chosen as the battleground for the beginning of

the campaign for two reasons,*’ states The Women's Garment

Workers

,

a history of the International Ladies* Garment Work-

ers by Dr. Louis Levine. “One was economic. Though Cleveland

at that time ranked fourth in the manufacture of women’s cloth-

ing in the country ... it was second only to New York as a cloak

and suit market, and had more competitive importance for New
York than other cities. ... At the time the strike was called,

there were in Cleveland thirty-three firms which employed 5,000
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workers.” The history goes on to say that “The other reason for

choosing Cleveland was psychologic.” Cleveland workers were
becoming more and more insistent in their demand for a strike.

Tailors averaged from $8 to $15 in weekly earnings; cutters and
pressers from $10 to $18 a week, and “The women in the trade,

who formed about one-third of the total number of employees,

earned from $3 to $12 a week.”

The strike started June 6, and continued almost until elec-

tion day. The strikers* modest demands included a maximum
fifty-hour week, with no more than two hours overtime a day for

no more than five days a week. They also asked for a Saturday

half-holiday and the observance of legal holidays, for joint price

committees with employee representation, and for the abolition

of inside subcontracting (sweat shop system), as well as a raise

in pay. The Socialist Party of Cleveland energetically supported

the garment workers. Its City Central Committee adopted an

angry resolution of protest against the hiring of armed guards to

terrorize the strikers, and called on the city’s public officials to

disarm all company thugs. By July 15, the Citizen reported,

Ruthenberg and other speakers were holding street meetings

twice weekly in the strike district in the Fifteenth Ward.

On Sunday, September 3, at a huge Labor Day rally in Luna
Park sponsored by the trade unions, all mayoralty candidates

were invited by the strikers to answer the question, “What would

you do, if elected Mayor, to settle the garment workers’ strike?”

The vote of five thousand garment strikers and of other thou-

sands of sympathizing trade unionists was not to be laughed at,

and all the candidates were there.

As reported in the Citizen of September 9, Ruthenberg an-

swered the question this way: “The Socialist Party . . . would

use the political power it held to help the workers win this

strike.” He went on to say that the Socialists would “pick out a

hundred of the coolest heads among the strikers,’’ and “swear

them in as special police” to protect the workers on strike, keep

the scabs out, and maintain strong picket lines. Thus, he said,

“with the political power in their hands, the workers would

quickly win this strike, or any other strike.” In concluding, he

reminded his hearers of the Socialist Party’s aim: to abolish
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capitalism. "Although the Socialist Party is ready .and willing to

use its power to help tire workers win the battles of the present,

he said “its ultimate aim is a revolution which will sweep out

of existence the cause of strikes.”
.

The thousands gathered in die park roared their approval.

As the Plain Dealer was forced to admit the day after the rally,

"Judged by the reception tendered each, Rudienberg will be

Cleveland’s next Mayor.
.

On September 11, as stated in The Women’s Garment Work -

ers the ranks of the strikers were still solid. Of three diousand

workers who voted on whether to continue the strike, only 124

wanted to quit. The strikers received, furdiermore, wide popular

support. The president of the Ohio State Suffrage League, Mrs.

Harriet Upton Taylor, for example, along with Toledo’s liberal

Mayor Brand Whitlock, spoke at strikers’ mass meetings. But

the police, the imported strikebreakers, thugs and provacateurs,

and the vicious anti-labor tyranny of the Cloak Manufacturers

Association, who refused every offer of mediation, finally broke

the strike. The gun thugs on the outside were helped by com-

pany-paid spies sent into the workers’ ranks. The Citizen ex-

posed a company “guard" named Patterson, whom the police

had inadvertently arrested on the charge of carrying concealed

weapons, as a professional strikebreaker in the employ of the

Woodward Detective Agency of Pittsburgh. The International

finally called off the strike, late in October. Even then, it was

said that only eight hundred were in favor of returning to work.

The strikers went back to their jobs without winning a single

one of their demands.

In addition to these specific campaigns, Ruthenberg lived

the more-than-full life of a party propagandist and organizer.

He was put on the committee for local legislation, and on the

State Executive Committee. He was a delegate to the State Social-

ist Convention in Columbus at the beginning of May. He was

an unsuccessful candidate for delegate to the State Constitutional

Convention which in 1912 was to amend Ohio’s 140-year-old

Constitution, and was chairman of the Party committee to

propose amendments to that Constitution. He addressed several

meetings—indoor and outdoor—every week. On May Day, 1911,
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Ruthenberg had been the main speaker on Public Square to

a crowd of more than six thousand people in a celebration de-

scribed by the Citizen as the "largest ever held in Cleveland.”

Afterward, four thousand carrying red flags paraded to Acme

Hall, with several bands playing the Marseillaise. And there,

Cleveland’s two Socialist Sunday Schools provided entertain-

ment.

Socialist Sunday Schools were organized for the purpose of

giving workers’ children some elementary understanding of what

the working class was fighting for. The first Cleveland Sunday

School was set up in 1910. Such literature as Nicholas Klein’s

Socialist Primer, a first reader with pictures by cartoonist Ryan

Walker, and the Little Socialist Magazine, described as the

"leading monthly for boys and girls,” were used as texts.

Lecturing and Learning

Ruthenberg’s favorite lecture topic this year was “Scientific

Socialism,” into which he put the cream of his reading of Marx

and Engels. For the Young People’s Socialist League, in which

he took a great interest, he talked on "Parliamentary Law” at

a meeting on May 25, in Socialist Hall. A Hungarian woman

of Cleveland remembers how as a child she used to pass the hat

for Socialist contributions when Ruthenberg spoke at the Hun-

garian Workers’ Hall, 4309 Lorain Avenue. Her mother, she says,

"wanted us children to hear him,” and she never forgot the im-

pression he made. “His name always drew a crowd,” she recalls.

"The Hungarian people are very hard to approach if one is

formal. Ruthenberg was very plain and friendly. And when he

got through, he never got off the platform and just went away.

He’d go among the workers and greet them.”

On the State Executive Committee, Ruthenberg closely scru-

tinized every proposal before approving or rejecting. When the

local in Salem, Ohio, asked for approval of its newly adopted

municipal program, it was Ruthenberg who drily moved its

rejection because, as the September Bulletin reported, it con-

tained no statement of the "fundamental principle of the Social-

ist Party-the abolition of private ownership of the means of

production and distribution and the substitution of collective
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ownership and democratic management.” Numerous inner-party

problems had to be settled. The Ohio party, groping its way to

some understanding of the Negro question, began to understand

the special position of the Negro in America. Resolution No. 9,

adopted by the May Convention, recognized that the Negro

‘‘holds a peculiar position in society.” The Convention invited

Negroes to join the Socialist Party and urged the State Execu-

tive Committee to engage “competent speakers” for Negro audi-

ences. In the July Ohio Socialist Bulletin a local appealed for

“some colored comrade” as a speaker for the town s Negro popu-

lation. As far as segregated locals for women were concerned,

the September Bulletin carried the State Executive Committee’s

answer to Local Hamilton County, “We do not favor separate

organization of women,” but explained that women s commit-

tees should be set up in every local.

In die meantime, two persons died whose lives had influenced

Ruthenberg. Robert Bandlow, whose letters in 1908 had drawn

Ruthenberg toward the Socialist Party, died January 29, 191 1.3

Bandlow was a member of the Socialist party’s National Com-

mittee, had once been a leader in the old Knights of Labor, and

—as organizer of Typographia No. 6—held an important position

in the AFL. His association with Bandlow gave Ruthenberg a

close-up view of that oldstyle Socialist top leadership which he

was shortly to challenge. Tom Johnson died April 10.4 Though

Ruthenberg had outgrown his youthful enthusiasm for the

reform Mayor, he respected the man's accomplishments. A statue

of Johnson was erected on Public Square, “located”—as the in-

scription says—“on the spot he dedicated to the freedom of

speech.” It was at the foot of this statue that Ruthenberg was

to make some of his most historic speeches.

While Ruthenberg did not become Mayor of Cleveland, some

fifteen smaller Ohio towns elected Socialist mayors in 1911. In-

deed, before November, 1911, Ohio was listed as the twenty-

second state in number of Socialists elected to office, but after

that date it was second .
5 In other states several Socialists got

into office, but the showing made by Ohio this year (and for

several years thereafter) was outstanding. This success meant,

however, a new series of problems to which Socialist leaders—
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and especially Ruthenberg—were obliged to give thought. It is

worth noting here that the Socialist Party carried on much lo-

cal work in the towns where it won election victories, especially

in connection with issues affecting workers, such as health, hous-

ing, and schools. Nowhere was this practical Socialist achieve-

ment more conspicuous than in Ohio.

The unusual electoral showing must be credited in part to

Ruthenberg’s aggressive, astute political activity, and in some

part, too, to Ohio’s generally progressive traditions. But there

was also a solid economic base for this upsurge in Socialist think-

ing. Ohio had become a state in 1803, and thus was one of the

oldest states in the union except for the original thirteen. Its

industries—and its working class—were well established. Cleve-

land’s railroad docks on Lake Erie (where Ruthenberg’s father

had toiled) were able to service the largest of lake boats and

had been built in 1878. Ohio’s total “tangible wealth” in 1910

was more than five billion dollars, and this increased to nine

billion in 1912. Ohio ranked fourth among the states in popula-

tion in 1910, and its great industrial towns were peopled with

a militant proletariat. There were more than half a million

wage-earners—largely in coal, steel, shipping—in Ohio in 19 14.
8

One of the hugest monopoly combines in the world, the

Rockefeller empire, had its start with the forming of the Stand-

ard Oil Company of Ohio, which, by 1911, had off-shoots in

many other states. It was in 1911 that the United States Supreme

Court “dissolved” one of these off-shoots, the Standard Oil

Company of New Jersey.7 Rockefeller money was one of the

dominant factors in industry all over the country, as, for in-

stance, in the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. As a part of

the grab-and-exploit campaign of Big Business, an employers’

anti-union offensive, which had started in Dayton, Ohio, in 1900

with the forming of a “citizens’ alliance” of thirty-eight firms,

spread for the next ten years or more. By 1906 the “soulless cor-

poration” of United States Steel was open shop in all its plants,

and by 1908 the Lake Carriers Association (“The Vassal of

Steel”) was also open shop, with a blacklist.8

Labor fought back, and the fight-back spirit was reflected not

only in unionization but in the Socialist vote. A culmination of
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the great labor struggles of the period (going a little beyond this

chapter) was the Youngstown, Ohio, strike at the Republic Iron

and Steel Company in 1915-16* The United Mine Workers, with

a considerable membership in Ohio, tripled its size from 1900 to

1913.10 The struggles nationally forced the setting up of a con-

gressional Commission on Industrial Relations in 1912 which

held extended hearings and issued a monumental report on the

“underlying causes for dissatisfaction in the industrial situa-

tion.” This unprecedented governmental report, signed by the

nationally known liberal lawyer Frank P. Walsh as chairman

and Basil M. Manly as director of research, revealed that the

“basic cause” of workers’ discontent was “low wages,” and that

industrial violence could be laid at the door of the employers

because of their efforts to put strikebreakers into workers

jobs.11

Throughout Ohio, the election month of November, 1911,

brought 1,353 new members into the party, making a new high

total of 10,802. Ohio was now the third state in the Union in

number of Socialists, exceeded only by New York and Pennsyl-

vania. Largest Ohio locals were Cleveland and Columbus; in

March, Local Columbus passed Local Cleveland in membership,

boasting 1,089 members to Cleveland’s 1,072, but by September

Cleveland was again in the lead, with 1,608 members as against

1,447 in Columbus. While Ruthenberg was campaigning for

mayor, Cleveland increased its membership more than 50 per

cent. Local Cincinnati, which used to be the largest, had been

left far behind.

A grave international development in 1911 compelled Ruthen-

berg to give serious thought to the war danger implicit in mod-

em capitalism, and to the duty of the working class in fore-

stalling that danger. War threatened with Mexico, on the most

brazen imperialist excuse. On March 7, 1911, Republican Presi-

dent William Howard Taft ordered American troops to the

Mexican border and sent American warships to Mexican ports

in both oceans. The announced purpose was to prevent smug-

gling of arms to the Mexican insurgents struggling to over-

throw the tyrant, Porfirio Diaz. The real purpose was to protect

American investments in Mexico, which meant protecting the
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corrupt Diaz government. American money interests had found
Diaz a willing tool.

I he Socialist Party s National Executive Committee issued
a proclamation. Withdraw the Troops.” The proclamation said
Diaz had "destroyed the freedom of suffrage, speech, press and
assembly,” and had "exiled, imprisoned and assassinated” many
patriots who sought to restore popular rule. Socialist Ohio’s
May Convention said in Resolution No. 1, “We declare our
unity with our Mexican comrades and fellow workers in their
struggle, with all financial and moral support within our power.”
The Taft administration’s threat of war against Mexico did
not materialize at this time, but five years later, under Wilson's
administration (we shall have occasion to mention this again),
United States troops did commit aggression against our southern
neighbor.

“The Deep Desire in Every Man”

In odd moments Ruthenberg undertook to answer certain
persistent arguments against socialism that every propagandist
had to meet.

One of these was the assertion that Socialists are only “dream-
ers,” indulging in fantasy far removed from reality. In the
Citizen, February 11, he turned the tables by charging social-

ism’s opponents themselves with dreaming. Quoting the maxim,
“Nothing is permanent but change,” he wrote: “Who are the
dreamers? The Socialists, who say that society will continue to
evolve and that social production existing today must lead to
social distribution; or the capitalists, who say, ‘We are reaping
the rewards. Sun, stand still!’

”

Another objection that Socialist speakers ran into was the
accusation that Socialists believe in “free love.” “Socialism as a
political principle,” he wrote, “has nothing to do with free love.

If there are any changes in the marriage relation in the future,
they will ... be decreed by the social conscience of the human
race, and we can rest assured that, just as the changes which have
come in the past have improved and placed the sexual relations
on a higher plane, so these changes of the future will tend to
make these relations more ideal.”
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A third argument offered by enemies of socialism-that "so-

cialism would kill incentive"—was tackled by Ruthenberg in

the Citizen of May 2. "This objection,” he wrote, “carries with

it the suggestion that under capitalism there is an incentive

for every one to live such a life as is of the most benefit to so-

ciety as a whole.”

But what is this heavenly incentive? Ruthenberg presented

it as follows: "The capitalist system says in effect to every indi-

vidual: The world is before you. ... If you are strong, if you

are crafty, if you are ready to crush out of your heart any sense

of justice, of honesty, of helpfulness for the weak and unfor-

tunate, you may take all that you desire. You may grind your

fellow men under foot. . . . Capitalism judges ability and suc-

cess by profits produced only, and offers no reward to the hu-

mane or altruistic employer. . . . The motive force of capitalism

is greed. To the wage-worker capitalism offers as an incentive

either a life of drudgery, at wages which scarcely enable him

to provide an existence for himself and family, or one chance

in a hundred thousand or so (the chances are decreasing as our

industries concentrate) that he may climb on the backs of his

fellow-workers to drive them to greater efforts. If a working-

man possesses those qualities which capitalism rewards selfish-

ness, arrogance, egoism, if he can keep himself free from all

other-regarding qualities—then he may be set over his fellow-

workmen to drive them to greater efforts. But his work will

always be judged by the profits he produces. He must not de-

termine his action by deciding whether they are right, fair,

just, but by whether this or that action wall produce more

profits”

Against the “incentive** of capitalism Ruthenberg posed that

of socialism, which would “give to all the opportunity of living

happy, healthy lives.** He concluded, characteristically, “Social-

ism will appeal to . . . the deep desire in every man and woman

to be of some service to mankind.

+
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The scene was Tomlinson Hall, Indianapolis, where the

1912 presidential nominating convention of the Socialist Party

was taking place. Visitors crowded the balconies and swarmed

through the corridors, pushing against the roped-in enclosure

where the delegates’ tables were. The delegates themselves, 277

of them, huddled and muttered in impromptu state caucuses.

Many of them were angry and puzzled. The convention was

more than half over—there would be only two more days—and

not a single major issue had yet come up on the floor.

James F. Carey, Massachusetts state secretary, first Socialist

Assemblyman to be elected in that state, and Right-wing leader,

was in the chair. Beside him sat the vice-chairman for the day.

May Wood Simons of Kansas, writer and lecturer and wife

cf A. M. Simons. The chair had just announced “debate** on

the report of the Committee on Farmers’ Program. The report,

a typical Populist document advocating such reforms as govern-

ment ownership of storage and transportation facilities and

the setting up of agricultural experiment stations, was drawn up
by a committee headed by A. M. Simons of Kansas, a historian,

and including Oscar Ameringer of Oklahoma, editor of The
American Guardian, Carl D. Thompson of Wisconsin, head of

the Public Ownership League, and Algernon Lee of New York,

head of the Rand School of Social Science—Right-wingers all.

Some half-dozen suggested amendments had already been

“laid on the table,** when Delegate Tom Clifford of Ohio roared

out: “I want to know if the policy is to be pursued by the Chair-

man to cut off debate on every section of this report that is

offered.” He was promptly ruled “out of order.”

Delegate Ruthenberg of Ohio asked for the floor. This was

53
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his first national convention, and this was the first^tim ^
addressed the assemblage. ”1 move the adoption of

tion, Number ,o. to read as follow” he
above

leaned forward to listen: "We also poin
d that

should be considered only as an immediate projam a^

we demand the ultimate collective ownership of all the

used for productive purposes.” 1

, ooerating
Again the Right steam roller, whtch had been

steadily lor four days, got under way with a motto >

Socialist proposal on Ule table. But Rmhenberg ^ “

downed » easily. "As maker of the motion," he^statedl to <al

figure holding up the steam roller for a moment, I hate ute

to the aL even if the motion lay on the lab e »
^
Chairman Carey was taken aback. “Will you ptnn t out . e

that appears in the rules)" he asked in some confus.on R.gh

winger John Spargo of Vermont, Socialist author and lecture ,

helped out the chair by inquiring how much time was left or

debate. Spargo some years later became a Cool.dge

and a propagandist for the utility companies. Two minutes

Carey said, and ruled, "Comrade Ruthenberg s point ls not ™

taken.” Ruthenberg appealed from the decision of the chair.

A voice vote was taken, and it was ruled that the chair was

BuTdie Left was not satisfied. The Convention had adopted

Roberts’ Rules of Order. Ruthenberg sarcastically exlaimed:

“Under Roberts’ Rules of Order the right of the delegate to

state his position has been denied him!" Ohio delegates Law-

rence A. Zitt and William Bessemer insisted that Ruthenberg

should be given the floor. In the midst of the confusion, the

cha ir hurriedly put the question on the Farm Committees re-

port, and declared it adopted.

Delegate Lewis J.
Duncan of Montana, mayor of Butte,

shouted, “We have had about enough of this steam roller busi-

ness this morning,” and added: "We are working under Roberts’

Rules of Order and for that reason I think for the information

of this convention we should hear that rule read, and the at-

tempt of the chair to keep us from having the rule read does

not look good to me.”
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Again the chair was appealed from, and this time a show of

hands was demanded. Eighty-six delegates—a minority, but a

big minority—raised their hands in opposition to the chair.

"In the name of those 86 noes I demand a roll call,” shouted

Zitt of Ohio. Even George Goebel of New Jersey began to think

the rule should be read, and said so, but Morris Hillquit of

New York was against it. “No discussion is in order," he rasped

out, in a steely voice, “nothing except the roll call.”

The Left won a small victory. The Secretary was forced to

read the rule Ruthenberg had referred to. Section 54 of Para-

graph 19, indicating that the introducer of a resolution “should

always claim the floor to which he is entitled.” The rule was

clear, but it was a foregone conclusion that the chair would

be sustained, rule or no rule. The 86 noes, however, swelled to

93 in the roll call, with 167 votes backing up the steam rolling

chairman.

The forcing of the roll call at this juncture was significant

and historic. This was the first of only four roll calls taken

during the entire convention. The second, on the notorious

“Sabotage Clause” of the Party Constitution (about which more

later), was to come out almost the same, with 90 Left votes

against the clause, and 191 from the Right favoring it. The

same delegates, almost to a man, who supported Ruthenberg in

the first roll call also opposed the “Sabotage Clause in the

second. The other roll calls were on nominations of candidates

for president and vice-president, respectively.

Leading the Right line-up were the two master wire-pullers,

Hillquit and Berger. Hillquit, a New York lawyer, and indeed

the recognized leader of the Party, was the smooth faction-

tactician; Berger, elected Socialist Congressman from Wisconsin

in 1911, was the successful vote-getter. And who was on the Left?

Only unknown or little-known men, like Ruthenberg himself,

chiefly Ohio delegates and those from the Northwest, with a few

representatives from Michigan, Pennsylvania and other states.

(William D. Haywood was present as a member of the National

Executive Committee, but was not a delegate.) These persistent

rank-and-filers, doggedly voting for a working class position in

these roll calls, represented the new and growing force in the
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Socialist Party. The roll calls revealed the historic cleavage

between Right and Left that had developed m the party.

Ruthenberg, as he rose up in Tomlinson Hall that morning o

May 16, challenging the Right steam roller, was stepping or-

ward for the first time as a national spokesman of the Left.

Reforms and Reformism

The conflict between Right and Left in 1912 centered aiound

the party attitude toward the trade unions and toward reforms.

Yet at bottom the conflict was deeper than its ideological expies-

sion. It was a conflict between working class consciousness and

middle class opportunism. The Socialist Party was not only not

united—it was not homogeneous in members’ ideas of what So-

cialism meant. The Populist-reformist way of thinking was still

there (which sought not to abolish capitalism but to modify

it or muzzle it) plus a hang-over of DeLeonist sectarianism

(which held aloof from practical mass struggles and, in the

words of William Z. Foster, “propagated socialism in the ab-

stract”). This non-working class, non-Marxist element took over

control. The advanced proletarian elements were neither suf-

ficiently developed in theory nor strong enough in numbers to

hold the leadership of their own party.

Haywood, only Left member of the party’s seven-man Na-

tional Executive Committee and head of the Industrial Work-

ers of the World, was the leading exponent of a part of correct

trade union theory—that of organization by industry rather than

craft. But this excellent segment of theory was made ineffective

by its anarcho-syndicalist base and by the setting up of dual

unions and the consequent dividing of organized labor.

Ruthenberg did not meet William Z. Foster, the man who
was to develop American trade union theory much further,

until 1921, but their paths intertwined more or less before that

date. While Ruthenberg, in Cleveland, was joining the Socialist

Party in 1909, Foster, in Seattle, was being forced out of it in

a Left versus Right intra-party battle. In 1911, after two years*

experience as a member of the IWW, Foster was already dis-

satisfied with the dual unionism practiced by that organization.

i
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As he explained in From Bryan to Stalin, he came back from

Europe in September, 1911, and “took up the question of win-

ning the IWW for a policy of boring-from-within” the AFL,
and had talks with Haywood on the question. Ruthenberg read

in the Citizen, December 30, 1911, Foster’s quoted remark that

“there is no place in organized labor for two organizations,

but ... for the common interests of all it would be better to

have one organization, even if that organization is not all that

is to be desired.’’2 In 1912, while Ruthenberg was concerned

with the Socialist Party’s national convention, Foster was organ-

izing the Syndicalist League of North America, with a program

which aimed at any cost to avoid the IWW mistake of building

new trade unions in fields already unionized, but sought per-

sistently to convince AFL trade unionists that industrial union-

ism was the thing to work for. Foster’s abstention from the So-

cialist Party after 1909—his “greatest political mistake,” as he

later wrote in his History of the Communist Party of the United

States—kept him and Ruthenberg separated until the great Com-
munist reorganizing year of 1921.

Ruthenberg wTas not himself a union member. He was a

white-collar worker, and there were no white-collar unions in

those days. He had had no direct trade union experience. But

he was close to the workers of Cleveland in their daily struggles,

and he remembered clearly—and with great understanding now
—the proletarian viewpoint of his father. In all his thinking he

passionately identified himself with the working class.

The split over reforms, or “immediate demands,” centered

around the Left’s opposition to reformism, mere office seeking

and all-round opportunism. Some of the Left, notably the dele-

gation from Washington State, were so embittered by the fre-

quent substitution of reformism for Socialism in the party pro-

paganda that they mistook all reforms, even those most neces-

sary for the working class, for reformism. Forgetting the Com-

munism Manifesto's teaching about “enforcement of the momen-

tary interests of the working class,” the Washington delegates

demanded that all immediate demands be taken out of the So-

cialist platform, which they said should contain nothing but

the demand for socialism. Even some of the Ohio delegates
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a Washington position. Ruthenberg showed his

supporte
d immediate demands when he chal-

rC

ed ;t Rfght n the harm question, as described earlier. He

Kt su^at reforms be left out of the party’s farm pro-

gram, but neither was he going to let socialist aims be left out

°f

The collision on industrial unionism and on reformism at

the 1912 Socialist Convention hastened the crystaUization of

Left and Right trends into Left and Right wings. This schism

Suited only later in a party split; but the 191* Convention

revealed clearly the open and recognized division within die

partv which was to lead to the real split of 1919- The emergence

of the Left was in a sense forecast by a resolution brought to

the Convention by die Ohio delegation, with the exception of

Max S. Hayes and the Reverend F. C. Strickland. The resolution

charged the party “with becoming conservative, as the official

Proceedings, edited by John Spargo, gingerly recorded.® The

Richt steam roller turned the statement oyer to the Right

Resolutions Committee, which promptly buried it.

While sharing many of the weaknesses of the Left, Ru*en-

berg approached labor’s problems from a broad and thoughtful

viewpoint He avoided anarchist pitfalls, always basing himself

on political action, and fought tenaciously against dividing the

labor front, insisting that capitalism was the mam enemy an

that labor could solve its internal disagreement by discussion

and argument. However, the Left wing in which he participated

was permeated, Foster has shown, by dual union sentiment. 4

Ruthenberg lined up with the Left in every inner-party struggle,

but he remained in the party until the final split over imperialist

war and other policies in the lgiy-ig^ Years - In ‘S 12 ’
and

during the five years that followed, Ruthenberg was thinking

toward a correct application of Marxism to the United States.

His merit was that he combined a sober search for a correct

Marxist tactic with steady organizational activity. He was able

to mobilize the Left within the Socialist Party when the time

came.

Ruthenberg was handicapped in theoretical development y

lack of leisure to read and reflect, and, especially, by the low
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Marxist level of the Socialist Party which provided no incentive

to discussion even of the most immediately crucial questions.

The American Socialist Party leadership kept aloof from the

theoretical and political polemics that developed in the Socialist

parties of Europe. This lack of intellectual ferment was not

conducive to the political growth of the Socialist Left.6 A few

years after, to be sure, when the writings of Lenin became avail-

able in English, and the Communist movement got under way,

there was a tremendous acceleration of theoretical development

in American working class circles.

Industrial Unionism

Most delegates expected an open break between Right and

Left when the Resolution on ‘‘Labor Organizations and Their

Relation to the Party” was presented on the fifth afternoon.

The nine-man Committee on Labor Organizations had three

Left-minded members: Tom Clifford of Ohio, Tom Hickey of

Texas, and Tom J. Lewis of Oregon. The “three Toms” were

expected to bring in a minority report, and the Left to fight

to get it adopted. Agreement of Right and Left on a single

resolution was-everyone thought-impossible. When the impos-

sible happened, and a single resolution was offered on the after-

noon of May 16, a great gain seemed to have been achieved.

Right-winger Oscar Ameringer, member of the Farm Commit-

tee whose report Ruthenberg had tried to get amended that

morning, was chairman of the Labor Committee. He was sup-

ported by other Right colleagues, notably Algernon Lee of New

York, who at the 1910 Congress had advocated exclusion of^

Oriental immigrants,6 and Job
Harriman of California.

;

Despite everything, a resolution was drawn up which had

some good features, and the Left accepted it as the best that

could be achieved. The resolution praised the “amalgamation

of related trades into federations and industrial unions,” a con-

cession to the industrial unionists. It denounced the demoral-

izing politics represented by the National Civic Federation, a

slap at the AFL, two of whose leaders, Samuel Gompers and

Matthew Woll, were serving on the anti-labor Civic Federation s
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board (even after John Mitchell of the United Mine Workers

had resigned from it the year before at the insistence of his

union). The resolution called on all unions to undertake tie

•‘task of organizing the unorganized, especially the immigrants

and the unskilled laborers,” thus emphasizing a problem the

IWW had tried to solve and the AFL had neglected; and it

urged organized labor to welcome new recruits by •'abolishing

all onerous conditions of membership,’ a crack at the AFLs

exorbitant initiation fees. But the resolution said that only

workers on the job could “solve the problems of form of organ-

ization,” and reaffirmed the Socialist Party’s neutrality on “ques-

tions of form of organization or technical methods of action in

the industrial struggle.” Thus the party praised industrial union-

ism, but refrained from telling how to get it. As in 1908, it failed

to give theoretical guidance.

The Left looked upon this compromise as a victory.

4‘Astonishment showed on every face, the International So-

cialist Review said, in reporting die proceedings in its June

number, “and then followed a tumultuous yell as the Conven-

tion woke up to die fact that a bitter fight had been averted.

The official Proceedings records that at this point there were

cries of “Haywood,
1” and Haywood, given the floor, declared

it his belief that the labor resolution should be adopted. The

IWW leader, though not a delegate, was-says cartoonist Art

Young in his autobiography—the dominating figure at the

gathering.7 The Right feared him. “To my mind this is the

greatest step that has ever been taken by the Socialist Party

of America,” he said. Reminding the delegates that he had

always urged every' worker to join a union and to use a ballot

if he had one, Haywood concluded, “So, as Tom Hickey has

shaken hands with Job Harriman for the first time in twenty

years, I feel that I can shake hands with every delegate in this

convention and say that we are a united working class.” The
Labor Committee’s resolution was adopted, and the whole

auditorium heaved a sigh of relief.

How, then, was the division brought into the open? The
cleavage between Right and Left was recorded historically by

a vote on an entirely different matter: alleged advocacy of
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sabotage! The Right-wingers engineered it the very next morn-

ing, by bringing up the scarecrow of “direct action” to stampede

the delegates.

The Sabotage Clause

“You will have a split yet, and I am ready to split right now!”

So said Victor Berger the next day, in the discussion on the

Sabotage Clause brought up as an amendment to the party's

constitution.8

Morris Hillquit was chairman of the Constitution Commit-

tee, on which there were no Ohio delegates. Ruthenberg had

been nominated to this Committee, but was crowded off. This

was one committee where the Executive wanted no minority

report. There were no Left members. Ruthenberg was an expert

on constitutions. He had been chairman of the committee that

revised the Ohio Socialist Party constitution, and chairman of

the party committee to make proposals to the Ohio State Con-

stitutional Convention. Sitting at the table with the other Ohio

delegates, he had watched for five days the maneuvering of the

Right-wing, and when the “sabotage” matter came up, his face

was grim. He didn’t believe in sabotage, but who did? Was an

imaginary danger to be formally denounced in order to slow

down militant class struggle? Was that the design of the Right?

The overwhelming majority of the Socialist Party, both

Left and Right, opposed the anarcho-syndicalist bombast that

was creeping into IWW theory. The Left, while opposing the

so-called “direct action” propaganda, discounted its importance;

but they felt sympathy and admiration for the IWW’s steadfast

fight for industrial unionism and its heroic strike struggles

against police and employer violence. The Right, on the other

hand, tended to exaggerate the growth of syndicalist thinking

in the American labor and socialist movement. They had been

disturbed the year before by the appearance of the pamphlet,

Industrial Socialism

,

by Wm. D. Haywood and Frank Bohn.

The latter was a free-lance writer and a former Socialist Labor

Party secretary. Both authors were editors of the International

Socialist Review, and Haywood was on the Party's executive
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committee. The pamphlet never once mentioned “direct action"

or “sabotage,” but it did contain some flamboyant phraseology

that suggested methods associated with these terms. The pam-

ohlet said that the industrial worker "retains absolutely no

respect for the property Tights' of the profit-takers. He will use

am weapon which will win his fight."* The Right, studying

this passage, suspected that forms of strike violence might

eventually be sponsored in the U.S.-in the name of socialism.

Thev were determined to nip any such possibility 111 the bud.

It' is interesting at this point, in view of Ruthenberg’s close-

ness to Debs in those years, to note how Debs viewed the con-

troversial passage from Haywood and Bohn referred to above.

In a letter to a friend, March 5, i 9 > 3 -
Debs said that he too

would use any weapon that would help win a strike, and that

he too had no respect for capitalist laws. But, he added, this

does not imply that I propose making an individual law-breaker

of myself and butting my head against the stone wall of existing

property laws.” Furthermore, he went on, “for the same reason

I am opposed to sabotage and to ‘direct action. 10 Ruthen-

berg s ideas, and the Left’s generally, were much the same. The

Left realized the need for struggle, but took sober account of

actual conditions and possibilities.

Curiously enough, the word sabotage was not in Article II,

Section 6, as Hillquit first read it to the assemblage. The Com-

mittee’s original clause denounced “crime against the person

or other methods of violence.” A Missouri delegate named W.

L. Carver rose, as though prompted, to substitute “sabotage’

for “against the person,” so that the clause would read: “Any

member of the party who opposes political action or advocates

crime, sabotage, or other methods of violence as a weapon of

the working class to aid in its emancipation shall be expelled

from membership in the party.”

Members of the Committee leaped to support the Sabotage

amendment, including Chairman Hillquit himself, who had

just declared that his Committee was unanimous on the first

version. First to plug for the word sabotage was the Rev. W. R.

Gaylord of Wisconsin, who declared that "crime against prop-

erty is a thing that this party cannot stand for." To make his
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own class position clear, Gaylord said that he stood "for the

maintaining of the social order which we have, and under

which we live." The storm of opposition was a veritable dem-

onstration. The way in which the introduction of the word

sabotage had been staged was not lost on the Left. "Now," said

Clifford of Ohio, "we dropped these things yesterday for the

sake of peace and harmony, and today someone has injected that

section into this Constitution for a purpose." Hickey of Texas

shouted, "Why? . . . Peanut politics, that is what it is."

Dan Hogan of Arkansas wanted the whole crime-sabotage-

violence clause struck out. The Socialist Party, he said, "has

never been a party of violence. It has never been accused of

any such thing by those who were acquainted with its history.

There is no reason why we should blazon forth to the world

that we stand against a thing when there was never a suspicion

among ourselves or among those who knew us that we stood

for it. . . . Now if we are going to put the whole moral code

in the Constitution, then I ask you to be equally consistent and

put in a specific declaration against larceny, put in a specific

declaration against polygamy, put in a specific declaration against

free love. . . . We don’t need to tell people that we stand for

law and order." Marguerite Prevey of Ohio pointed to the

danger this clause would constitute in the hands of reactionary

courts. "Now," she said, "the capitalist class are interpreting the

laws so that in every strike where there is any property destroyed,

the working men who are out on strike may be indicted for

being accessories before the fact and be jailed, when they had

no part in destroying this property. ... If we adopt this clause

. . . are we, the Socialist Party, going to expel from the party

a workingman convicted by the capitalist courts of destroying

property?" Delegate J. O. Bentall, one of the few Left-wingers

from Illinois, put his finger on the real source of the cleavage

between Right and Left. "There is an element in the Socialist

Party today," he said, "that is progressive and wants to go

forward . . . and there is another element that stands conser-

vative, reactionary, monkeying with the old, outworn machinery.

There is the division . . . and not sabotage or violence or any-

thing of the kind."
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Right-wingers, in replying to these statements, did not con-

fine themselves to logical argument. Victor Beigei cxc

invective, attacking everyone not of the R,g

J

l “

He even slandered the Haymarket martyrs of 1886. He sneered

"
U,e currem S»n Diego iree speed, 6gh«ers and

tion supported the frame-up charge of murder then bet g

pressed against two IWW leaders of the Lawrence strike, Josep r

Ettor and Arturo Giovannitti. „ . T fnr
“1 want to say to you, comrades,” Berger cried, that I for

one do not believe in murder as a means of propaganda; I do

not believe in theft as a means of expropriation; nor in a con-

tinuous riot as a free speech agitation.” And, wrote Haywood

afterward in his autobiography, “he knew that at the time it

was speaking Ettor, Giovannitti and Caruso [leaders m the New

England textile strike of 191a] were in prison charged with

murder11 It was no credit to Berger drat they were later acquit-

ted. Upon his implied reference to die Lawrence strike leaders,

the Left called out for Haywood, but he was not given the

°°Hillquit, as chairman of the Constitution Committee, had

the last word. Stating that his Committee 'unanimously” (with

one dissenting) accepted the insertion of the word sabotage, he

proceeded to becloud the issue by substituting a different propo-

sition for the one the delegates were voting on. He made it

appear that the vote was to express approval or disapproval

of sabotage. All who dared vote against the Sabotage Clause,

he hinted, might “perhaps be suspected of a fondness for

sabotage itself.

Then came the roll call on the question, Shall the Sabotage

Clause be struck out? Midst tense quiet, the secretary droned

out the 277 names. Among the 90 of the Left who had the

courage to make a stand, C. E. Ruthenberg spoke out clearly—

"Yes.” Right Socialist leaders in 1912 simply took over the anti-

1WW journalistic slanders of the time and gave them authen-

t frity against the whole labor movement. It was like turning

state's evidence against the most active strike leaders in the

country. Against the background of the events of those days,

this was the actual significance of Article II, Section 6, adopted
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by the Convention as an amendment to the Socialist Party con-

stitution.

Meanwhile, telegrams were coming to the Convention calling

for aid to the IWW-led free speech fight then going on in San

Diego. The messages were referred to the Right-controlled Na-

tional Executive Committee, which shamelessly delayed action

on them. On the morning of May 15, Left delegates demanded

that protests be made to the Governor of California on behalf

of the free speech fighters, whose leaders were threatened with

kidnapping and violence. Haywood asked to make a statement,

but was denied the floor. Spargo and Job Harriman insisted on

further deliberation by the NEC. Late that afternoon, the NEC
got around to its San Diego proposals, which included a con-

tribution of $250; a message to Governor Hiram Johnson of

California in which he was ‘“urged” to make public the results

of his own investigation of the facts; and a telegram to AFL
organizations of California, offering to cooperate with them.

But why not also “cooperate” with the San Diego IWW,

which was leading the fight, demanded Kate Sadler of Washing-

ton and William Bessemer of Ohio. Right-wingers led by Harri-

man and Spargo (while Morris Hillquit and Victor Berger

kept discreet silence) fought like troopers to prevent even men-

tion of the IWW, in this message on a struggle which the IWW
was leading. But the Sadler-Bessemer motion to include the

IWW was finally carried.

Party Democracy

The cleavage between Right and Left revealed itself also in

matters of party structure and party democracy. This was ap-

parent on two occasions when Ruthenberg challenged the party’s

bureaucracy—first on the status of language organizations, and

later on the composition of the new National Committee.

The Socialist Party at that time included in its membership

a considerable number of foreign-speaking Federations, each

having practically complete autonomy, with no organizational

contact with the party except through translator-secretaries in

the national office. This set-up held back the Americanization
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of immigrants in these groups and delayed the full assimilation

of foreign-speaking Socialists into the Socialist Party. The re-

port of the Committee on Foreign-Speaking Organizations,

headed by Right-winger Lewis Goaziou of Pennsylvania, recom-

mended continuation of this arrangement.

In proposing a change, Ruthenberg explained the situation

in Cleveland, where some twenty language groups were in the

party, yet—so far as the local was concerned—were not in the

party. Members of these groups paid their dues to the National

Office and “never came near” the city central organization,

he complained. There was no cooperation between the lan-

guage sections and the city local they were supposed to be af-

filiated with. If foreign-speaking Socialists were required to buy

their dues stamps from the city central body just as English-

speaking branches did, he argued, there would be a closer rela-

tionship and better cooperation down below. Ruthenberg’s

stand was so clearly correct diat some language federation lead-

ers whose ties were with the Right supported him. But Spargo

and National Secretary J. Mahlon Barnes tried to make it ap-

pear that Ruthenberg objected altogether to organizing lan-

guage groups, and his amendment was defeated. 12

On the question of the composition of the National Com-
mittee Ruthenberg again led the attack of the Left forces. Dis-

satisfaction with the rule of the Hillquit-Berger clique had
forced Hillquit, chairman of the Constitution Committee, to

make some gesture toward democratizing the national official-

dom. His fair-sounding proposal was that the State Secretaries

be included as members of the National Committee.
The State Secretaries of the Socialist Party were not neces-

sarily or even usually the best theoretical or political leaders.

Often the real party leaders occupied non-paid posts in outstand-
ing locals, as was the case with Ruthenberg himself. Ruthen-
berg opposed Hillquit’s proposal, urging that members of the
National Committee be elected directly, as provided by the old
constitution, one from each state and territory and an addi-
tional one for each 3,000 or fraction thereof. 13 George Goebel
of New Jersey spoke against Ruthenberg’s plan, saying, “I beg
you not to stand for this amendment, because if you do
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you are only going back to the time when every Tom, Dick and

Harry could be elected to the National Committee.” Ruthen-

berg’s amendment lost in this case, too, as had the previous

one. However, as a result of behind-the-scenes complaints and

compromises, Hillquit’s Committee was obliged to modify the

new clause so that either the State Secretary “or such other

person as the members of the party in the state shall elect by

referendum vote” would represent each state on the Committee.

This alteration was made the last day of the Convention, when
Ruthenberg was vice-chairman. It was brought up, interestingly

enough, during an appeal from the decision of the chair, when
Ruthenberg, for the first and only time during the Convention,

wielded the gavel a few moments.

The Nomination of Debs

“You will not howl me down!” Morris Hillquit shouted, his

face livid with rage. It was the afternoon of May 17. The roll

call nomination for a presidential candidate was about to be

taken at the Convention. For a wonder, a Left delegate was in

the chair—Lewis J. Duncan, Mayor of Butte, Montana. The
Convention had ruled earlier that there were to be no nominat-

ing speeches. Hillquit—for a reason of his own—was trying to

get around this ruling, but all over the hall delegates were

declaring for Debs and calling out for the roll call. This made
Hillquit mad.

Hillquit, Berger and other Right bureaucrats had plotted to

prevent Debs from being the party’s standard bearer. Incredible

as it may seem now, looking back, there was in 1912 a con-

spiracy by the inner circle to nominate a Right wing presidential

candidate, and if possible to keep Debs from being nominated

at all. 14 It was Hillquit’s purpose to make a nominating speech

for the well-known magazine writer, Charles Edward Russell of

New York. He was foiled by the ruling of Chairman Duncan and
the shouts of delegates for Debs. Hillquit appealed from the

ruling, but Duncan’s decision was sustained.

Then Berger jumped up, in another attempt. “Before we
vote we ought to know whether Comrade Debs will accept,”

he said insinuatingly. Debs himself was not at the Convention.
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According to Alexander Trachtenberg’s monograph on Debs,

the lion-hearted agitator “never was sent as a delegate to a

national or international convention, never was permitted to

participate in the councils of the party to formulate policies

and work out tactics. The leadership of the Socialist Party studi-

ously avoided bringing Debs into the organization/* 15

But in this case the chair’s ruling and the unmistakable spirit

of the delegates made short work of the plot to prevent Debs’

nomination. Replying to Berger, Chairman Duncan brusquely

stated there was no doubt Debs would accept. The roll call was

taken. Eugene Victor Debs, for the fourth successive time, was

chosen Socialist candidate for President. The actual vote was:

Debs, 165; Emil Seidel, mayor of Milwaukee, 56; Charles Edward

Russell, 54.

Examination of that historic roll call vote reveals the solid

Left kernel of Debs’ support. Every Left-winger voted for Debs.

It also reveals that the Right top leadership—Hillquit, Berger,

Spargo, Algernon Lee, George Allan England, Job Harriman,

Meyer London, Oscar Ameringer and the rest—voted against

Debs.

The convention’s last roll call, on nomination for the vice-

presidency, showed almost the same Left-Right cleavage as did

the roll call on the Sabotage Clause. In this case, there was lack-

ing the immense popularity of a Debs to split the Right vote.

It was on principle rather than on fame that Dan Hogan of

.Arkansas got 73 Left votes. The Left delegates remembered his

speech against the Sabotage Clause, and his vote to strike it out.

The Right lined up almost to a man in support of Mayor Emil
Seidel of Milwaukee. Seidel got 159 votes, and the nomination;

John W. Slayton of Pennsylvania got 24. Hogan’s 73 votes rep-

resented the heart of the Convention’s Left wing.

The 1912 Convention did not solve the pressing problems
that faced American Socialists, but it revealed what some of them
were. The Socialist Party had reached in this year its point
of highest growth, with a membership of 113,371,16 and the ear-

nestness and enthusiasm of the Convention started the process

of acquainting the militant Socialists with each other and
gradually aligning them in a Left wing.

5

SPADE WORK IN CLEVELAND

Ruthenberg was far from daunted by Right wing domina-

tion of the Indianapolis Convention. Back in Cleveland, as

candidate for governor of Ohio, he undertook a dramatic

county-to-county, village-torvillage campaign over the entire

state in an effort to reach every voter with the message of social-

ism. The result was that Ohio that year rolled up a larger

Socialist vote than any other state in the Union.

In the very midst of the electioneering he was forced out

of the state leadership by an underhanded maneuver, of which

more later. He was not daunted by that, either, but settled down
to two hard years of steady organizing work.

The Campaign for Governor

The governorship campaign began with a picnic in Cleve-

land’s Luna Park. “Annual Socialist Picnic at Luna Park,

Tuesday, July 16th, 1912/’ read the advertisement, flanked by

pictures of the chief speakers, Ruthenberg and Haywood, across

the front page of the July 13 Cleveland Socialist, party-owned

weekly founded by Ruthenberg the previous November. “Base-

ball, Races, Balloon Ascension,” the ad said. “Come early and
stay late.” The Socialists, said Haywood, in his speech at the

picnic, are accused of stirring up class hatred. “I for one plead

guilty,” he declared. “I want you to hate the capitalist system,

and I want you to hate the capitalist class.” It was the capital-

ists who were doing the killing, he went on, pointing to the

25,000 workers killed annually in industrial accidents. It was
the capitalists who drove 60,000 women annually into prostitu-
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tion, and millions of children into wage slavery. “Who takes

more than he earns is a thief,” Haywood said in his advice to

workers, “and who takes less, without protest, is a willing

slave/’

Ruthenberg had been nominated in April, and was candi-

date for governor when he went in June to the party s Na-

tional Convention. The same paper which announced the

Luna Park picnic carried an endorsement of Ruthenberg lor

governor by Local 303 of the International Molders Union of

North America. Ruthenberg’s campaign brought his wife Rose

into the party. Baby Dandy was now a school boy seven years

old, almost big enough to attend Socialist Sunday School.

From this time on, Rose was often in the triangle-shaped hall

on the second floor of 737 ProsPec* Avenue, taking part in mail-

ing bees to send out campaign literature. She was secretary of

Local Cleveland’s Woman’s Committee.

Ruthenberg made a full-time job of campaigning for the

governorship. He started out June 20, went from town to town,

and spoke night after night. By the end of September he had

covered three-quarters of the state, and as the Cleveland Citizen

said, “when he finishes his trip at Cleveland, November 4, he

will have talked in every county of the state, and reached one

hundred twenty cities and towns. 1 He was released for the

duration of the campaign by his employer, head of the Web-

ster Building Company, who was a Socialist. Ruthenberg had

left the Johns-Manville Roofing Company late in 1911, to

work for the Webster concern as head of the estimate depart-

ment.

A tale of Ruthenberg’s stumping tour came in from Fos-

toria, a town with a Socialist mayor, and somehow got printed

in the October 29 issue of the Cleveland Press, one of the city’s

three capitalist papers. “A workingman appeared at one of the

principal street corners here the other night,’’ the story said,

“carrying a gasoline lamp and a megaphone under one arm

and some boards and a long pole under the other. A hammer

stuck out of his coat pocket, and some nails jingled inside. On
his lapel he wore the small red button of the Socialist Party.

In ten minutes he had rigged up a platform, attached the gaso-
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line lamp to the pole, and lighted the burner. Then he picked

up the megaphone and started off down the middle of Main

Street, shouting again and again as he went: ‘Hear Charles E.

Ruthenberg of Cleveland, the Socialist candidate for Governor

of Ohio, tonight at the corner of Main and Center Streets.’

In the meantime Ruthenberg himself had arrived in town.

Nobody had met him at the depot, and he had carried his own

grip to the hotel. He ate supper alone, and then for half an

hour sat in the office reading the evening papers. About seven

o’clock the Socialist mayor of Fostoria, W. M. Ralston, and

the Socialist Director of Public Service, A. B. Hollenbaugh,

dropped in and made themselves acquainted with their guber-

natorial nominee. ‘This meeting tonight, Governor, has cost

us exactly ten cents,’ said Mayor Ralston. I spent a dime for

some gasoline for the lamp; we had the boards for the speakers

stand, and the street corner is free.’
”

As the story said, while the old parties were putting up

thousands of dollars for chartered trains and brass bands in

their campaigns, Ruthenberg was collecting from his audiences

as he went along enough money to pay his hotel bills and get

him to the next town.

At Martins Ferry, another little town with a Socialist admin-

istration, Ruthenberg spoke from an undertaker’s hearse. "I

told my audience I rather liked to speak from such a vehicle,

he said afterwards, with a dry smile, “as I’m in the business

of directing the funeral of the old parties. Ohio s able candi-

date for governor, C. E. Ruthenberg,’ reported the Interna-

tional Socialist Review of December, 1912, was on the road

continuously from July 1 to election day, and we doubt if any

other candidate can beat his record for number of successful

meetings held.”

Ruthenberg’s vote for the governorship of Ohio in 1912 was

87,709, a little less than the 89,930 votes which Ohio gave Debs.

Debs’ vote nationally that year for president was 901,839-

nearly a million out of a total popular vote of 14 million

(women not voting), or about six and one-half per cent. Ohio

cast the largest Socialist vote in 1912 of any state in the Union.

Illinois was second w'ith 78,1179 votes for John Kennedy, can-
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didate for governor, and New York third with 56,917 for her

candidate for governor, Charles Edward Russell. 2 This was

the year of Theodore Roosevelt’s ’‘Bull Moose” Progressive

Party platform, the best part of it stolen from the Socialists.

It is a tribute to Ruthenberg’s political leadership in Ohio

that T. R.’s demagogy made no inroads on the state’s Socialist

voters, as the election figures show. On the contrary, the So-

cialists gained over previous years. Ohio’s 1912 presidential

vote was divided as follows: Woodrow Wilson, 423,152; W. H.
Taft, 277,066; T. R. Roosevelt, 229,327; and Debs, 89,930.

What was it, Ruthenberg asked, in an article on August 24
in the Arm and Torch, that Roosevelt offered the working class?

“The promise of reform—to smooth away some of the sharp

corners of the profit system—will not free us from the evils of

capitalism,” he wrote. ‘‘We will accept all the concessions made
us. . . . Some of the concessions will strengthen us. . . . But
before us lies our goal”—the goal of socialism. He took note
of the particular reforms, long advocated by Socialists, that

were listed in die Bull Moose platform: a compensation law,

old age pensions, an eight-hour day, minimum wage laws and
laws against child labor. All to the good, he agreed, but, he
went on, “We want more than that: we want to cease to be
industrial slaves; we want to be free.”

Looking into the future, beyond reforms of the old system,
he wrote: ‘‘In the new life, we will organize our productive
forces so that we can supply the needs of all. . . . This will
give us . . . ample time for recreation. . . Literature, music
and art will be ours to enjoy. We will delve deep in the history
of the past, and our research will wrench from nature her last

secret.”

Ruthenberg laid down at the start of the campaign one of
the Left s main principles—that mere office-getting is not and
must not be a primary aim of the party of the working class.
In a programmatic statement, “The Political Situation in Ohio,”
he declared: We . . . must remember that municipal victories
will not solve the problems before us. We cannot solve the
problem of poverty, child labor, the exploitation of the work-
ing class, through municipal victories. We must, therefore, keep
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before the workers the ultimate goal of our movement, the
achievement of complete political and industrial power, and the
abolition of the capitalist system.”

Ohio had elected more Socialists to office than any other
state, hence, he insisted, Socialist office-holders in Ohio had
a special responsibility: to make good as Socialists. Sometimes,
he warned, elected Socialists become turncoats. He cited as

examples the mayors of Lima and Lorain, who, after election,

deserted socialism and went over to the old parties. "Both
these hold a lesson for us,” he explained. “.

. . neither had a
fundamental grasp of the principles of socialism, and . . .

neither was thoroughly impregnated with working class ideals.”

Despite his interest in election work, Ruthenberg emphasized
over and over again that parliamentary and election activity

was only part of the job of socialism. “The election of a mayor
or any other . . . official is merely an incident in our work,” he
said on one occasion.3 The ultimate goal, he always pointed
out, was the setting up of a socialist society, with justice, free-

dom and plenty for all.

Organizer and Educator

The Left wing of the Socialist Party surpassed the Right
—at least in Ohio—in organizational activity. This was shown
in the contrasting membership records for 1912 and 1913 of
Local Cleveland, under Left leadership, and Local Columbus,
stronghold of the Right. Before the 1912 convention, the two
locals had been neck and neck in every membership drive. In
January, 1912, Local Columbus reported 1,788 dues paying
members, and Local Cleveland reported 1,891. By January,
19 1 3» the Columbus membership had dwindled to 942, while
the Cleveland organization—adding a hundred or more every
month-had reached a total of 2,771. By June, 1913, Local
Columbus had shrunk further to 872 members, while Local
Cleveland, where Ruthenberg had just become the full time
organizer, had 2,950.

An example of Ruthenberg’s organizing methods is his “In-
structions to Precinct Workers," in the Cleveland Socialist

,
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August 17. In each precinct, Socialists were advised to set up

an “acurate and complete card index of all the Socialist sym-

pathizers” in the neighborhood, to enlarge this index by house-

to-house canvassing, to visit them at least once a month, give

them literature, sell them tickets for lectures and affairs, ask

them for donations, sign them up as subscribers to the Cleve-

land Socialist,
and invite them to meetings. “Do not make long

visits,” he suggested. “Take pains to be pleasant and friendly.

Ruthenberg had a warm, sympathetic nature underneath his

reserve. Some who knew him in those days saw him only as a

person of driving energy, so intent on building the movement

as to be almost cold in day-to-day contacts. Perhaps they did not

chance to observe incidents that revealed him otherwise; per-

haps Ruthenberg s own shyness hid his warmer feelings. His

news notes, “Gathered on the Road,” sent back to the Cleveland

Socialist from various points of his two-months campaign tour,

show a friendly personality, and a dry mid-western sense of

humor. Salem, Ohio, where there was another Socialist mayor,

showed the “advantage of having a Socialist administration,”

he wrote. He was speaking on a street corner when a heavy

shower started, and, he said, the crowd simply “adjourned

to the Council Chamber and continued there.”

In some towns the residents were too fearful to approach

a Socialist. When he talked in Columbiana, the people stood

across the street or halfway down the block, straining their ears

while the speaker strained his voice. As Ruthenberg described

the scene, “There were probably a hundred and fifty people

within hearing distance, but coaxing, cajolery, even his [the

chairman's] funny stories did not bring more than ten in the

circle around the box.” When Ruthenberg got up to speak,

he tried a new tack: “I . . . began my talk in a whisper.” There

was an immediate rush toward the speakers’ stand, and soon

all the hundred and fifty were gathered around.

In Massilon, Ruthenberg met “General” Jacob S. Coxey,

who a generation before, during the 1893-4 economic crisis,

had led the famous “Coxey’s Army” to Washington in the first

“hunger march.” Coxey had joined Local Massilon.

“The tremendous growth of the movement makes it necessary
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that the campaign this year should be one largely of educa-

tion,” Ruthenberg wrote in his report for the State Executive

Committee on “The Political Situation in Ohio.” It was Marx-
ist education that he meant. “There are more copies of Value,

Price and Profit [Karl Marx] sold in Ohio than in any other

state,” observed the International Socialist Review, June, 191*.

Ruthenberg took special pains to widen the people's under-

standing of Marxist theory. In his lecture on “Scientific Social-

ism,” given often in 1912, he explained the concepts of the class

struggle, surplus value and dialectical materialism.

Socialism was a glorious future to look forward to, he ex-

plained, but it had to be fought for. “It is a happy omen,”

he editorialized in the Cleveland Socialist, commenting on the

hearings before the Congressional Commission on Industrial

Relations (which in the fall and winter of 1912-13 began to be

widely discussed in the press), “that the spirit of revolt has grown
so strong. ... In this revolt lies the hope of the future.”

Ruthenberg discussed the inevitability of socialism in an
article entitled, “The Basis of Our Confidence,” in the New
York Call, Socialist daily paper, June 16. “We cannot turn back

the hand of time,” he wrote. “We must go forward. . . . The
same process which has brought into existence the present

situation [of industrial achievement] has developed the intel-

lectual powers of the working class. It has placed them in a

position which makes future progress and the birth of a new
society, based upon new ideas of justice and equality, dependent

upon them, and given them knowledge to use their power.

We Socialists have faith in the working class. We believe the

workers have advanced too far to submit to industrial slavery,

and therefore our confidence that they will assert their power
to bring into existence . . . the social ownership of the already

socialized means of production.”

Having established the Cleveland Socialist, Ruthenberg
strove to set up a state-wide paper, to be called the Ohio Social-

ist. On his motion, at the State Socialist Convention in April, a

Committee on Printing Plant was chosen. There was much
talk but nothing was done. In September, as a member of the

State Executive Committee, he urged: “That we make the con-
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sideration of the Ohio Socialist and printing plant the first order

of business/' He was made chairman of a sub-committee to carry

out the plan. Then he ran into trouble.

Right and Left in Ohio

The State Executive Committee which supported Rutlien-

berg’s proposal was overwhelmingly Left. 1 he larger and more

authoritative State Committee, however, was controlled by the

Right. Right-wingers in Locals Dayton and Columbus launched

an attack on the SEC, charging that its members were “direct

actionists,” and the Right-dominated State Committee, led by

John G. Willert of Cleveland, state secretary, instituted recall

proceedings against all SEC members. The recall was rushed

through in the middle of the election campaign, and while

Ohio citizens were giving Ruthenberg an unprecedented vote

for governor, the party membership, confused by the sudden

propaganda of slander, recalled him and his co-workers from

party office. Having spent his entire time for several months

in the governorship campaign, thus building up Socialist influ-

ence and prestige to an unprecedented height, he was cha-

grined by this unexpected development. He maintained a stoic

exterior, and his sub-committee on the proposed paper promptly

turned over all plans and estimates to the State Committee

in a signed report and published the report in the November

Ohio Socialist Bulletin . The State Committee cancelled the

order placed with a printing plant for getting out the first issue

of the Ohio Socialist

,

and postponed the inaugurating of the

paper “to a future date to be hereafter determined.” Thus the

Right wing of Ohio halted the campaign for a party press.

The Ohio Socialist finally saw the light of day four years later,

in 1916, under sponsorship of Ruthenberg and a new co-worker

from the far west, Alfred Wagenknecht, who was elected State

Secretary. It wasn't until then that the see-saw struggle between

Left and Right in Ohio was finally resolved in favor of the

Left.

The recall of Ruthenberg and his colleagues on the Ohio
SEC was part of a concerted national drive by the Right to get
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leading militants out of party leadership. The center of the

Ohio Left was in Local Cleveland. Had Ruthenberg set him-

self to fight the recall proceedings in time—which would have

meant an interruption of his governorship campaign—the recall

referendum could easily have been defeated. As it was, the

state-wide referendum vote was close: 1,095 *n favor of recall-

ing the SEC and 971 against, as reported in October.4 But
Local Cleveland counted 2,470 dues-paying members in good
standing in that same month! A mobilization of the member-
ship in Cleveland alone would have smashed the recall ma-
neuver.

The pretext for the attack on the SEC was the latter’s

action in removing certain names from the state speak-

ers' list. The Right-wingers claimed that all speakers who
favored “political action’’ had been taken off the “approved
list,” and only those who favored “direct action” were allowed

to speak in the party’s name. The original source of this charge

was a scandal story in one of the capitalist papers of Columbus,
republished by the Columbus Socialist, and then by the Miami
Valley Socialist, organ of Local Dayton.

Ruthenberg reluctantly took time out from his campaign
to answer the charges in a press release, which he thought would
take care of the matter. He prefaced his statement with a com-

ment on the character of the attacks against him and his col-

leagues: “The language of these attacks was so malignant and
virulent that one can hardly understand how it could be ad-

dressed by one comrade in the Socialist cause to another.”

The SEC, Ruthenberg said, had been far from dropping
all “political actionists,” as the Right-wingers liked to call

themselves, though certain speakers it regarded as incompetent

were released. Such nationally known “political actionists” as

May Wood Simons, Joshua Wanhope and W. F. Barnard were
retained on the speakers’ list, he said, and so also were editors

of the Columbus Socialist and the Miami Valley Socialist, the

papers that had spread the charges in the first place.

Since it was implied that members of the SEC were them-

selves “direct actionists,” Ruthenberg stated: “Personally, I

have been speaking in the state every night for more than a
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month. I challenge those attacking the State Executive Commit-

tee to prove that I have in any of these meetings advocated

violence as a weapon against the capitalist system.

The Ohio state recall went through, nonetheless, before

Election Day, 1912. A Right “Acting State Executive Com-

mittee" was appointed by the State Committee for the ensuing

months. Ruthenberg did not even dream of leaving the party.

He stayed in, worked harder than ever, and bided his time.

A national recall movement against Haywood, superficially

similar to but essentially different from the Ohio action, came

shortly after the latter. The removal of Haywood from the Na-

tional Executive Committee, by a referendum instituted in early

December, was announced on February 26, 1913. The opera-

tion began after Haywood gave a victory speech in Harlem

Casino, New York, on December 1, celebrating the “Not Guilty"

verdict won by the IWW in the cases of Ettor, Giovanitti, and

Caruso, leaders in the Lawrence textile strike who had been ac-

cused of murder. The New York Call reported, two days after

the meeting, that Haywood boasted he had never advocated

political action, and had openly asserted, “I believe in sabo-

tage, that much misunderstood word." The Call and other

Socialist papers followed up with attacks on Haywood; New
York and New Jersey Right-wingers initiated the recall move-

ment; Haywood’s defense was never given to party members—
and the recall went through.

In an exhaustive study of this whole incident, Ira Kipnis,

author of The American Socialist Movement, 1897-1912* con-

cludes that the general charge against Haywood of advocating

violence was “highly doubtful.” Says Kipnis: “At Lawrence,
for example, violence was almost eliminated after Haywood
and Ettor took charge of the strike." And as for political ac-

tion, Haywood had run for governor of Colorado and had cam-
paigned in elections there and in California and elsewhere.

Kipnis declares it is “difficult to believe" that Haywood actually

said that he “ had never advocated” political action. The un-
mistakable impression one gets from Kipnis' analysis is that
the Haywood recall was a far-from-honest political stunt.

But the party members got only the New York Call re-
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ports on Haywood’s speech, reprinted in paper after paper,

in most of the states. Ruthenberg himself, who had fought

against the “Sabotage Clause” in the party constitution, voted

with the majority for Haywood’s recall. It was for him a politi-

cal decision, made on the basis of the available evidence. 6 We
must add that the admitted anarcho-syndicalist side of Hay-
wood’s theory was beginning to pall on Ruthenberg. The
latter’s Marxism was becoming sharper and clearer in its ap-

plication. Incidentally, Debs had left the IWW several years

before, and, a little later, Daniel De Leon, Socialist Labor^PartyJ
,

leader, also deserted the organization. The un-Marxist aspect

of the IWW was leading to its increasing isolation
. ( r orYs u ^

In spare moments Ruthenberg continued his reading and
study, not only of socialist writings but of current general lit-

erature, and in talks to branches or the Young People’s Socialist

League, he reviewed current novels, and books on science,

ethics, economics and politics. Among them in this period

were Shaw's Pygmalion and Wells’ The Research Magnificent .

Such reading helped to rest and refresh his spirit, and stimu-

lated his mind in efforts to solve the baffling organizational

problems that faced him. For he was not without moments of

near-discouragement in those difficult days. There were times

when he felt heartsick over the hindrances that self-seekers put
in the path of the workers. Yet on October 28, 1912, he was
able to write to Ann Minturn, a young Left poet who worked
in the party’s state office: “Do you really think, once having been
an active worker in the revolutionary movement, that it is pos-

sible to turn back to the dreary and conventional existence of

a self-satisfied money-grubber?’’

American imperialism was now on the make, priming itself

for war. The government was controlled by the most reactionary

financial and industrial oligarchs, who made use of troops even
then poised for foreign conquest to massacre workers striking at

Ludlow for “more bread and better homes." And at the same
time they tricked other workers with paternalistic “profit shar-

ing" and company unions, trying to stall off the progressive-

minded with fake reforms. “Already," Ruthenberg wrote in the

New York Call, February 2, 1913, “we have an effort by the

Ca»
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capitalists to seize this progressive spirit and to use it to estab-

lish a benevolent feudalism, in which the parasitic capitalist

class will continue to receive its interest and dividends.”

Henry Ford was to go in for “benevolent feudalism” on a

big scale at Detroit, with his advertised “five dollars a day”

pay, only eleven months after Ruthenberg wrote these words.

This was the Ford who, in future days, was to promote anti-

Semitism in his own newspaper, The Dearborn Independent;

who, through his private police force, was to club his workers

when they tried to organize; who, two decades later, was to

help subsidize Hitler fascism. Quite a few Socialists at this

time, Right-wingers chiefly, fell for the Ford myth. Allan L.

Benson, who was to be Socialist candidate for President in

1916, became one of Ford’s admirers.7 There was much chat-

ter in the press of “Ford vs. Marx,” and assertions that so-

cialism was outdated. Such talk never fazed Ruthenberg.

In June, 1913, Ruthenberg became die combined “organizer

and secretary” of Local Cleveland, on a volunteer basis. The

position of organizer had been a full-time functionary’s job,

the only paid post in the local. Ruthenberg refused the salary.

He had a job-estimate man for the Webster Construction

Company. Yet he managed to be the most efficient organizer the

Local ever had, in addition to acting as secretary—as he had

been doing for three years-and editing the local party publica-

tions. And now, while the Left-Right struggle for control of

the state went on, Ruthenberg concentrated on the multiple

work of recruiting and training class-conscious party workers

in Cleveland. He also studied a problem which the National

Committee had evaded-that of giving real help in the trade

union struggles, which reached the boiling point just before the

First World War.

By this time Ruthenberg had developed a theory of party

building, which he formulated in the Cleveland Socialist Party

Yearbook of 1914. “The greatest strength of any organization,”

he said, “lies in the number of people it attracts who are will-

ing to make sacrifices to increase its strength.” Pointing out that

in the Socialist movement these people were the active, dues-

paying members of the party, he continued: “It is the party
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members who distribute the literature, solicit subscriptions, or-

ganize meetings, nominate political candidates and circulate

petitions to place them on the ticket. It is the party members

who pay for the leaflets distributed and maintain the party

headquarters. The party members are the advance guard, the

fighting squadron of the Socialist movement.”

His election as “organizer and secretary” was on Monday
evening, July 7. Twenty-four hours later he brought out the

first issue of his Party Bulletin, a weekly typewritten letter,

manifolded, to active members. The third issue announced

that 80,000 copies of the party's local election platform would be

printed—enough to put a copy in “every home in Cleveland.”

When the platform leaflets were ready, the Party Bulletin said:

“Cooperation of the entire Party membership will make it pos-

sible to distribute these platforms in an hour’s time."

More and more the party in Cleveland responded to Ruth-

enberg’s enthusiasm. When enough signatures were secured to

put a mayoralty candidate on the ballot, he wrote in the July

28 Party Bulletin : “This shows that the party organization is

in a healthy condition, and presages aggressive work during

the municipal campaign.” A month later, because of a change

in regulations due to a “non-partisan” provision in the city’s

new charter, the job had to be done all over again. New peti-

tions had to be circulated, and 2,500 signatures—ten times

as many as before—had to be gotten to put the party’s candi-

dates on the “non-partisan” ballot. Ruthenberg announced

the new requirements in the August 26 Party Bulletin and

said the work would have to be done fast. And it toas done fast.

By September 23, 4,000 signatures had been collected.

Ruthenberg believed in distribution of literature on a mass

scale, with every party member involved. On October 22, the

week after 20,000 copies of the party’s municipal platform were

distributed, he called on the membership to pass out 60,000

copies of another campaign leaflet, entitled “You Have Only
One Choice.” During the summer he urged the branches to

hold open-air meetings. He himself spoke constantly at street

gatherings. “The way to make the membership grow is to agi-

tate,” he insisted.
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Regard for Ctdtural Activities

It was not only his driving force and his ability to marshall

people for routine tasks that made Ruthenberg a great or-

ganizer. “His comradely attitude/* says Alfred Wagenknecht,

who worked with him from about 1915 on, “made him an effi-

cient organizer, exactly because he drew comrades closer in

cooperation for the tasks ahead and instilled in them pleasure

and enjoyment in the work.*’

Ruthenberg knew from his own feelings that people in the

movement need a social and cultural life. He undertook to

provide it by setting up regular Sunday night forums at party

headquarters. He explained in the 19 1 4 Socialtst Year Book :

“Within the shell of the present social system we can bring

into existence a working class organization with new social

ideals, its own educational institutions, its own means of enter-

tainment and social intercourse, with its own press and pulpit,

all serving to bring about ... a recognized social system under

which men and women will joyfully perform the work which

will . . . make possible education, recreation and culture for all.”

Admission to the Sunday night lectures and musicals was

free, but a collection was taken. The hall, which held three

or four hundred people, was always crowded. At the first forum,

November 2, 1913, Ruthenberg gave his “Reply to Mayor New-

ton D. Baker/’ who had just refused an invitation to debate,

as he had refused two years before when Ruthenberg first ran

for mayor. On another occasion, he reviewed Alfred Russell

Wallace’s latest book, Social Environment and Moral Progress .

Stereopticon slides prepared by the National Rip-Saw, socialist

weekly, showing the development of the capitalist system and

of machine production, were purchased by Local Cleveland,

and he gave the lecture when they were first shown, Sunday

night. May 17, 1914. The Women’s Committee gave a play,

“How the Vote was Won’*; Alfred Wagenknecht talked on
“How to Build a Socialist Organization’*; Ted Robinson of

the Plain Dealer staff discussed “Heroism and Militarism**;

MacBain Walker gave his oft-repeated lecture, “Organic Evo-

lution.**
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Prominent lecturers were brought from all over the country

for these Sunday nights, including Mayor Lewis J. Duncan of

Butte, Montana; Janet Fenimore Korngold, national lecturer

on women’s problems; Mayor Scott Wilkins of St. Mary’s, whom
Ruthenberg described as "one of the Ohio Socialist mayors
who made good”; Arthur Morrow Lewis, author and lecturer,

of Chicago; and George R. Kirkpatrick, author of War—What
For? Ella Reeve Bloor, Socialist organizer—in later years af-

fectionately referred to by thousands as “Mother Bloor”-came
often with first-hand stories of the striking Ohio and Pennsyl-

vania miners.

Ruthenberg built his concept of a working class cultural life,

not only around the party headquarters, but also around his

own hearth fire. "His home was a gathering place for members,”
says Harry Checel, one of Cleveland’s old-timers. "He had them
in for supper, for the evening, for Sunday afternoon. He took
them for walks in the woods. Sometimes he held committee
or branch meetings at his house. Social gatherings would often

develop into discussion meetings, or perhaps wind up with im-

promptu raffles and fund-raising auctions.”

Wagenknecht, too, emphasizes Ruthenberg’s "amiable and
social character,” and his “hankering for poetry and good litera-

ture.” Ruthenberg “would relax of a Sunday,” he recalls, “by
going with groups of comrades into the fields and woods near
the city, taking advantage of such occasions to quote poetry,

share his joy in the grandeur of nature and point out what de-

light people could get out of life if they were not bound down
by capitalism. He knew his wild flowers, which he was fond
of gathering in immense bouquets. These he carried back home,
or to the party headquarters. Often, after these afternoon
rambles, the speaker’s table at the Sunday night forums would
be bright with Ruthenberg’s flowers.” Ruthenberg threw his

whole being into Socialist work. “After his day’s work earning
a living,” says Wagenknecht, “he appeared every evening, with-

out fail, at the Socialist Party headquarters, where he would
work far into the night at party tasks.” Even during his lunch
hour—Harry Checel adds—he managed often to run into the

office for a brief conference or a few moments’ work. He felt
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haopv and tree. not while he was doing the job that earned his

2. bu, while he was working for the movement.

"There is no more important work to be done titan to in.

..rest women in the party,” he wrote in the Party Bull,,in.

Toman suffrage is coming. ... If the result of woman suffrage

is „o, ,0 be retrogression for the part, . . we must now do the

work which will make the achievement of polu.cal equality by

"he now disfranchised sex an addition to our strength." When

Let Korugold spoke at a Sunday night forum. Ruthenberg

Led women "to help make her meeting a stepping stone to-

ward bringing more women members into the party. He called

„„ the men ,0 "bring wife, sweetheart or some woman friend.

Other women speakers included Marguerite Preve, of Akron,

nationally known, and Anna K. Storck, Socialist member of the

I orain school board. Boldly breaking with sectarianism. Local

Cleveland in April, 1914, formally endorsed the Woman’s Suf.

frage Party’s petition for the vote.

lust as consistent was Ruthenberg’s interest in children

and vouth. "Socialist Sunday Schools and Young Peoples So-

cialist Leagues,” he wrote in the Party Bulletin for February

, , qi4 “help to keep children and young people in a Socialist

atmosphere.” A Young People’s Socialist League had been

formed in 1907, but had fallen apart. Ruthenberg reorganized

it, December 17, 1913. and by February there were fifty mem-

bers. He supported the young peoples affairs, and spoke

at their meetings. They held bowling matches, dances, base-

ball games. During the summer of 1914. theY had Su"day

morning cross-country hikes, with none other than Ruthenberg

as their leader.8 The Socialist Sunday School of Cleveland held

its third annual entertainment on November 9, 1913, with a

children’s program of songs and recitations. Sunday School ses-

sion, and the conferences of the Sunday School Board were

included in the weekly roster of party activities. In the 1914

May Day celebration, the Sunday School children rode m

wagons, and put on a maypole dance afterward in Acme Hall.

Among the children in the Socialist Sunday School was Ruthen-

berg’s own son Daniel, then eight years old.

The Ruthenberg home, Daniel recalls, was always full of
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Socialists. Visiting lecturers spent the night there. Available

were the latest books on socialism and the latest pamphlets

and periodicals. “As I grew older,” Daniel says, “I read them

all. I also attended all the lectures, study groups and mass

meetings of the Socialist Party.” Ruthenberg did not make

the mistake of too much urging, Daniel remembers. “My fath-

er,” he told this biographer, “never expressed a desire that I

take any part in anything, but allowed me to follow my own

inclinations.”

Ruthenberg encouraged foreign-born Socialists in Ohio

to become citizens, and utilized the Party Bulletin of January 20,

1914, to give information on how to obtain naturalization pa-

pers. During the 1913 municipal campaign, he proudly an-

nounced that “all of the foreign language branches assisted in the

circulation of the petitions for mayor.”

When Ruthenberg became organizer, he found Local Cleve-

land in a muddle of debt. On ticket sales alone, the office

was more than $800 short; there was no record of who had

taken tickets to sell, and members had been careless about turn-

ing in the money. The Cleveland Socialist was in debt about

the same amount, with its financial affairs in a snarl. Dues

payments were slack. And on top of everything H. A. Morgan,

Ruthenberg’s predecessor as organizer, admitted a shortage of

$194 in the funds he was supposed to turn over to the Local.

Ruthenberg looked upon sound party financing as a po-

litical necessity. He wrote in the Party Bulletin of November

11, 1913, “As long as the party has hanging over it a lot of un-

paid obligations, its work is bound to be hampered and cur-

tailed.” His first measure was to cut down expenses. The

Cleveland Socialist suspended publication. Local Cleveland

was without a newspaper until December 5, 1914, except for

two months the following summer, when an arrangement was

made for a Cleveland edition of the Hamilton Workers’ Cause.

For the first year of Ruthenberg’s activity as organizer, the little

Party Bulletin was Local Cleveland’s only organ. From its

first issue, it carried financial statements. Measures of economy

were followed up with a long range plan to raise funds, which

included scores of money-raising devices, from the sale of 5-
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cent coupons to an Annual Ball. Straightening out the finances

of Local Cleveland was a long hard pull, but the organiza-

tion was on a sound financial footing by the summer of 1916.

On August 12, the Cleveland Citizen published Ruthenberg’s

victorious announcement that “as compared with our financial

condition some time ago, we are rich. ... I oday we do not owe

a cent and have a surplus of about $5,400 in the treasury."

The first Socialist Party Year Book (1914) was designed to raise

money through advertising. It appeared several months before

the outbreak" of World War I, and contained, in addition to

Ruthenberg’s own summation of Socialist progress in Cleve-

land, a special contribution, “Democracy and Militarism," by

J.
Keir Hardie, British Socialist who had just toured America

to speak against war. On a back page, the Year Book quoted

Oscar Wilde’s observation on “Charity," from The Soul of

Man Under Socialism .

The first arrest of Ruthenberg-the man who was to be

known in a few years as the most arrested labor leader in Amer-

ica-took place during 1913. The Citizen tells the story. “Last

Saturday night," runs the account, “C. E. Ruthenberg was

arrested by Patrolman Page for speaking at E. 9th Street and

Vincent Avenue. Page was acting under instructions from

headquarters. After some parleying at the police station be-

tween Sergeant Vlach, Attorney Louis Katz and Ruthenberg,

the latter was released without any charge being placed against

him. Meanwhile the meeting at E. 9th Street continued and

Ruthenberg returned and finished his speech before a large

audience."®

Labor and Imperialism

Cleveland school teachers began an organizational drive in

January, 1914, in which Ruthenberg was greatly interested. By

March, they had formed a “teachers’ club’’ which was asking

more pay, with the support of a “congress of mothers’’ from the

school districts. In May, the teachers’ club affiliated as a local

with the Cleveland Federation of Labor, becoming the second

teachers’ union in the United States. (The first was in Chi-
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cago.) Ruthenberg addressed their meetings from time to time.

The school board’s reply was typical: it dismissed the union

leaders. Ruthenberg mobilized the party to arouse public

opinion against the school board’s action. When school opened

in the fall, the ousted teachers were still jobless. In the Peo-

ple’s College News, October, 1914, Ruthenberg urged the teach-

ers to demand that their colleagues be taken back. “A refusal

to surrender on their [the teachers’] part," he wrote, “a demand

that they be given protection in their profession and some meas-

ure of control over the conditions of employment, will be an

inspiration to the workers of Cleveland." The teachers carried

their case to the courts, but lost. The union fell apart for the

time being. But the struggle of the Cleveland teachers has its

place in union history.

Ruthenberg initiated the state-wide fight on behalf of the

Ohio coal miners, locked out in 1914 by lawless mine owners.

He had visited the mining district in the eastern part of Ohio

in his 1912 governorship campaign, and, before that, Ella Reeve

Bloor, Socialist Party state organizer and a friend of his, had

gone down into the mines to talk to the workers on her 1911

tour.10 Ruthenberg knew how the miners lived. He gave the

facts in the Ohio Socialist Bulletin for March-April, 1914. The
Ohio miners, he pointed out, were fighting against the “screen

system" of the employers, whereby a miner was paid, not for

all the coal he mined, but only for that part which would not

fall through a screen of a certain mesh. (This was before the

miners won the right to their own check-weighman.) The
workers demanded pay for all the coal they dug, on the “mine

run basis." The screen system, Ruthenberg explained, “gives

the operators the opportunity to resort to trickery in order to

defraud the miners. The meshes of the screen were usually

enlarged. Screens . . . used for a long time develop holes through

which the miners’ wages disappear."

The miners—in spite of the operators’ lobby—had finally

succeeded the year before in forcing the state legislature to pass

an “anti-screen bill.” The operators now closed down the

mines rather than obey the law, and announced openly that

they would keep them closed until they could get the courts
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to declare the law “unconstitutional.” “Suffering and hunger

will soon be widespread in the mining regions,” Ruthen-

berg wrote. In the name of Local Cleveland, he called on the

State Executive Committee “to immediately begin a state-

wide campaign to have the State take over the mines and oper-

ate them through the miners’ organization,” and urged quick

action to get the facts before the people.

The callous disregard of labor-protection laws on the part

of big employers, and the invariable practice of using the police

against the workers in every labor dispute, aroused Ruthen-

berg's fighting spirit. It was on his motion that the municipal

platform adopted by the Ohio Socialist Convention in April,

1913, defiantly declared that “Socialists elected to office shall use

their power solely in the interests of the working class.” Social-

ist officials, the platform particularly specified, should use the

police power to protect striking workers.

Cleveland Socialists gave vigorous support to outstanding

strike struggles throughout the United States, notably in Michi-

gan where gun thugs of the Calumet and Heda mine owners

attacked the IWW-led copper miners. They also gave dynamic

leadership in Cleveland itself to the fight for help to jobless

workers. There was a beginning economic crisis in 1913-14,

on the eve of the first World War, and the Sodalists, led by

Ruthenberg, demanded free school lunches, free medical ser-

vices for the unemployed, and unemployment relief.

. William Jennings Bryan, Wilson’s Secretary of State, created

a sensation in May, 1913, by taking official notice of charges

made in the German Reichstag by Socialist Karl Liebknecht

against Krupp armaments. Liebknecht warned that the Krupp

company was propagandizing for war in order to pile up more

sales and profits. Bryan virtually made a state matter of

a Socialist’s accusation that a commercial concern could direct

a government’s policy against the interests of the people. It

made quite a stir in Cleveland, where Liebknecht had spoken

from the same platform with Ruthenberg only two years before.

This was a portent of approaching world conflict. The in-

crease in armaments and war appropriations in all the large

nations, including the United States, caused apprehension in the
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labor movement of every country, especially among the Social-

ists. By April, 1914, a threat of imperialist war in the Western
hemisphere developed. At President Wilson’s order, United
States battleships seized the Mexican port of Vera Cruz. There
was again danger of United States intervention in Mexican
affairs to protect the investments of American Big Business,

endangered by the anti-feudal and anti-imperialist Mexican
Revolution. 11

At almost the same moment that American naval guns were
pointed at Vera Cruz, the guns of Colorado militiamen—on be-

half of the Rockefeller-owned Colorado Fuel and Iron Com-
pany—were firing at the families of striking miners in Ludlow.
A telegram from the United Mine Workers at Denver to the

Cleveland Citizen, April 20, 1914, told of the attack: “Ludlow
tent colony, which housed 1,200 Colorado striking coal miners,

burned to the ground after four men, three women and seven

children were murdered. One hundred and fifty gunmen,
in militiamen’s uniform and with State equipment, have with
six machine-guns kept up a constant attack on men, women and
children since daybreak Monday morning. . . . Will you, for

God’s sake and in the name of humanity, call upon all your
citizenship to demand of the President of the United States

and both houses of Congress that they leave Mexico alone and
come into Colorado to relieve these miners, their wives and chil-

dren, who are being slaughtered ... by murderous mine-
guards?’’

The May Day celebration that year was turned into a demon-
stration against war. When the May Day demonstrators, after

an impressive march of thousands through the city’s Public
Square, gathered at Acme Hall in the evening, they shouted ap-

proval of the declaration Ruthenberg read denouncing the

threatening conflict. Reviewing the situation in Mexico and
in Colorado, his statement said:

“We extend fraternal greetings to the downtrodden people
of Mexico and declare our sympathy with them in their

struggle to overthrow their oppressors, whether they be Mexican
land owners or American capitalists. We express our horror
at the brutalities of the paid assassins of the capitalists in
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Colorado and declare that there is more dishonor and dis-

grace to the American flag in that state than in the pretended

insults of the Mexican dictator.”

War threats continued, but it was in Europe, rather than

in Mexico, that war came. On August 2, with the simulta-

neous invasion of France by Kaiser-led Germany and of Ger-

many by tsarist Russia, the first World War got under way.

Inside of a week. Great Britain was in it, too. The war caused

a profound change in the problems and activities of Socialists

the world over.

6
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The week World War I began in Europe, the Socialists put

on an anti-war demonstration in Cleveland. In a pouring

Sunday afternoon rain, August 9, 1914, three thousand people

gathered around the bandstand in Wade Park, holding their

umbrellas aloft, and roared approval as Ruthenberg denounced

this new war for profits.

Ruthenberg guided himself by the resolutions of the last

three International Socialist Congresses, at Stuttgart (1907),

Copenhagen (1910), and Basle (1912), which characterized mod-

ern wars as struggles for markets and for re-division of colonial

possessions. Such wars, it was declared, bring great sacrifices

and suffering to the peoples of the warring countries. The reso-

lutions therefore pledged the working classes of the world to do

everything possible to stop a threatening war, and if war broke

out in spite of them, to continue opposing it and bring it to an

end. Ruthenberg assumed that the top Socialists of France,

Germany and England, in accordance writh the Congress reso-

lutions, would lead an active anti-war struggle. Actually, as

American workers were soon to learn, most Socialist leaders

in Europe became pro-war, and most Socialist representatives

in the respective European parliaments voted in favor of war

credits. Gradually, as months went by, the truth sank in that

the Social Democratic leaders in Europe had betrayed the

people and that the Socialist International had collapsed.

The extent of Social Democratic backsliding can be realized

by recalling the resolution that these very leaders had voted for

at an international emergency conference in Basle, in 1912,

two years before World War I began. “If a war threatens to

break out,” the Basle resolution said, “it is the duty of the

9 1
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working classes and their parliamentary representatives in the

countries involved, supported by the co-ordinating activity of

the International Socialist Bureau, to exert every effort in order

to prevent the outbreak of war by the means they consider most

effective, which naturally vary according to the sharpening

of the class struggle and the sharpening of the general politi-

cal situation.” 1

The war of 1914-18 was a sure-enough capitalist war—a war

of capitalism's final stage, imperialism. Honest and courageous

Socialists like Debs and Ruthenberg understood very well the

war s capitalist nature. "When I say I am opposed to war," wrote

Debs in the Appeal to Reason, September 11, 1

9

1 5 * explain-

ing his stand against American entry into World War I, "I mean

ruling-class war, for the ruling class is the only class that makes

war/'2

Lenin carried the analysis of just and unjust wars further,

and showed that wars of national and colonial liberation

should be considered worthy of support. Lenin reserved his

severest censure for the wars of modern imperialism that began

with the United States war against Spain in 1898-99 and the

British war against the South African Boers in 1899-1902.

Ruthenberg stood firm on the Basle resolution from the very

first. He scanned the papers to see what the European Social-

ists were doing. He read with pride of Karl Liebknecht’s un-

compromising stand in the German Reichstag against junkers

and Right Social Democrats alike. Liebknecht, in contrast to

many other Socialists in both Germany and France, voted against

the war budget. Ruthenberg had no opportunity to read

Lenin’s current writings on the nature of war and imperial-

ism, but he saw that this was a capitalist war, against the in-

terests of the workers. He became a most insistent voice against

the war, a most steadfast spokesman for the Left.

In the early months of the European conflict, as it hap-

pens, the immediate threat of United States involvement in

war was south of the Rio Grande rather than across the Atlantic.

President Woodrow Wilson’s arrogant policy toward our south-

ern neighbor drew sharp criticism from the Socialist Party.

Socialist spokesmen were at this time more aware of the threat-
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ened American aggression against Mexico than of possible in-

volvement in a world conflict. But the European war brought

visions of large orders from belligerent countries to American

manufacturers, bankers and dealers in military supplies. It

multiplied the cost of living. It gave Big Business an excuse

to foist militarism on the country and attempt to suppress or-

ganized labor. It was by leading a fight on these issues that

Ruthenberg built the mass support in Cleveland which made

possible that city’s outstanding struggle against imperialist re-

action when in 1917 the war engulfed America.

Three months after the European war began, while Ruthen-

berg was trying to find his way in the midst of new problems,

his mother died. She passed away November 21, 1914, at the

age of 68.

“Starve the War and Feed America

”

When the war started in Europe, prices rose in America.

Before August, 1914, was over, the Socialist National Committee

demanded that the government seize food supplies held by specu-

lators and halt the export of munitions and money. The slogan

was, "Starve the War and Feed' America!” Cleveland’s Socialists

approved the slogan. They held a mass meeting in Public

Square on September 6 and distributed 50,000 copies of the

"Starve the War” leaflet.

Five-cent bread became a thing of the past. Meat consump-

tion in Cleveland declined 40 per cent. Between September,

1915, and September, 1916, food prices—it was said, locally-

jumped 30 cents on the dollar. The rising cost of living sharp

ened the misery of the unemployed. By December, 1914, 61,000

Clevelanders were looking for work. That was one city’s share

of a growing army of unemployed. One of capitalism’s periodic

breakdowns was at hand, and the war, by disrupting indus-

try, had-at least for the time being-aggravated the "hard

times.”

Unemployment in the city had tripled in the year just past.

Stores in working class neighborhoods reported that workers’

charge accounts had increased 700 per cent. Associated Charities
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was swamped with appeals for aid. On one Monday morning

-December 21-a police check-up at fifty factory gates showed

that 2,891 men applied for work, and only sixty were hired.

At Christmas time, a teenage boy was shot and killed by a

grocer for stealing a bun. As early as December 13, the Social-

ist Party of Cleveland drew up a plan to meet the critical

unemployment situation. A letter to the City Council de-

manded free eating places for the unemployed, relief stations

to supply clothing and fuel, provision for emergency housing,

and increased appropriations for public works to provide jobs.

Copies of this letter, signed by Ruthenberg, were published

by the Cleveland Citizen and the Cleveland Federationist, lib-

eral and conservative weeklies, respectively, of the local AFL.

The Cleveland Federation of Labor endorsed the Socialist de-

mands.
% . .

Ruthenberg strode into a hearing of the City Council in

January, 1915" and demanded that die city appropriate a half

million dollars to feed and house the homeless. “The little

men who are managing die city's affairs are afraid of the un-

employed problem/’ he told the Councilmen. A special “Un-

employed Edition” of the Socialist News, Ruthenberg’s new

party paper, was gotten out on January 16. The party re-

ceived support on this issue from the city’s trade unions, whose

jobless membership had doubled. Ruthenberg was invited by

the Amalgamated Iron and Steel Workers local, January 17,

to discuss °the question, “How Can We Save the Working Class

from Unemployment?” Mayor Newton D. Baker was forced to

set up a committee on unemployment. Every man he appointed

was a big employer. This crew of big business men met daily

over lunch and Havana cigars at die Hollenden Hotel. They

ended by announcing that many who called themselves unem-

ployed were “insincere,” that the problem was “too compli-

cated” to solve anyhow, and that workers who had jobs should

each donate a day’s pay. They also started a “hire-a-man” move-

ment, through which they got jobs for 750 out of the 61,000

jobless by mid-February, when they disbanded.

Not one of the big employers hired a single extra man. The

Baker administration did not appropriate a penny for relief.
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The Chamber of Commerce announced in its annual report that

business was nonnal for 1914. “Interesting, isn’t it?” Ruthen-

berg commented in the Socialist Nexus .

“
‘It is not to die, or even

to die of hunger, that makes a man wretched/ ” he quoted

Thomas Carlyle;
“

‘it is to live the life miserable, we know not

why; to work sore, and yet gain nothing; to be heartworn,

weary, yet isolated, girt in with a cold universal laissez faire.’

”

It was in the Socialist News of March 6, 1915, that Ruthen-

berg thus quoted Carlyle. Fifteen years later, March 6, 1930,

at the depth of a greater crisis, Communist-led demonstrations

throughout the country forced the granting of federal unem-

ployment relief. The leaders of these demonstrations told the

unemployed: “You have a right to live. You have a right to

fight to live.”

Cooperative food buying was first discussed in Local Cleve-

land in the spring of 1915. A year later, Ruthenberg called an

organizational meeting in his office, and on May 29, 1916, the

Cooperators’ Company was launched, with Ruthenberg as

treasurer. While there were three other cooperatives in Cleve-

land which served the purposes of economy just as well, the

Cooperators’ Company had a political function also. One of its

first acts was to vote $10 for the defense of Socialists arrested

for anti-war activity.

Socialist-Labor Cooperation

The growing friendliness of the Cleveland Federation of

Labor toward the Socialist May Day celebrations is a rough

measure of the cooperation Ruthenberg was now able to develop

between party and unions. Every spring, a formal invitation to

march on May Day went from Local Cleveland to the CFL
central body. In earlier years the invitation had been regularly

tabled. In 1914 the chairman of the central body, according to

the Cleveland Federationist, stated that “any locals desiring

to participate in this event could do so”; in 1915, those who

wished to were “requested to attend”; in 1916, “those who could

should take part.” More and more union locals marched under

their own banners in the parade.
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In the summer and fall of 1915, Cleveland Socialists made

new and more determined efforts to work in die unions. The

Sixth Ward Branch, July 24, devoted a meeting to “Should a

Socialist Talk Socialism in the Shop?” On August 21, the 24th

Ward Branch considered, “How Can the Socialist 1 arty Bring

About Better Relations With the Unions.-' In Octobei, while

the machinists’ strike was on, John Luthringer, national organ-

izer of the Machinists’ Union, addressed die party’s City Cen-

tral Committee. The Socialist News on April 29, 1916, an-

nounced the setting up of a preliminary Labor Union Com-

mittee, including representatives of the Machinists, Auto work-

ers and Slaters and Tile Roofers. The Committee called for

suggestions from the rank and file, to be mailed to Ruthen-

berg’s office. On May 18, Socialist trade unionists met at head-

quarters to plan furdier work within die unions. The following

week the Labor Union Committee circularized CFL locals

offering educadonal lectures free of charge, an offer which was

accepted by several unions. The cooperation thus stimulated

was interrupted by the anti-labor terror which accompanied

America's entry into the war less than two years later.

The sinking of the Lusitania, May 7, 1915, by a German sub-

marine was a signal to American munidons-makers and milita-

rists to start a pro-wTar campaign. It brought home the realization

that the United States, whose capitalists were getting rich by

selling war-goods to both sides, might get into the war. When

the Lusitania went down, 1,195 people died. But, as Ruthen-

berg pointed out in the Socialist News, 8,672 were killed or

crippled every year in the State of Ohio alone, through indus-

trial accidents, and nobody said a word. War contracts made

the industrial accident rate leap. In June, 1916, there were 800

more accidents in Ohio factories than in any month since rec-

ords had been kept.

The Socialist Party won the friendship of many trade union-

ists that summer by its support of the local AFLs campaign

for a minimum wage for city employees. City officials were get-

ting big pay raises to meet rising living Costs, but city laborers

still received only $2.00 a day. The CFL wanted a minimum of

$2.50. A minimum wage amendment to the city charter, how-
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ever, was needed, and this meant collecting signatures to peti-

tions to force a referendum vote. In April, after the CFL en-

dorsed the move by Carpenters' Local 11 for such an amend-

ment, Rutlienberg got out the whole Socialist Party to collect

signatures. On August 21, the CFL announced that over 3,000

signatures—far more than half the number needed—had been

turned in by “Secretary C. E. Ruthenberg of the Socialist Party."

The amendment was submitted to a referendum, and passed.

This cooperation was not thrown away. The Federation's

vice-president, Thomas J. Dolan, told the Cleveland Citizen

that Ruthenberg would get his vote for Mayor. Without the

help of Ruthenberg and the Socialists, “we could not have had

the required per cent of signers to put it [the amendment] to

a vote of the people," Dolan said.

The Luna Park Labor Day celebration showed that other

union men felt the same way. According to custom, mayoralty

candidates of all parties came to Luna Park to tell the workers

why they expected labor's vote. Ruthenberg spoke last. Sitting

in a row back of him on the platform were the four other candi-

dates, including Newton D. Baker’s man, Peter Witt, Democrat,

and Republican Harry L. Davis. In the big pavilion, every inch

of standing room was taken. Thundering hand-claps welcomed

Ruthenberg as he stood up to speak. The faces of the old party

candidates reddened, as the ovation swelled and Ruthenberg

held up his hand for silence. They blushed still more as he told

how “the little men" who ran the city’s affairs had denied to the

garbage collectors the right to organize, had underpaid the

electrical workers, had dodged the demand for a minimum
wage. “You're right!" the crowd shouted, “That's the truth!"

Cleveland workers struck against the speed-up and the rising

cost of living. In the midst of the strike wave, the Austrian

ambassador had the effrontery to call on American munitions

workers of Austrian descent to down tools. The war profiteers

welcomed his indiscretion. The strikers are pro-German, they

blared.

Ruthenberg made short work of this attack on organized

labor. “Of course," he wrote, “any working man who will go

on strike to help the ruling class of any of the capitalist nations
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gain an advantage in the game of murder is worse than a fool,
but there is no reason under the sun why the workers should
not take advantage of the present situation to gain better wages
and working conditions for themselves. . . . They should prepare
to strike, not to help Austria or Germany against the Allies, or
the reverse, but in order to make the capitalists yield up to
them a larger share of what they are producing through their
labor power.” The workers at the Cleveland Automatic Ma-
chine Company were striking at a most favorable moment, he
said, when they called a stoppage early in October, 1915. “To
have the work of production interrupted means a loss of big
profits,” he said, “and this threatened loss will move the capi-
talists to make concessions, quicker than anything under the
sun.”

Socialist Perspective

Ruthenberg himself had never belonged to a union. The
white-collar and professional workers in Cleveland at that time
were not organized. But experience brought him face to face
with the trade union question. In January, ,915, he went to
wor - for the Pnntz-Biederman Company, one of the largest
employers of garment workers in the country. Starting as head
of the correspondence department, he soon became office man-
ager. Pnntz-Biederman workers had been in the big Cleveland
garment strike of 1911, which Ruthenberg had made one of
the issues of his mayoralty campaign. But the concern had re-
mained unorganized. Later, the management set up a company
union known as the “House of Representatives,” through which
workers m both shop and office were supposed to have a “voice”m their government”

Ruthenberg was chosen by the office workers as their “repre-
sentative." Hi, wife Rose recall, the „orie, he told about
arctcal government.- Ruthenberg „ood up i„ the "Represema-“ SCSS10ns and told the workers not to be misled by it.

workers have the authority to decide how many spittoonsmay have, and where to put them,” he said. “But tLpany decides all the really important questions like wagesTd
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hours. They decide when and whom to fire. If the questions we
decide haven’t any importance at all, we can talk forever 1”

In these years he was searching for a Socialist solution ot

trade union problems, as shown by his article, “The Work Bt-

fore Us,” in the Socialist Year Book, Cleveland, 1916. “We must

bring into harmony with the political and cooperative move-

ment the industrial wing of the workers’ organizations,” he

wrote, disregarding the official Socialist policy of neutrality in

trade union matters. “How this is to be achieved the future

alone can tell, but we must keep it in our minds as part of the

end to be sought.” Ruthenberg left the Printz-Biederman Com-
pany two and a half years afterward, in June, 1917. Still later,

in the winter of 1919—to look ahead for a moment—while its

workers were again waging an organizing battle, he started a

clerks’ union for its office workers and salesmen, and joined it

himself. On March 1, 1919, the Socialist News announced that

the Retail Clerks’ Fraternal Association had been formed. The
“Ruthenberg local,” as it came to be called, was admitted to

the Cleveland Federation of Labor as a local of the Book-

keepers, Stenographers and Accountants Union (BSAU-AFL),

but later was kicked out—a victim of post-war redbating.

Despite Ruthenberg’s Party jobs and his responsibilities at

Printz-Biederman’s, he continued to run for office every year-

in 1914 for congressman, in 1915 for mayor again, in 1916 for

U.S. Senator. His fellow Socialists, fired by his example, strove

loyally to help the work. Every Thursday night, when the So-

cialist News was printed, party members came to headquarters

for the mailing. They sent out announcements of the Sunday

night forums and other meetings, appeals for funds, for can-

vassers. The mailing bees continued week in and week out, year

after year, under the direction of the Women’s Committee.

Among the devoted workers were Jacob Heinrich and his

family. On one occasion Heinrich, after selling forty tickets to

a Debs meeting, armed himself with a campaign donation list

and went out to visit his relatives. In a few hours he came back

with twenty-one donations from twenty-one Heinrichs, and

brought his daughters with him to help with the mailing bee.

Ruthenberg enjoyed Socialist work. When his friend, Ann
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Minturn, who had dropped out of political activity to write

poetry, urged him not to martyr himself, he answered, in a let-

ter dated January 27, 1915: “I am not a martyr. ... I am
merely doing the work out of which I get the greatest joy.

I believe in the organized working class movement. While we
may blunder and stumble, I am confident that we are moving
toward our goal.”

Poetry never tempted Ruthenberg to quit work—it aroused

him to work the harder. To the same friend, he wrote in April,

"What power is there in these poets and dreamers that they

can arouse us to attack the bars of the cage we have ourselves

built?” The poet who most inspired him in these years was Wil-
liam Morris. Often in his speeches he quoted a stanza or so

Irom The Day Is Coming or The Voice of Toil.9

For a long time now, Ruthenberg had been working on a

pamphlet to make clear to American readers the Marxist theory

of the necessity of socialism. The pamphlet, entitled Are We
Growing Toward Socialism

?

was given to the printer early in

19 1 7, before the United States entered the World War. Daniel

Ruthenberg remembers how, at the age of twelve, he read the

page proofs. Instead of lecturing his son on socialism, C. E.

offered him a quarter for every printer's error he could find—
and got him to read the pamphlet

Are We Grouping Toward Socialism? did not speculate on
whether the human race could effortlessly drift into the future.

Despite certain shortcomings, it was a scientific demonstration
that socialism is the next step in social evolution; it was a mili-

tant call to action. “Are we the plaything of fate which is bring-

ing into the world a new chaos for us to struggle in?” he asked,

pointing to the frightening growth of vast corporations, which
foreshadowed a new tyranny. Putting his trust in man's inherent
fighting spirit, he answered: “Men have never willingly ac-

cepted the yoke of slavery. They have always fought for free-

dom. In a society in which an enslaved class exists, there will

always be a class conflict." “Socialism grows as the water lily

grows,” he wrote in conclusion. “At the bottom of the lakes

and ponds in which the water lily grows there is deposited a

muck of decaying vegetable matter. In this the water lily sets
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its roots. . . . Out of this muck it sends up its stem through the

waters which surround it, upward to the light and air and sun-

shine, and when it reaches the light and air and sunshine, it

bursts forth into that beautiful blossom which gives us joy to

behold. The Socialist Movement sets its roots in the muck of

capitalism. It finds in it the conditions which enable it to live

and thrive. Today the Socialist Movement is fighting its way
upward, upward against the lies, misrepresentation and the mis-

understanding which surround it, upward to the light and air

and sunshine. Soon it will reach the light and air and sunshine,

and then our civilization will burst forth into that new and
beautiful blossom—Socialism."

The Debate on War

Buccaneering finance-capital, striding with seven-league

boots, was dragging the United States into the war. United
States capitalists were supplying goods at great profit to

both warring alliances. The war was thus changing this country

from a debtor to a creditor nation, making it the money-master

of the world. From coast to coast, “Military preparedness” be-

came the cry of Big Business. The Pacific Coast Business Men's

Preparedness League put the case baldly, demanding “adequate

troops ... to deal with domestic strife and to suppress probable

labor uprisings.”4 Attacks on organized labor multiplied. In

January, 1916, striking iron and steel workers were shot down
in Youngstown, Ohio. In July, a provocateur's bomb thrown at

a San Francisco military preparedness parade led to a frame-up;

and Tom Mooney, a Socialist trade unionist, was sentenced to

be hanged. A fellow unionist, Warren K. Billings, was sent to

prison for life. The drive was on for U. S. entry into the war.

Eugene V. Debs, in the National Rip-Saw

,

December 1915,

expressed his grief and anger at the turncoat Second Interna-

tional. “That the International did collapse, and utterly so,

when the crucial test came, it were folly any longer to deny or

attempt to extenuate," he wrote. “The day may be nearer than

we imagine when we, here in the United States, will have to

prove ourselves and the fitness of our movement to survive
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the onslaught of the murderous military hordes of capitalism.”

A month later a colleague of Lenin, Alexandra Kollontay,

then on a lecture-tour of the United States, published an article

in the International Socialist Review in which she called on

American Socialists to support a proposed new International. In

later articles in the same magazine, S. J. Rutgers, a Dutch Social-

ist then in America, and familiar with Lenin’s writings, ex-

plained the imperialist nature of the war, and showed why
revolutionary socialists were obliged to break completely with

the “social patriots” who had led the Second International to

disaster. The new set-up, it was explained, was proposed at the

Zimmerwald Conference in Switzerland, September, 1915, where
Socialists who refused to compromise with the war tried to

reconstruct the International. At that Conference, a minority

group led by Russian delegates insisted that a new Interna-

tional, starting from scratch, was essential. It was Lenin wdio

organized that minority at Zimmerwald.
It w'as through Rutger’s articles that Ruthenberg and others

in this country first began to get an inkling of Lenin’s teachings

about imperialism, and a real understanding of the origin and
nature of wars under capitalism, though it was not until 1919
that the first English translation of Lenin’s Imperialism, the

Final Stage of Capitalism, written in 1916, wras brought out in

Boston.5 The imperialist nature of the European War was
established much earlier by Lenin in various current publica-

tions, speeches and resolutions, 1914-15, in the very first year

of the conflict; but except for a few short articles which appeared
in the press, these did not become available in English until the

’20’s when the publication of Lenin’s Collected Works began
in this country.

Throughout the American Socialist Party a heated debate
arose in 1915 over the party’s attitude toward the war. Many
Right leaders, like their prototypes in Europe, were shifting to

a pro-war stand. Debs, who had headed the Socialist ticket in

three national election campaigns, declined to be the 1916
nominee for president. Charles Edward Russell, a prominent
publicist, who had wTritten voluminously in opposition to the

war in Europe, was nominated for president in a Socialist Party
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referendum. In the meantime, as American participation came
closer, he switched over and came out openly for the war, and
wras at once not only recalled as presidential nominee—in an-

other referendum—but expelled from the party. There was still

time to nominate Allan L. Benson, another anti-war publicist,

who became the Socialist Standard-bearer for 1916. But Ben-

son, too—almost in the middle of his campaign—began to strad-

dle the war issue.

The Right-Left cleavage on the war was obvious as early as

January, 1916, when the N. Y. Call asked Socialist candidates

for the National Committee to state their position on the “Ques-

tion of Militarism.” Benson, candidate for President, came out

with a few words about not increasing the Army or Navy. The
Reverend W. R. Gaylord of Wisconsin offered a program of

“preparedness for peace.” Many of the declarations were high-

sounding evasions. Ruthenberg, as a candidate for National

Committeeman, wrote: “It is our work to show that [capitalist

wrar] is a fruit of an industrial system based upon production

for profit, with all that that implies in the shape of competition

with the capitalists of other nations, and to oppose it with all

our power. If we compromise at this point it will open the way
for greater compromises. I am unalterably opposed to militarism

and preparedness in all its forms.” Other Left voices were heard

The late Robert Minor, great cartoonist and war correspondent

for the Call, just back from the fighting fronts, warned on a

speaking tour—which took in Cleveland—that Wall Street plot-

ted to send American soldiers to Europe to collect the millions

loaned to the Allies.6

Events moved fast all over the world that spring of 1916. In

Ireland, Socialists and other patriots rose against British im-

perialism in the Easter Rebellion. James Connolly, its leader,

an Irish Socialist who less than a decade earlier had lived in

New York and lectured in Cleveland, was murdered by the

British government after the uprising was crushed.

May Day came to Cleveland. In its parade—as the scandal-

ized Plain Dealer recorded—one placard read: “We refuse to

fight in any war but that for working class freedom.” In a May
Day editorial in the Socialist News, Ruthenberg wrote: “The
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‘times that try men's souls’ [Thomas Paine] are before the

workers of this country: Capitalism, in its logical development,

has turned Europe into a nightmare of bloodshed and destruc-

tion. . . .

"In America we have thus far escaped this, capitalism’s most
terrible fruit, but the chasm yawns before us, ready to engulf

us in the sea of blood. . . .

"Capitalism ... is fighting to replace democracy in this

country with a military machine. . . . There is no middle
ground for us. . . We are not to be deluded by the sham cries

of ‘preparedness’ advocates . . .

"We stand for the patriotism of humanity, which welcomes
the people of all nations into the circle of human brotherhood.

"We will not fight except to resist and wipe out of existence

the ugliest thing the world has produced—the capitalist system

and the capitalist class.”

Intervention in Mexico

In March, 1916, with the United States teetering on the

edge of the war in Europe, American troops crossed into Mexico.
It was this expedition that brought out Brigadier General John

J. Pershing as imperialist America’s military leader, and pre-

pared him for the world war that the U. S. was to enter a year

later. This invasion of Mexican soil was on the pretext of run-

ning down Pancho Villa, the Mexican peasant-patriot, whom
American Big Business called a "bandit.”7 The Cleveland So-

cialists announced a meeting in the Central Armory with Debs
as speaker, to denounce the invasion.

On June 29 a Plain Dealer editorial called for suppression of

Socialist speakers in the Public Square. It told Public Safety Di-

rector A. B. Sprosty: "Stop all speeches on the Public Square
attacking the United States flag, National Guardsmen or the

attitude of the Government in the Mexican crisis.” Republican
Mayor Harry L. Davis, then in the saddle, was behind the new
policy. Within twenty-four hours Socialist workers were beaten
on the Public Square by men in uniform for saying the invasion
of Mexico was a disgrace to the American flag. The police stood
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around without lifting a finger. Another twenty-four hours, and
Ruthenbcrg answered Public Safety Director Sprosty by hold-

ing an emergency mass meeting on the Square. The press was

notified that the American assault on Mexico would be dis-

cussed.

A thousand people were there. Ruthenberg mounted the stone

block, traditional free speech rostrum at the foot of Tom
Johnson’s statue. Not a policeman was in sight, but armed
militiamen began to push their way toward the platform.

As Ruthenberg told of the oil and banking interests that

were back of the attack on Mexico, the crowd cheered. "There
is no reason,” his voice rang out, "why any man should go

down into the hell of war to fight for the dollars of the ruling

class!” As he said this, the militiamen rushed for the rostrum,

using the butt ends of their revolvers to strike down all in their

way. The crowd fought back with bare fists.

Some Socialists went to call the police, while Ruthenberg

held his place. A half dozen policemen sauntered into the

Square some ten minutes later, and the fighting let up. Ruthen-

berg spoke again, then introduced Tom Clifford, Socialist can-

didate for governor. "It was only through the determined stand

of the Socialist Party,” Ruthenberg wrote in the next issue of

the Socialist News, "That the right of free speech from the

public rostrum was reestablished and maintained.”

Another Public Square meeting was called for Sunday, July

9, and the Socialist Labor Party and the Cleveland Federation

of Labor were invited to take part. The SLP sent speakers, and

while the CFL gave no official support hundreds of union mem-
bers were there. This time the Square bristled with police, on

horseback and motorcycle and afoot. The meeting was not in-

terrupted. That same week, a gang of toughs including militia

in uniform, led by one City Councilman Taylor, assaulted a

Socialist soapboxer at the corner of Kinsman and East 93rd

Street, and broke up the meeting. Again the police watched the

attack and did nothing. Ruthenberg at once gave notice that he

would himself be the speaker at Kinsman and East 93rd on July

11, and invited Councilman Taylor to be there. When the

night come, more than five hundred people showed up to listen
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to the Socialist city organizer. But not Taylor. There was no

disorder.

All summer attacks on street meetings continued. The police

themselves began to interfere with speakers. Whenever trouble

occurred at a street corner, Ruthenberg spoke there the next

week. Finally, late in August, at Chestnut and East gth Street,

while five hundred people were listening to William Francis

Barnard, one of Local Cleveland's lecturers, the cop on the beat

interrupted to tell the speaker it was against the law to sell

literature. Rudienberg walked up at that moment, picked up

some copies of the International Socialist Review, mounted the

speaker’s stand and announced to the crowd that he was going

to test the ruling. He sold three copies as fast as he could hand

them out, then followed the cop to police headquarters.

At the station, the red-faced sergeant said he had orders from

higher up to stop the selling of literature on the street. Some-

one had dug up a city ordinance about peddling without a

license. Ruthenberg told him the Socialist Party had been hold-

ing street meetings and selling literature for ten years, and in-

tended to keep right on. Another meeting, he said, would be

held the next night at the same corner, and literature would be

sold. After some blustering, the sergeant let Ruthenberg go.

The following night’s meeting was not molested. In spite of

these efforts to terrorize the Party, it kept on growing. Between

May and November, 77 new members joined.

Many still tell of Ruthenberg’s courageous leadership that

summer, and of the feeling of confidence his poise gave them.

“He alwrays looked so wonderful when he stood up, so in com-

mand of the situation," said Ella Reeve Bloor, years later. “I

don’t think he had one minute of fear."

Yetta Land, Cleveland’s labor attorney, tells of the quiet

smile widi which he met danger. “On a sunny October day in

1916," she says, “at a meeting in Market Square, Ruthenberg

was speaking from my car. Police officers stood all around us

threateningly, in front of the crowd. The sun* on their badges

kept flashing in Ruthenberg’s eyes. After a while he asked, ‘Will

the police officers please get in back of me? Your badges are both-

ering my eyes.’ And then, with a faint smile, ‘But please leave
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your sticks here.’ A few minutes later, he repeated, ‘Would the

gentlemen police officers please move back—and you can take

your sticks along with youl’
M

Railwayman Bruce Smith, Socialist member of the Toledo
City Council who stood his ground when the war came, remem-
bers: “Ruthenberg had a faculty for taking the hide and hair

off the militarists. At the same time, he was one of the most

kindly men I ever met. He had a mild smile, a smile to remem-
ber, and a come-lct-us-reason-together voice, a sort of nice bass

voice. He was a very heroic person, a wonderful advocate of a

better world to live in.”

In “The Hour of Decision,” Cleveland Socialist News edi-

torial, November 4, 1916, Ruthenberg wrote:

“The people of this country face the most momentous elec-

tion day since the. days before the Civil War. . . . Despite all

the petty bickerings and puerile arguments on the part of the

Republican and Democratic candidates, the two big vital ques-

tions before the voters are militarism and hard times . Shall this

country be turned from its peaceful development of democracy

into a military autocracy? . . . Shall we have security of in-

security? Shall we keep the industries running to produce what

we need, or shall we have periodical unemployment and hard

times?"
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“NOT A WAR FOR FREEDOM”

In the spring of 1917 the United States got into the War. Presi-

dent Wilson, re-elected in 1916 because “He Kept Us Out of

War,” cut diplomatic relations with Germany on the following

February 3rd. The jingo press howled for conscription. Wilson

convened a special session of Congress for mid-April to declare

war.

The Socialist membership had been clamoring for the party

to take a stand on the war, and the National Executive Commit-

tee had initiated a referendum looking toward a national con-

vention during the summer. When the special session of Con-

gress was announced, the party's executive, realizing delay would

be fatal, called an Emergency Convention at St. Louis for

April 7.

In Cleveland, beginning in February, Ruthenberg called a

series of big anti-war rallies. At the third of these, held March 1

in Moose Hall, he shared the platform with Eugene V. Debs.

Worried by the way people flocked to Ruthenberg's anti-war

meetings, the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce held a “loyalty

mass meeting" March 12 at Gray's Armory, where very little

popular war fever was steamed up.

Then, two days later, March 14, on the other side of the

world, the people of Russia kicked out Tsar Nicholas II.

Alarmed by this overturn, which weakened the Eastern Front

of Allied imperialism in its war against German imperialism.

President Wilson set the special session two weeks earlier, on
April 2nd. But Ruthenberg—unlike the President—was happy
over the Russian Revolution, and strengthened by it. The peo-

ple's victory against the Tsar steeled him in his anti-war stand.

Discerning people had seen for weeks that the United States
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would enter the war, not only to protect loans to the Allies but
to take part in the re-division of spoils that was bound to come
at the war’s end. But the public had to be brought around to

a warlike mood; a show had to be staged, to hide the war-

makers. As Congress met, Big Business plugged for war. New
York Times headlines for the first week in April tell the story:

“Strike Hard in War," the National City Bank urged on April

2, though war was not yet declared. April 4 headlines: “Wall
Street Ready With War Billions—Prepared to Help the Govern-
ment Without Remuneration." On inside pages: “Rockefeller

Praises Wilson. . . . President’s Address Endorsed in Wall Street

—‘Exactly Right,' Judge [Steel Trust] Gary's Comment. . . .

[Herbert] Hoover Thanks Wilson."

“You Will Pay in Blood and Suffering," Ruthenberg warned
in a leaflet on April 1. That rainy Sunday morning, the Socialists

of Cleveland handed to their fellow townsmen 50,000 copies

of this warning. The leaflet quoted, ironically, a Republican
electioneering statement of only a year before, which had
appeared over the signatures of two ex-presidents, Theodore
Roosevelt and William Howard Taft: “The rivalries that begin

in commerce end on the battlefield. The history of war is green

with international jealousies." The leaflet went on, in Ruthen-
berg’s words: “It is the workers who will pay the cost of the war.

. . . The capitalists will make more profits. The Socialists of

Cleveland call upon all the men and women who are opposed

to killing their fellow human beings to protect the ‘property

rights’ of the capitalist class to join them in demanding
peace." 1

That afternoon, a stop-the-war mass meeting was scheduled

at Gray’s Armory. Cleveland’s daily papers declared in head-

lines that the meeting was called off, but 2,000 Clevelanders

believed the leaflet, and showed up at the Armory in a pouring

rain. The Armory doors were locked. The management, al-

though paid in advance, had cancelled the meeting. The crowd

followed Ruthenberg to the Public Square. It “put new cour-

age" in the hearts of those who were against war, as Ruthen-

berg reported in the next issue of the Socialist Nexus, “to see the

lines of umbrellas, covering a multitude of people stretching
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out and down Ontario Street as far as the eye could reach/' and
then to see this “same umbrella-covered multitude," stand in the

mud and water, soaked through by the rain, and cheer and
applaud the speakers for peace.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer, the day after the demonstra-

tion, reported in a front page story that Ruthenberg told the

crowd: “This is not a war of peoples. It is a capitalists' war, and
the war-mongers of the Chamber of Commerce, and the editors,

sitting back in easy chairs, will find the strongest indictment of

it in the Declaration of Independence."

On the evening of April 2, the day Congress convened, Cleve-

land Socialists celebrated the overthrow of tsarism in Russia.

In the East Technical High School auditorium where the cele-

bration was held, a crowd of 2,500 cheered Ruthenberg’s

declaration for “fraternity and internationalism."

Ruthenberg knew the road ahead would not be easy. He
knew about the French Socialist leader, Jean Jaur^s, shot by an
assassin as he cried, “Down with the War!"; about the German
Socialists, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, behind the

bars of the Kaiser’s prison; about the murdered Irish Socialist,

James Connolly, victim of British imperialism. “We are being

tested by fire," Ruthenberg wrote in the Socialist News. “Let
us set an example of fidelity to our principles, and send our *

comrades the world over the inspiring message that at least our
section of the international working class has kept faith in

the hour of trial."

The St. Louis Convention

On April 6, 1917, Congress declared war on Germany. On
that day, Ruthenberg drew up a “Manifesto Against War."
When he took the train for St. Louis that afternoon, to attend
the National Emergency Convention of the Socialist Party, he
left a copy of his Manifesto to be read at a mass meeting. It was
adopted by Local Cleveland and published in the Socialist

News while he was away. He had another copy in his pocket
for the Convention. On the train to St. Louis with Ruthenberg
were six other Ohio delegates, including Alfred Wagenknecht,
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who had become State Secretary, and Charles Baker, Organizer.

Among the 192 delegates who crowded into the Banquet
Hall of the Planters Hotel, St. Louis, on April 7, others besides

Ruthenberg carried draft resolutions in their pockets. Morris

Hillquit brought one which was in large part the basis for the

anti-war declaration finally adopted. Louis Boudin, Socialist

theoretician, had another. John Spargo, who did not want a

convention held in the first place, brought a resolution en-

dorsing American entry into the war.

For two months before the Convention, Spargo and the

Rev. W. R. Gaylord had been writing protest letters to the

National Executive Committee every time a Socialist opened his

mouth to oppose the war. Spargo resigned from the party shortly

after the Convention, and so did the previous year's presidential

candidate, Allan Benson. Gaylord was expelled for calling on
Government officials to suppress Socialist anti-war propaganda!

Within two months, Spargo joined with Charles Edward Rus-

sell and others to form the pro-war “American Socialist Party"—

which had a very short life indeed. It never functioned as a

party. While some inside the Convention were trying to betray

the workers to imperialism, renegades outside were taking jobs

in the war administration. George Creel, Socialist Party Right

wing journalist, accepted President Wilson’s appointment as

head of the committee for war propaganda.

But the war Socialists were only a handful at the Conven-

tion. A bloc of at least sixty Left-wingers from various parts of

the country were bent on firm opposition to the war. This

group, which included all seven Ohio delegates, followed Ruth-

enberg’s lead at the Convention.

At the outset of the Convention Ruthenberg tried to

strengthen this Left bloc by enlisting the support of Gene Debs,

whose anti-war stand was well-known. But Debs declined to

attend. The story is told by Ray Ginger in The Bending Cross,

a biography of Debs, as follows: “Their [the Left-wingers']

spokesman, Charles E. Ruthenberg of Ohio, telephoned Debs

in Terre Haute and urged him to come to St. Louis. Debs

refused. . . . But Ruthenberg was not satisfied. One night he

loaded two cars with delegates and drove the hundred and
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fifty miles to Terre Haute. The trip was made in vain.”2 Debs
insisted that his opposition to the war was clear to the delegates,

and that his presence was unnecessary.

The Left distrusted the Right for their hesitancy, their

evasive and dilatory manner whenever a real fight against reac-

tion had to be faced. Hillquit, typical Centrist, and Berger,

typical Right-winger—chiefs of Socialist Party leadership—were
unquestionably both opposed to the war at this time, but the

Right—or “old guard”—could not be depended on to carry

through a militant and determined anti-war struggle. The Left

tried to get into its own hands the leadership of the war against

war.

In St. Louis, that spring day in 1917, Hillquit made a mourn-
ful “keynote” speech, recalling past glories of the Socialist

Party. And then, he said, came this “lamentable” war! He spoke
of the collapse of the International, but did not name those

who were responsible. When, however, he ended by calling for

continued opposition to “this criminal war, even now after it

has been declared,” applause and cries of “Good!” broke from
the delegates.

The Convention’s chief committee was that on War and
Militarism. Its fifteen members included Hillquit, Berger, Spar-

go, Boudin and Ruthenberg. Its chairman was Kate Richards
O’Hare, anti-war agitator of St. Louis. From the start, these

spokesmen for differing viewpoints were unable to get together

on a single resolution. They split three ways. Spargo went off by
himself to mull over his pro-war proposal. Boudin and two
others, oblivious of the need for solidarity of the anti-war forces,

also withdrew to work out a differently worded against-the-war

statement.

Choosing the path that would mean a united working class

and mass anti-war action, Ruthenberg was willing to work with
Hillquit and Berger if the majority of the delegates could thus
be mobilized to support a genuine anti-war resolution.8 A sub-
committee consisting of Hillquit, Ruthenberg and Algernon
Lee drew up the majority resolution. Its formulation required
four days, and was the subject of violent discussion for two
days more. It wras adopted the evening of the 12th, receiving
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141 votes. The Boudin resolution got 31 votes, and Spargo’s

pro-war one got five.

The Hillquit-Ruthenberg document, though far from ideal,

was a definite anti-war manifesto. It was somewhat heavy with
pacifist phraseology. But these weaknesses did not destroy its

essence. The fight against the war which it called for could be
carried out only through militant mass struggle.

For the most part the resolution was in Hillquit’s somewhat
florid style. Ruthenberg, however, contributed a considerable

part of the fighting content. The Ruthenberg draft was adopted
by Local Cleveland as its “Manifesto Against War” before the

Hillquit-Ruthenberg resolution was presented at St. Louis. It

was published in the Socialist News on April 14, before the St.

Louis Convention was over.

Ruthenberg’s was a shorter, simpler document, although
less carefully worked out. While it had some of the faults of the

St. Louis declaration, its program of action was more concrete.

It did not assume that the fight against the war would be easy.

It called on the workers to stop the war by declaring a general

strike. The strike call was left out of the St. Louis declaration.

Some of the phrases from Ruthenberg’s draft were incor-

porated in the final product. Attention is called to the following

instance. Ruthenberg wrote : “In all history there has been no
more unjustified war than that which this nation is about to

engage in. . . . No greater dishonor has been forced upon a

people than that which the capitalist class is forcing upon this

nation against its will.” The St. Louis Declaration stated : “In
all modern history there has been no war more unjustifiable

than the war in which we are about to engage. No greater

dishonor has ever been forced upon a people than that which
the capitalist class is forcing upon this nation against its wilL”

The adoption of the St. Louis Declaration Against War was
essentially a Left victory. Such support as it got from Right lead-

ers was half-hearted. Although Berger gave lip-service he took

pains to sneer, in the Milwaukee Leader * that the Convention
which adopted the Declaration was “dominated by the Impos-
sibilist element of the party,” meaning, of course, the Left.

Hillqwit at first stood firmly on the St. Louis resolution, and.
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when he ran for mayor of New York City in the Fall, he pub-

licly refused to buy "Liberty” war bonds, even though this coun-

try was already in the war. His stand won tremendous popular

approval, as expressed by the high vote he received. John F.

Hylan, Democrat, won the election with 313,956 votes, and

Mayor John P. Mitchell, "good government” candidate, was sec-

ond with 155,490. Hillquit, on the Socialist ticket, received an

unprecedented 145,328 votes, making him a close third—only

ten thousand less than second place.5 Hillquit’s anti-war stand

won him this increased endorsement. But a month afterward,

however, Hillquit—while still professing support for the party’s

stand—weakened that support in a letter to the New Republic.
6

He covered over his anti-war position with conditions and quali-

fications, adding that the United States was now a belligerent,

and, if a referendum were held, he would not vote for with-

drawal from the conflict. In another six months his followers

on the New York Board of Aldermen were selling as well as

buying Liberty Bonds.7 They also voted, later on, for the tem-

porary Victory Arch on New York’s lower Fifth Avenue, which

included among the inscriptions commemorating the exploits

of the American armies the landings of our soldiers at Mur-

mansk and other Soviet ports—imperialist adventures which

were not part of World War I at all but incidents in President

Wilson’s undeclared war on the young Soviet Republic.

Stand on Conscription

But the Left delegates at St. Louis intended in all seriousness

the concrete measures to be taken, including—among others—

the following: "Continuous, active, and public opposition to

the war, through demonstrations, mass petitions, and all other

means within our power. . . . Unyielding opposition to all pro-

posed legislation for military or industrial conscription. Should

such conscription be forced upon the people, we pledge our-

selves to continuous efforts for the repeal of such laws. . . .

Consistent propaganda against military training and militaristic

teaching in the public schools.”8

Cleveland’s May Day two weeks later expressed the spirit of
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the St. Louis Declaration. The parade was an outpouring of

Socialists, trade unionists and sympathizers such as the city

had never seen before. And that evening, when Ruthenberg
reported on the Convention at Bohemian Gardens, the crowd
that packed the hall endorsed the Declaration against the profit-

makers’ war. At Local Cleveland’s convention another fortnight

later, on May 13, Ruthenberg was again put up as the Socialist

candidate for mayor, and the problem was faced: How oppose
war in a country already at war? Since a conscription bill was
pending in Congress, the most urgent question was the attitude

the party should take if the bill passed. The members decided

that, whatever the cost, they must oppose conscription, which
they interpreted as "involuntary servitude,” a violation of the

13th Amendment. They adopted a resolution against the bill.

At that same meeting a related problem had to be solved:

Since the party opposed conscription, should it also oppose
registration for conscription? Ruthenberg had already made his

stand clear. That afternoon he had torn off the wall at party

headquarters a leaflet gotten out by a group calling itself the

"Young Men’s Anti-Militarist League,” urging citizens to refuse

to register. Despite Ruthenberg’s protest, the meeting included

in its anti-conscription resolution an appeal to workers to "re-

fuse to register.” He was right in objecting to this demand.
Refusal to register could only be an individual act of protest

against the war. What was needed, as Ruthenberg understood,

was organized mass protest. Relying on the constitutional rights

of free speech and assembly, he favored large protest meetings

and demonstrations. The Conscription Bill, providing for com-
pulsory registration, became a law on May 18, 1917. The Cleve-

land party, following Ruthenberg's arguments, revoked the

"refuse to register” appeal voted the week before, but reaffirmed

their stand against conscription. The scheduled anti-conscrip-

tion meeting was held May 20 as planned.

On May 27, Local Cleveland held another anti-war meeting
on the Public Square. As Alfred Wagenknecht, State Secretary,

stood up to address the huge crowd, mounted police around the

speaker’s stand sat sullenly on their horses. As he finished, a

federal agent stepped up and arrested him, and the police rode
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their horses into the crowd, trampling down men and women.

Ruthenberg mounted the rostrum, and the Square became

quiet as he began to speak: “My friends and comrades, this is

not a war for democracy. This is not a war for freedom. It is

not a war for the liberties of mankind. It is a war to secure the

investments and the profits of the ruling class of this country.

. . . I am speaking to you as Karl Liebknecht spoke in the Ger-

man nation, as he spoke in the Parliament of that country,

when he denounced the war as a war of the ruling class and

stated his unalterable opposition to that war. . . . There is no

hope for the people . . . unless the people themselves organize

their power and make themselves articulate. We can ... by com-

ing together here, five thousand people this afternoon, and pro-

testing against this conscription law—we can tell the govern-

ment of this country that we do not want this law and we

demand that Congress repeal this law, and ... if we cannot

make this government understand that the people did not want

war, that they did not want conscription, then we must await

the day until we can go to the election booths again and sweep

that government out of power and elect men to power who

will represent the wishes of the people . . . and repeal this law,

this traitorous act of the ruling class of this country.”

“We of the Socialist Party are carrying on this fight,” he

argued, “that out of the chaos, out of the bloodshed, out of the

horror of this war . . . there may come a new society, a new

world, a new organization of the people, which will end the

cause of war by ending the private ownership of industry

which brings war into existence. . . . We are here ... to end

the destruction of millions of lives and billions of wealth, and

bring into existence this comradeship of the future, this brother-

hood which must inspire the hearts and minds of all men . . .

in which for the first time the people will be endowed with

those inalienable rights of life, liberty and pursuit of happi-

ness which the Declaration of Independence says are the funda-

mental rights of every human being. We ask you to work with

us to achieve this beautiful goal of Socialism, the brotherhood

of man—for today, as never before, rings out in the world the

cry of the poet of the social revolution:
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*'
'Come shoulder to shoulder ere the world grows older!

The Cause spreads over land and sea:

Now the earth shaketh, and fear awaketh,

And joy at last for thee and me/•

“Joy at last for me and thee—of the working class—because

for the first time there will come into the world this new spirit

of love, of equality, fraternity, happiness and peace.”10

As Ruthenberg stepped down and started for the police sta-

tion to bail out Wagenknecht, the crowd tried to follow him.

Again the mounted police rode them down. At the station

Ruthenberg learned that the federal agent and the prosecuting

attorney, after a long parley, had charged Wagenknecht simply

with “disorderly conduct” and being part of a “disorderly as-

semblage.”

Local Cleveland began circulating a petition to Congress

asking repeal of the Conscription Act. The anti-war meetings, at

Public Square, Market Square and on the street corners, con-

tinued despite growing police persecution. Ruthenberg spoke

at nearly every meeting. The city’s industrialists and newspapers

put pressure on the Printz-Biederman Company to fire Ruthen-

berg, who was still in their employ. Although this concern had

no love for Ruthenberg’s ideas or his activities, they did not

want to let him go. He was the most efficient office executive

and purchasing agent they had ever had.

Daniel Ruthenberg tells how his father was finally dis-

charged. One June day in 1917 his immediate superior, a Mr.

Fish, called him in and said he had to choose between the job

and his Socialist beliefs. The company made him an exceedingly

attractive offer, if he would choose the job. He chose socialism.

The story of Ruthenberg’s firing has become almost a legend.

His brother-in-law Ernst Brandt, with whom he had worked in

his teens, tells how he-Brandt-quizzed Ruthenberg about the

Printz-Biederman firing.

“I asked him, ‘How did it happen, Charley?’” Brandt re-

calls.

“He told me Mr. Fish says to him, ‘Mr. Ruthenberg, if you’ll

give up the Socialistic Party, we’ll give you a block of $10,000
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worth of stock outright and a raise in pay to $5,000 a year,
and in due time you'll have an opportunity to be a vice-presi-

dent. tish gave him twenty-four hours to make up his mind.
But Charley had his mind made up.

I says to him, ‘Charley, will the Socialist Party ever come
near that figure for you?’ And Charley says,

4

It isn't dollars with
me, Ernst/

”

It was only after the Printz-Biederman firing that Ruthen-
berg accepted a salary from the Socialist Party.

Arrest and Trial

But in this same month of June, if) 1 ?* a Federal grand jury
i\as meeting secretly in Cleveland to bring indictments against
Ruthenberg and his co-workers. Post Office authorities at Wash-
ington scrutinized every issue of the Socialist News. Secret
operatives of the Justice Department prepared to shadow Ruth-
enbeig's movements.

The last week in June, the Socialist News was barred from
the mails. On Wednesday afternoon, the 27th, Ruthenberg dic-
tated a circular to members of Local Cleveland, announcing
the Post Office ban and calling for volunteers to deliver the
paper from house to house. He had a speaking engagement the
next day in Cincinnati, and hurried home to pack his bag. As
he was leaving, the bell rang. Comrades from the office warned
that Federal agents had arrested State Secretary Alfred Wagen-
knecht* and State Organizer Charles Baker, for their speeches
of May 20 and May 27, and were coming to get him. Smiling
reassuringly, Ruthenberg told his wife Rose to inform the
police, if they came, that he had left for Chicago. With that
he hurried out the door.

Wagenknecht and Baker were taken to jail, charged with
obstructing the Conscription Act. A similar indictment was out
against Ruthenberg. A few minutes later the Federal men
showed up, and Rose delivered her husband's message. While
police contacted Chicago authorities, guards paced all night
around the house where Rose and young Daniel were alone.

* °n Au&llst 26 > *956, Wagenknecht, a founder of the Communist Party,
died after a half century of activity on behalf of labor and socialism.
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Thursday's newspaper headlines said Ruthenberg had been

arrested in Chicago, and locked up in the Fort Sheridan guard-

house. But he was not in Chicago. He had gone to Cincinnati

to give his scheduled speech, determined not to disappoint his

audience. Returning to Cleveland Friday morning, he went

straight to the United States District Attorney's office and an-

nounced himself. Chicago police had locked up the wrong man.

Ruthenberg, Wagenknecht and Baker were released on

$3,000 bail each. Ruthenberg's brother William was one of his

bondsmen. The trial was set for July 16.

The man to whom Ruthenberg had to look for justice at

that trial was no stranger to him. As the three defendants walked

into the courtroom on the morning of July 16, they faced D. C.

Westcnhaver, Federal judge of the Northern District of Ohio.

Westenhaver was the man who, a few years before, as head of

the Cleveland Board of Education, had smashed the attempt to

unionize the Cleveland teachers'. It was at his order that every

teacher who had joined the union had been fired. Westenhaver’s

anti-labor bias was so well known that the Cleveland Federa-

tion of Labor had tried to block his appointment to a judge-

ship. They even brought pressure on AFL President Samuel

Gompers to protest to President Wilson himself against the

appointment. But there sat Westenhaver in his judicial robes.

A man whom the defendants did not know from Adam was

in the courtroom. He was Alphons J. Schue, the prosecution's

star witness, whom Ruthenberg, Wagenknecht and Baker were

accused of having persuaded not to register. Schue himself faced

a prison term because he had not registered. Defense counsel

Joseph W. Sharts, in the course of the trial, described him “as

a figure in criminal trials as old as Judas . . . the man who comes

in as a confessed criminal in order to clear his own skirts, turn

State’s evidence, and with the grip of the District Attorney upon

his neck, tells what he thinks will serve the purpose and get

him free.”

Of all the 5,000 people who had listened to the speeches in

Public Square on the 20th and the 27th of May, Schue was the

only individual the prosecution could find who had been “mis-

led.” For, as it developed, Schue claimed it was those speeches
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in the Square which kept him from registering. Yet even the one
police witness who was called was unable to recollect that the
three defendants had given any advice whatever in their speeches
about registering.

It gradually became clear why the arrests had been post-
poned a full month after the speeches were delivered. There
was no law that forbade speaking against the war or against
the Conscription Act. It was illegal only to refuse to register
oneself, or to induce others to refuse to register. No one could
accuse the defendants of the first, since Baker had registered,
and Ruthenberg and Wagenknecht were beyond the age limit!
As to proof that the defendants influenced others not to regis-
ter, that is what the prosecution had combed heaven and earth
to find. When they got hold of Schue, as District Attorney Ed-
ward S. W ertz admitted in his prosecution speech, "Then the
man was unearthed who was influenced” by the speeches in the
Square.

The Socialists could expect little understanding from the
jury’. The Republican Jury Commissioner had picked a venire
of Rip Van Winkles to choose the jury from-retired cops and
other gentry, ranging in age from 60 to 85. Even these jurors
were moved when Ruthenberg, at the request of defense coun-
sel, repeated in court the speech he had delivered May 27 on the
Public Square. Prosecutor Wertz, who concentrated his fire on
Ruthenberg throughout the trial, was at considerable pains to
counteract the effect of the Socialist organizer’s eloquence.

He was also at pains to counteract the effect of the obviously
friendly attitude of a large part of the audience. Ruthenberg
was far from unknown to the people here. He had been born
and bred in this very town, and was respected and trusted by
his neighbors, by business associates in the firms where he had
been employed, by workers in the trade unions he had ad-
dressed time and time again. In the courtroom were many who
had voted for him for mayor, and would do so again. What was
mencan free speech for, anyhow, they asked themselves at this

trial. Prosecutor Wertz was obliged somehow to silence these
feelings by a lavish use of patriotic war-mongering. In the end,

e verdict was what the Justice Department wanted: "Guilty."
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On Wednesday, July 25, 1917, Judge Westenhaver sentenced
Ruthenberg, Wagenknecht and Baker to one year in the work-
house at Canton, Ohio. When the prisoners were asked if they

had anything to say before sentence was pronounced, Ruthen-
berg said: “I am not conscious of having committed any crime.

I he thing I am conscious of is having endeavored to inspire

higher ideals and nobler lives. If to do that is a crime in the

eyes of the Government, I am proud to have committed that

crime.”

I he three Socialists appealed the verdict, carrying the case

straight to the United States Supreme Court. Their defense was
backed by Local Cleveland, which undertook to raise a $5,000

defense fund. Out on bail while the appeal was pending, they

continued their Socialist activities.

The purpose of the trial of Ruthenberg and his comrades,

and of Debs and others soon after, was to shut up all anti-war

protest, and to give United States imperialism, then aiming for

world hegemony among capitalist nations, a free hand to wage
war and achieve the kind of peace it wanted. But the stand

Ruthenberg took was an integral part of a long anti-war and
anti-imperialist tradition in this country. Only nineteen years

earlier the tremendous sentiment against the Spanish-American

War, and against the suppression of the independence struggles

of the Cuban and Filipino patriots, had led to the setting up
in Chicago, October, 1899, of the Anti-Imperialist League, which

won the support of Samuel Gompers, who became its vice-presi-

dent, and of many other labor leaders, along with the backing

of such outstanding writers as Mark Twain, William Dean
Howells, William James, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Edgar

Lee Masters, Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois, Finley Peter Dunne, Carl

Schurz, and Thomas Wentworth Higginson. 11

Ruthenberg was not out of step with American history or

with the American people in opposing the war. President Wil-

son had coined a new slogan, “A War for Democracy,” to re-

place the previous one, “He kept us out of war,” but Ruthen-

berg boldly challenged its truth. Police persecution and the

arrest of leaders were a commonplace throughout the country,

wherever Socialists raised their voices against the war. In Ohio,
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besides the three in Cleveland, twenty-four odier Socialists were
being prosecuted that summer. In die United States as a whole,
during the next two years, about a hundred other Socialists
were tried before the courts under the so-called espionage law.

The national Socialist leaders who were convicted January
19 ' 9’ were Victor L- Berger, first Socialist congressman, who

was elected again, while his trial was on, against a Republican-
Democrat coalition candidate, but barred from taking his seat;
Adolph Germer, former national leader of the United Mine

orkers who became Socialist nadonal secretary; St. John
Tucker, head of the party’s lyceum and literature department;
J. Lotus Engdahl, editor of the American Socialist, who later
joined the Communist Party and was first editor of the Daily
Worker, and, still later, head of the International Labor De-
fense; and William Kruse, head of the Young People’s Socialist
League. The cases of these five were appealed to the Supreme
Court and the verdict reversed, January 31, ig2 i.

In addition to the Socialists, some 160 members of the In-
dustrial Workers of the World were convicted of conspiracy to
obstruct the war effort, and imprisoned for long terms, includ-mg \ mcent St. John, General Secretary. Several anarchists and
undreds of religious conscientious objectors, most of the lat-

ter tried by army court martial because of refusal to serve after
being drafted, were similarly sent to prison.

Campaign for Mayor

With a prison sentence hanging over him, Ruthenberg that
} car is age the greatest Socialist mayoralty campaign in Cleve-
lands history. Platoons of police surrounded him wherever he
spoke, and glowered at the crowd. Federal plainsclothesmen and
detectives swarmed through every audience-an old FBI prac-
tice.’ Many of them joined party branches as spies and provoca-
teurs. But thousands of people still flocked to Ruthenberg’s
weekly meetings in Public and Market Squares.

The tremendous audiences showed how workers felt about
die war, throughout the country as well as in Cleveland. The
St. Louis Declaration against the War had been ratified in a
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Socialist I arty referendum by an overwhelming vote. Workers
everywhere flocked into the party that summer. In Cleveland,
during the six weeks between Ruthenberg’s Public Square ad-
dress and his sentence to prison, 350 new members joined.
Ruthenberg’s campaign slogan, “For Socialism, Peace and De-
mocracy, penetrated every corner of the city that summer.
People saw it and heard it wherever they turned. It was repeated
in thousands of leaflets and by dozens of soap-boxers. Party
members displayed it on campaign buttons, red ribbon badges,
cardboard lapel tags. Clevelanders would get up in the morn-
ing and find it on cardboard hangers attached to their door-
knobs. Or they would open their mail boxes and find envelopes
labeled, Your Choice/’ with cards inside showing contrasting
programs: in one column, the old-party candidates and the war;
in the other, Vote for Ruthenberg—for Socialism, Peace and
Democracy.”

When Mrs. Yetta Land, a family friend of Ruthenberg, took
him to his speaking assignments in her car, her four-year-old

son Sanford often rode in the back seat. Little Sandy, who was
to grow up to fight for democracy in Spain, took a great interest

in the speaking. One afternoon Sandy came running across the
street from his play, clutching something in his hands. “Gi’ me
a hat quick!” he told his mother. Into the hat he poured pen-
nies, panting “Made a collection for my speech!”

“Why, what on earth did he say?” the puzzled mother asked
a neighbor.

“He told us,” said the neighbor, “Comrades and friends, we
are here tonight to bring you a message of Socialism, Peace and
Democracy!”

Labor Day, 1917, was bright and beautiful. Thousands
headed for the Cleveland Federation of Labor’s annual picnic

at Luna Park, looking forward to the traditional forum for

mayoralty candidates. All five candidates were there. Ruthen-
berg spoke last. While the first four speakers were talking, hun-
dreds strolled about in the grounds nearby. As the evening wore
on, people in the audience began to shout for Ruthenberg.

When he got up to talk, the strollers swarmed back into the

auditorium, jamming every corner. People filled the window
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sills, and climbed trees outside to lean and listen. The audience
of at least 10,000 shouted and stamped their approval as Ruth-
enberg denounced the war and the Conscription Act.

Suddenly Republican Mayor Harry L. Davis began edging
quietly off the platform. A moment later, a group of soldiers
pushed their way into the hall. The disrupters lurched close to
the platform, and drunken cursing voices demanded that Ruth-
enberg stop talking. He held his ground. The rowdies piled up
on the platform, knocking down and beating those in their
way. Federation of Labor officials remonstrated in vain. Demo-
cratic candidate William S. Stinchcomb got socked in the eye
The meeting was broken up. Thousands rushed for the exits
while a number of stout-hearted workers fought back against
the goons.

^

It was exactly half-past nine that the soldiers had entered
the hall. Fifteen minutes later, as the crowd poured into the
street, newsboys were already selling a special edition of the
Plain Dealer telling about the Luna Park “riot.” Charges that
the riot had been staged, with the connivance of Mayor Davis
and die press, were never effecdvely denied. The thugs had
gone there to get Ruthenberg, but could not find him' Rose
and twelve-year-old Daniel were looking for him, too, and Rose
was worried. When she and Daniel finally got home, they found
Ruthenberg waiting for them, leaning back in an easy chair
perusing the Plain Dealer. He explained, smiling, that the
vaudeville entertainers, who were waiting in the wings to put
on an act after his speech, had yanked him out of sight into
their dressing room. Then he went out the stage door with the
entertainers and got home ahead of everybody.

The provocation at Luna Park backfired. Indignation swept
e city. The Cleveland Federation of Labor sent an angry

resolution of protest to the Secretary of War, Baker, who replied
with a promise to “investigate” the soldiers’ part in the riot.
Ruthenberg also sent a letter to Baker, recalling that in 1911,
'' en l ‘ !e Secretary of War was himself a candidate for mayor,
a er and Ruthenberg had shared the Luna Park platform on
a or a\ . The rioting soldiers, Ruthenberg urged, should re-

ceive prompt punishment to show “That the Constitutional
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rights of free speech and free assemblage still exist in this

country/'

The tremendous popular support Ruthenberg got that

autumn did not halt surveillance by the police. They never

ceased to dog his footsteps. Daniel recalls how police and de-

tectives used to come to the house, banging on the door at all

hours of the night. They made frequent searches, peering and
prying into every corner from attic to basement

“One time/' Daniel says, “they searched my playroom and

found what I thought was a swell and authentic Mechano
replica of a submarine. They lugged it off with them, apparently

taking it for some infernal instrument/'

But police or no police, people kept talking about Ruthen-

berg. Straw votes in shops began to show him as first choice for

mayor. In street-corner polls, he ran second, or at least third.

Liberal churches invited him to address their forums, despite

the fact that he had been sentenced to prison. Reverend Herbert

S. Bigelow of Cincinnati, speaking in Cleveland, advised citi-

zens to vote for Ruthenberg. The worried Civic League, how-

ever, issued a special bulletin urging the defeat of the Socialist

candidate.

The newspapers, willy-nilly, were impressed. At least one

Cleveland daily prepared an advance story, in case the Socialist

candidate should be successful. A yellowed galley proof of this

quarter-column item, marked “Hold for Release," has been pre-

served. It begins, “Cleveland’s mayor-elect is under sentence to

a year in the workhouse," and continues with a polite news-

paper-style biography. While he was not elected, he got a

phenomenal vote. He ran a strong third, receiving 27,685 votes,

more than twice what he had gotten in 1915. His campaign

swept three other Socialists into office: Noah Mandelkorn and

John G. Willert as councilmen and A. L. Hitchcock as a mem-

ber of the Board of Education.
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FROM CANTON PRISON
A NEW VISTA

That summer and autumn of 1917, while the appeal to the
Supreme Court was pending, Ruthenberg began to learn from
Lenin, as he had previously learned from Marx. Wartime reac-
tion had worsened, and new problems faced him as a Socialist
organizer, but he found time-he had to have time-to ponder
die intensely exciting developments in Russia. It was not just
the revolution of the previous March, which ended tsarism:
there was a revolution a-borning within that revolution, and

e stnring Bolshevik slogan, “All power to the Soviets,” echoed
across the Atlantic. The Soviets or Councils were composed
of representatives of ordinary' people, elected at public meet-
ings^ There were Soviets of workers in the factories, of peasantsm the villages, of soldiers in the army, of sailors in the navy.
And from these rank and file Soviets delegates were elected to
the All-Russian Congress of Soviets. “Power” to them would
mean working class control of the state, and control under Bol-
shevik leadership would mean a chance to build socialism

There was a steady increase of Bolshevik influence in Rys-

l
3 87311(1 riSC in socialist prestige throughout the world.

What the collapse of the Second International had destroyed
die growth of Bolshevism had restored: working class confi-
ence in the future. Ruthenberg recalled how, eight years be-

fore, he had begun to study Marx. Up to that time he had
looked upon die ideas of Paine and Jefferson as the most en-
lightened m history. Then, in reading Marx, he had seen social-
ism at first as an enlightened enlargement and carrying forward
of the ideas of the Declaration of Independence and the Rights
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of Man, and, later, as a raising of these concepts of liberty,

equality and brotherhood to a new level, a higher democracy,
embracing economic as well as political freedom for the great
mass of the people. Now Lenin’s Bolshevism came to him, quite
clearly, as an enlightened carrying forward of Marxism, under
the conditions of his time and country. Lenin faced the prob-
lems of the immediate struggle in Russia at the same time that
he saw further into the future than William Morris’ News from
Nowhere

,

the famous novel of utopian communism. What
particularly struck Ruthenberg was Lenin’s leadership in im-
mediately carrying forward the bourgeois democratic revolu-
tion, won in March, into the proletarian socialist revolution.

Up to this year, Ruthenberg had ascertained next to nothing
of Lenin. It was not until after the Revolution in March, 1917,
when Lenin returned from exile, that news about him crept
into the American press. Ruthenberg got his first authentic in-

formation about Lenin’s work as early as April, when a Russian-
born Socialist named Boris Reinstein, who years before had
joined the old Socialist Labor Party, lectured in Cleveland on
the history of the Socialist movement in Russia, culminating in
the overthrow of the Tsar. 1 That same month a dispatch in the
New York Times from Petrograd (now Leningrad) told how a
Bolshevik crowd protested before the American embassy about
Tom Mooney, principal in a labor defense case in the American
courts at that time, which American Socialists were much con-

cerned about. The dispatch blamed Lenin for the anti-Ameri-

can demonstration.2 Mooney, an American labor leader and
Socialist, had been framed at the time of the military prepared-
ness parade in San Francisco, July 22, 1916, when a bomb had
been thrown, and was under sentence of death. Ambassador
David R. Francis, who had never heard of Mooney, cabled on
inquiry to President Wilson. It was Wilson’s subsequent tele-

gram to Governor Hiram W. Johnson of California that led to

commuting Mooney’s sentence to life imprisonment. Some twen-
ty years later—after a generation of struggle on his behalf—
Mooney was set free. In May, 1917, American correspondents
in Russia reported that “At the present time, one name is on
everybody’s lips-Lenin.”8 All that summer, his stirring appeals
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to the Russian soldiers and sailors appeared regularly in the

New York Call. Lenin’s following, though still a minority party,

was rapidly gaining adherents in the local and All-Russian

Soviets, and, here in the United States, Ruthenberg felt that

Lenin’s ideas about immediate peace and a workers government

were sound. As early as June, 1917. at a meeting in Market

Square, he praised the demand for peace which was being

pushed by Bolshevik deputies at sessions of the Workers and

Soldiers’ Councils.

The November Revolution

Then came the magnificent Socialist Revolution itself, on

November 7, led by Lenin and the Bolsheviks. 1 he fight of the

Russian workers for democratic rights and an end to tsarism

had heightened into the successful socialist revolution. A new

age was starting—a new era for all humankind.

An overjoyed Ruthenberg drew up a greeting to the trium-

phant Russian workers, pledging support to their revolution,

and calling an emergency convention of Local Cleveland to

hail the event. Ruthenberg was particularly elated that the first

act of the Russian Councils of Workers and Soldiers, after

seizure of power, was to call for an end of the war. When the

convention met, Ruthenberg’s greeting to the new Socialist

revolution was adopted officially and distributed throughout the

city a few days later in leaflet form. “The effort of the Bolsheviks

to establish peace,” the resolution proclaimed, “through the ac-

tion of the workers of all countries, a peace not based upon the

interests of the ruling classes of the nations involved nor at-

tained through the trading of diplomats, but based upon the

interests of the workers and established through the aggressive

action of the workers, a peace without annexations and with-

out indemnities, offers the only hope of saving our civilization

from destruction. In this effort we pledge to the workers of

Russia our earnest support. We hail the policy of their present

government as the true expression of proletarian action, and

pledge ourselves to do all in our power to assist in wiping out

capitalist imperialism and in establishing the civilization of the
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future, the commonwealth of the workers united irrespective of

Ruthenberg was convinced that the Bolsheviks were the

true Marxists of Russia, and that much could be learned from

a study of their theoretical writings and from their experience.

About the time of the Bolshevik uprising, he read-aside from

news items about Lenin and occasional quotations ascribed o

him-an article by Lenin himself which set him to thinking.

It was “Political Parties in Russia,’’ which appeared in trans a-

tion in the new Left Wing magazine. Class Struggle, publube

in New York. He eagerly read translations of other political

articles from the Russian, some of which appeared in The

ternationalist, a periodical published m Boston by the Lettish

Socialist Federation. , . f

He read avidly about the Russian Revolution, both before

he entered prison in late January, .9.8, and after he got out in

December of the same year, “rhe Bolsheviks ... arc e

of every kind of imperialism,” he wrote on January is. *9*8' “

the Socialist News. “They stand for a new kind of world. 1 he

test of a socialist, he thought, is how much he wantsi that new

kind of world! In the spring of 1917. the key issue m the United

States had been opposition to the imperialist " ar^er 'he f

of 1917, as soon as the Socialist Revolution occurred, the atti-

tude toward it became the test of socialist convictions. But the

pledge of solidarity that Local Cleveland made to the Russian

workers was outstanding. Not everywhere was there fuUimppmt

among Socialists for the Bolsheviks. In Toledo Left Wing S

Sdistf and members of the Young People’s Socialist League

wanted to follow Cleveland’s example, but were threatened wi

expulsion by the local Right leadership. Ruthenberg hurried to

Toledo He explained to the membership, as old-timers there

still recall, that the world’s first successful socialist revolution

had taken place in Russia, and it was up to real socialists a

over the world to support it.
.

Day by day, as the Supreme Court moved through its calen-

dar of cases, Ruthenberg-uncertain whether or not he_wotdd

go to prison-hastened to reach the people. Faster! Paste

he urged in the Socialist News. He strove to spread quickly
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throughout Cleveland and Ohio the news of what had really
happened in Russia. “ There never was a greater emergency than
the present,” he wrote, early in January. “Things are moving
fast in the world. Governments and thrones are rocking.
I he Socialist movement the world over is wielding more power
than ever before in its history. The future belongs to the
workers. . . . Our task is to build die working class movement
in Cleveland.”

In Cleveland, he said. The job nearest at hand, in his own
bailiwick! He became a national and even international figure
as organizer of Local Cleveland.

Canton Workhouse

I hen on January 14 the message came. The Supreme Court
had upheld the conviction of the Ohio Socialists, sentenced to
serve a year in the Canton Workhouse. And the following
Sunday, January 20, in a heavy snowfall, three thousand
people came to icy Market Square to say good-bye to Ruthen-
berg and his co-workers, soon to be taken to Canton.

"Our message to the workers may be silenced,” Ruthenberg
told the sober-faced crowd, “but that message should be taken
up by earnest men and women and brought home to the people
of this city. ... In a year from now we shall return ... to take
up the work for the cause we have fought for and for which
we wall again fight—the cause of Socialism, Peace and Democ-
racy, which before many more months go by will sweep over
the world and triumph everywhere.”

Late Thursday afternoon, January 31, 1918, a little group
of men and women emerged from Cleveland’s Federal Building
and headed for the County Jail a short distance away. News-
paper cameras clicked, and reporters followed along. At the
head of the group strode Ruthenberg. Behind him walked
Wagenknecht and a United States marshall. In the rear came
Marguerite Prevey, Socialist leader from Akron, and Wagen-
knecht’s wife Hortense. Ruthenberg and Wagenknecht were
being taken to the jail to join Baker, who was already there.
I he next morning the three prisoners would be taken to the
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Workhouse at Canton, Ohio, to start serving their terms.

As the group approached the jail, newspapermen taunted

Ruthenberg with the question, what would happen to the So-

cialist Party, with the leaders locked up. The leaders' wives,

Ruthenberg assured the reporters, would be among those who
would carry on the work. A few minutes later, the doors of the

County Jail closed behind the prisoners. Marguerite Prevey and
Hortense Wagenknecht walked up the street alone, on their

way to join Rose Ruthenberg, who was waiting for them at the

Socialist Party headquarters, 737 Prospect Avenue.

Rose was the first of the “earnest men and women" who,

as her husband had predicted, stepped forward to take the place

of the imprisoned leaders. She took charge of Local Cleveland's

office, became a member of the City Central Committee, and
received his modest salary until he was released. Young Harry

Checel handled the organizing work; veteran Tom Clifford

edited the Socialist News. At the State Office in nearby Lake-

wood, Hortense Wagenknecht carried on in her husband’s

place.

Cleveland’s capitalist press jeered that Ruthenberg and his

comrades were “trying on their new striped suits.” Within a

week sneering stories told of a “regimen of bread and water,”

and described the Socialists as toiling at the prison's laundry.

There were dark hints that other ways had been found to tame

these men. The Socialists of Cleveland were oppressed by a

growing uneasiness. Then, at Akron, Marguerite Prevey re-

ceived a strange visitor, a prisoner just released from Canton,

who told her that Ruthenberg and Wagenknecht were being

tortured.

Mrs. Prevey quickly got in touch with party leaders, and a

delegation rushed to Canton. They took with them Attorney

Morris Herbert Wolf, who had been associated with Joseph H.

Sharts in the defense of the three. Going directly to the Work-

house supervisor, they insisted on seeing the prisoners at once.

The supervisor refused. On the basis of the grapevine informa-

tion that had come to the party, Wolf and others accused the su-

pervisor point blank of secretly torturing the Socialist leaders in

the prison's dreaded dark “hole.” They threatened an expose
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in the Cleveland newspapers of the medieval brutalities that
went on there. The supervisor retreated. He tried to cover
himself by saying that Ruthenberg had been “impudent,” and
had tried to "run the jail.” He had Baker and Wagenknecht
and finally Ruthenberg, called to the office, and allowed Wolf,
in his capacity of attorney, to see them. Ruthenberg had to be
helped into the room by the prison guards. He was so weak
he could hardly stand, but his eyes were hot with rage. He col-
lapsed in a chair. He had just been brought from the “hole.”

Wagenknecht’s story of what happened in those first prison
days is as follows: After several days in separate cells, the three
were assigned to work-Baker to the kitchen, Ruthenberg and
lmself to the laundry. The first morning, Wagenknecht got

down to the laundry a moment later than Ruthenberg, and
found him rebelling against the foul job of scrubbing prison
clothes by hand in the stinking steam-laden cellar. Ruthenberg
was telling the Workhouse captain in no uncertain terms that
he would not work there. Wagenknecht immediately backed him
up.

The supervisor ordered Ruthenberg to the “hole,” a black
and windowless isolation cell. There he was strung up by the
wrists, with his toes barely touching the floor, for ten hours,
without either water or food. Wagenknecht was chained to his
cell door. I he next morning both men again refused to work
in the laundry. This time, Wagenknecht was taken to the “hole"
and Ruthenberg chained to his cell door. The third day-the
day the Socialist delegation came to the rescue-Ru thenberg
was once more strung up in the "hole.” When he was brought
to the prison office, the guards had just unlocked the handcuffs
by which he had already been hanging for several hours. The
prison supervisor, caught red-handed, had to negotiate. It was
finally agreed that Ruthenberg and Wagenknecht would workm the laundry for one day, after which they would receive
other assignments.

From now on, Ruthenberg and Wagenknecht had better
treatment. They were soon put at outdoor work, hired out to
farmers for whom they did everything from cutting grass to hoe-
ing cabbage. One farmer reduced their duties to a minimum
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and looked the other way when they held a picnic under the

open sky. It was not long till the prison authorities discovered

Ruthcnberg’s gifts for clerical work, and put him to work in

the prison office. Wagenknecht tells how he and Ruthenberg

began cautiously to build for themselves, even behind the bars

at Canton, a bearable life, to prepare themselves for the future.

They now shared the same cell. Wagenknecht, who still worked

on the farm, smuggled in apples, slipped up his sleeve, and they

would have “banquets” of apples and white bread. They played

checkers, and quietly talked politics.

Every visiting day, Rose Ruthenberg, Hortense Wagenknecht
and the faithful party worker Ann Morgan came to see them
and bring them papers and other literature. On Memorial Day
(April 30) there was a mass visit, with some twenty-five automo-

biles, loaded with people, lined up before the Workhouse. Rose

told her husband of Daniel’s progress in school, and, as well as

she could, the news that wasn’t in the newspapers he was al-

lowed to read. She memorized summaries of important items,

repeated messages from friends and comrades, received sug-

gestions from him about pressing problems faced in the office.

She told him, among other things, how the two Socialist Coun-

cilmen, Mandelkorn and Willert, elected the previous fall, had

been ousted from the Cleveland City Council, and how Hitch-

cock, Socialist member of the Cleveland Board of Education,

had been sent to Atlanta Penitentiary under the new espio-

nage law. She told him, too, about other Ohio Socialists jailed

for anti-war activity, including his friends in Cincinnati, Lotta

Burke and Thomas Hammerschmidt.4

Soon Ruthenberg began to write. He managed to get paper

from the prison office. At first it was impossible to get any of

his articles out of the Workhouse. But later the three women
visitors were watched less closely. Ruthenberg’s first article

from prison, “On the Threshold of the New World,” appeared

under the initials “C.E.R.” in the Socialist News of April 27,

1918, just in time for May Day. He sought to dispel despondency

by this May Day message. Behind prison bars, he was able to

point to new doors opening for the working class.

“There are those in our movement,” he wrote, “who view
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our picsent situation through blue goggles. The unabated fury
of the war, the frenzy created by the interested capitalist papers
resulting in rioting . . . the prosecution of many comrades under
the Espionage Act . . . these things, they believe, make effective
continuance of our propaganda impossible. That is a false
notion.”

He added: “In counting our gains and losses ... we must
not overlook the splendid service which the Bolsheviks have
rendered. Although their consistent and courageous stand has
been twisted and distorted in the reports of the capitalist press,
millions of working men have been reached by the message of
International Working Class Solidarity.”

He undertsood very well indeed that what made the world
different was the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. And he un-
derstood its need for peace, for rebuilding industry and build-
ing socialism. A later article, published on May 25-though it
revealed how sketchy was the information available to him—
boldly championed the Brest-Litovsk Peace with Germany,
which took Soviet Russia out of the imperialist war.

The Imprisonment of Debs

On June 16, 1918, came the famed Socialist Party State Con-
vention and picnic at Canton, when Debs gave the speech that
sent him to Atlanta Penitentiary. 5 The picnic, held in conjunc-
tion with the Convention, took place, as planned, in Nimisilla
Park, across the street from the Workhouse, so that Ruthenberg
and his comrades might look and listen-a little-from their
cell windows. Thousands of people, as well as delegates to the
Comention, attended the outing. Before going to the Conven-
tion. Debs visited his friends in the Workhouse, and was able
to talk personally to Ruthenberg, by whom he sent greetings to
Baker and Wagenknecht. At the Convention in a nearby hall
he spoke out good and strong, clearly inspired by the steadfast
courage of the imprisoned Socialists.

I have just returned from a visit over yonder,” he said
pointing toward the Workhouse as the delegates cheered, “where
three of our most loyal comrades are paying the penalty for
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their devotion to the cause of the working class. They have come

to realize, as many of us have, that it is extremely dangerous to

exercise the constitutional right of free speech in a country

fighting to make democracy safe for the world . . . Those boys

over yonder, those comrades of ours—and how I love them—

aye, they are our younger brothers, their names are seared in

our souls.”

The crowd applauded again when Debs turned to the sub-

ject of the Russian Revolution of the previous autumn, Novem-

ber 7, 1917. “Here, in this assemblage I hear our heart beat

responsive to the Bolsheviks of Russia. Yes, those heroic men
and women, those unconquerable comrades, who have, by their

sacrifice, added fresh lustre to the international movement. . . .

The first act of that immortal revolution was to proclaim a

state of peace with all the world, coupled with an appeal, not

to the kings, not to the emperors, not to the rulers, not to the

diplomats, but an appeal to the people of all nations. . .

Then he said: “Yes, in good time we are going to sweep into

power in this nation and throughout the world. . . . The world

is daily changing before our eyes. The sun of capitalism is set-

ting; the sun of Socialism is rising. It is our duty to build the

new nation and the free republic.*’

Later in the summer, after he had been indicted for what he

said at Canton, Debs gave the same speech again, in an ex-

panded and even more militant form, at a national Socialist

conference in Chicago. He made it clear that he meant what he

said. He was arrested for the Canton speech, tried under the

Espionage Act, and sentenced at the Cleveland federal court,

September 14, 1918, to ten years in prison. Sentence was pro-

nounced by the same Judge Westenhaver who had sent Ruthen-

berg, Wagenknecht and Baker to the Workhouse.

The Debs trial, the futile appeal to the Supreme Court, and

his subsequent imprisonment, first at Moundsville, W. Va.,

Prison and then at Atlanta Federal Penitentiary, aroused the

whole world. Debs conducted his own defense, though a battery

of lawyers headed by Seymour Steadman was at his side. He
relied on the plain meaning of the First Amendment to the

Constitution, which guarantees freedom of speech, press and
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assembly. He denied that he ever advocated violence, declared
that he always appealed to the reason and conscience of the
people. He praised the Bolsheviks of Russia, and proclaimed his
support of socialism everywhere. “I am not on trial here,” he
said, in his final two-hour address to the jury. “There is an
infinitely greater issue that is being tried in this country,
though you may not be conscious of it. American institutions

are on trial here before a court of American citizens. ”«

Debs’ conviction climaxed the summer when women picketed
Woodrow Wilson in Washington, demanding the vote, and
Carl Sandburg in the New York Call described the white terror

in Finland which drowned in blood the young Finnish Soviet
Republic. It was the summer that a hundred odd leading mem-
bers of the IWW were railroaded to jail for “conspiracy ” and
Victor Berger and four staff members of the Socialist National
Executive Committee were put on trial for support of the St.

Louis anti-war resolution. In Cleveland, the Socialist News
reported the arrest there of the Negro Socialist writers,

A. Phillips Randolph and Chandler Owen, for street-

corner speaking. John Reed, war correspondent and labor jour-

nalist, already known to Socialists for his reporting of the

Mexican revolution, and who had just seen the Socialist Revo-
lution in Russia, spoke in Cleveland’s Gray’s Armory and in

halls of other cities after his return to this country. He lectured

on the topic, “The Truth About Russia,” and voiced the de-

mand, “Recognize Russia.” His great book, Ten Days That
Shook the World, came out shortly afterward and immediately
became world famous.7

“After the War-Whatr

Doggedly facing persecution, Cleveland Socialists kept
going. Rose Ruthenberg was for the first time a delegate to the

state convention and to state party meetings. Nomination peti-

tions for the fall elections put Ruthenberg’s name on the ballot

for Congress. In prison, he got 4,724 votes.

In the Socialist News of November 23, 1918, appeared the
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modest announcement that “Cleveland Socialists and their

friends will welcome the three men [Ruthenberg, Wagenknecht,
and Baker] at a great mass meeting to be held at Acme Hall,

2416 E. 9th St., on Sunday, Dec. 15, at 2:30 in the afternoon.”

The men had been released on Monday, December 3, after

serving ten months. A few friends, including Gene Debs him-

self, Marguerite Prevey, and of course Rose Ruthenberg and
Hortense Wagenknecht, took them from the Workhouse to the

home of a sympathizer, where they had a “liberation breakfast”

and talked and talked.

They were free, but there was work to do. Ruthenberg in-

wardly gazed at the road of struggle ahead. Even as he laughed

and talked, he was thinking and planning.

Twelve days later he addressed a packed crowd of Cleve-

landers at the Welcome Home mass meeting in Acme Hall. “As I

stand here facing you,” he said, “with the open portals of a

prison not far behind me, I hurl into the faces of the rulers of

society the same defiance that all the prisons on the face of the

earth cannot break the spirit of men and women who have in

their hearts the hope and inspiration which the Socialist move-
ment gives.”

The issue of the Socialist News which announced the Wel-

come Home mass meeting also promised a series of articles un-

der the title, “After the War—What?” No by-line was given, but

when the series began two weeks later, Ruthenberg’s name was

down as the author.8 In the ten installments of the series Ruth-

enberg presented the Socialist argument in a fresh way—the
changes that were necessary in the world, the lessons of war-

time control of industry, the dangers faced by organized labor,

the “road to freedom.” The final articles, dealing with “The
End of War” and “Servile State or Socialism,” were prophetic.

He pointed out that the slogan of “a war to end war” was
illusory, that there was nothing in the League of Nations (then

being formed) to prevent future war because the capitalist bat-

tle for markets and profits kept on going. And he warned that

the winning of socialism was the only safeguard against the

iron heel of a threatening “industrial feudalism.”

The new plans he had thought about in prison were put
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into motion in those first days: First came the Reconstruction
Organization Campaign, as he called it. “Every reader of the
Socialist News” he wrote, “will receive an invitation to help
in this Reconstruction Organization Campaign during the next
few days. . . . Act quickly.” Second was the fight for “Amnesty
for Political Prisoners,” launched in the party paper on Decem-
ber 28 and followed up with impassioned mass rallies. Third
was a determined effort to build the circulation of the Socialist

Nexus from 7,500 to double that number. Fourth was his firm

resolve to go personally to the people, starting with a series of
four Sunday evening lectures, and clarify the significance of

Soviet Russia and the international issues its existence under-
lined. The Russian workers were starting to build a socialist

state, and Socialists in other countries must be alert, he rea-

soned, to study the plans of the Bolsheviks and give them what-
ever help they could. The talks would be limited to fifty

minutes, it was specified, “to be followed by forty minutes of

questions and discussion from the audience.” As these meetings
got under way, he gave out-of-town lectures on “real social-

ism,” beginning January 3, in Youngstown, Columbus, Toledo,
Akron, Sandusky and Lorain.

As the year 1919 began, Ruthenberg got out a signed leaflet

headed “Forward! March!” to speed the building of the Socialist

News circulation. “As long as the capitalist class controls the
source through which the workers get their information, it will

be impossible to overthrow capitalism,” he said. He explained
that it was necessary to get around the power wielded by the
capitalist class through its management and ownership of the
commercial press. To break “capitalist control over the minds
of the workers” was “the big task,” he stressed.

It was at this time that he read Lenin’s A Letter to American
Workers. It was like a personal message from the great Marxist
leader whom he had been thinking about during the months
he had spent in prison. In this Letter the man who had led the
socialist revolution the preceding autumn revealed himself as

nearby in spirit, thinking warmly of American workers, talking
directly to them, familiar with their history, sympathetic with
their problems. Ruthenberg read it in the December, 1918, issue
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of the New York Class Struggle, and later the same month
(December 22, 1918) saw it again in the Boston Revolutionary
Age. The powerful logic of Lenin's Letter reached thousands of

American Socialists throughout the country.®

Lenin sought to explain to American workers the meaning
of the socialist revolution that had taken place in Russia, par-

ticularly since the United States Government was intervening

against it more and more, even sending armed soldiers in an
attempt to forcibly overthrow the newly established Soviet gov-

ernment. L he United States was in fact one of a dozen govern-

ments—including France, England, Japan—which were at this

time not only supplying arms to whitegard tsarist generals but
sending in troops of their own in an effort to halt the building

of socialism. Lenin reminded Americans of their own “great,

really liberating, really revolutionary” War of Independence.

“The American people,” he wrote, “gave the world an exam-
ple of a revolutionary war against feudal subjection.” Today,
however, the descendants of those Americans, he said, wrere in

in a new kind of subjection, in a state of wage slavery to a

handful of capitalist billionaires. The Russian workers had won
a revolution against this kind of wage slavery, and American
workers should uphold the right of Russian workers to the

fruits of their revolution.

The vista of Socialism for the United States, which Ruthen-

berg beheld with an inner eye as he emerged from prison, was

confirmed and illuminated by the clarity and the fervor of

Lenin's Letter. The Bolsheviks had reached the workers and

peasants of Russia with the message of peace and socialism, and

there came about, he sawr

, the most democratic revolution of all

history. Couldn't American workers and farmers also be reached

with the message of socialism, a message so much in accord writh

the common sense of our Revolutionary 'War and the All-men-

are-born-free-and-equal of our Declaration of Independence? Of

course they could! Let the real socialists of this country get to

work!
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Ruthenberg saw early in 1919, and more and more as

events developed, that the old type of Socialist Party leaders-

here as well as abroad—were not the men to build a new world.

That a new world was being built, and needed the help of

all Socialists of good will, was as clear as day. He himself was
resolved to shove with all his might toward the future. In mid-

January the Ohio Socialist carried the complete text of the new
Soviet constitution. And before the month was out the Cleve-

land Socialist News (which carried his article, “The Bolsheviks:

Grave-Diggers of Capitalism”) announced that Locals Cleveland,

Boston and Portland had petitioned the National Executive

Committee for a special convention on affiliation with the

Bolshevik-sponsored new international organization which was
being discussed but had not yet been formed.

In February, when the newly formed Left Wing Section of

the Socialist Party of New York published its Left Wing Mani-
festo and Program, Ruthenberg at once recognized its impor-

tance. The Ohio Socialist re-printed it on February 26, and the

Cleveland Socialist News on March 1. It was the first complete
declaration of principles gotten out by the Left, and it was
adopted by local after local, state after state, as the tentative

program of the entire Left wing of the Socialist Party. While
the war was on, the exodus of Right-wingers into the ranks of

the war-mongers had been so startling as to make the whole
Right suspect, even though their other weaknesses were over-

looked. But they could not be overlooked. It could not be for-

gotten that the Socialist Party, under the leadership of Hillquit

and other Centrists, tried to resurrect the old Second Interna-

tional which had passed away and been entombed at the start
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of the War. These leaders shied away from all efforts by Lenin
and others, before 1917, to establish a new international organ-
ization which might be kept free from the opportunists. Instead,

as Ruthenberg saw with astonished disgust, Hillquit’s group
chose delegates to a so-called “middle-of-the-road” Stockholm
conference which never met at all. And after 1917, when the

Socialist Revolution was won and growing, the Hillquit group
dawdled on the question of supporting it, issuing statements of

hesitant “endorsement” of the Soviets as a kind of delaying
tactics in their secret war on the Left.

In addition to the old issues on which the Left opposed
the Right leadership, there were these new issues: support to the

new Soviet Republic, opposition to the United States military

intervention against it, and affiliation to the newly formed
Communist International, issues which Ruthenberg believed of

the most vital importance to the working class of this and of

every other country. The Hillquit group which held Socialist

Party leadership toyed with these matters, afraid to withhold
approval because of the vigorous rank and file support for the

Bosheviks; but determined, nonetheless, never to commit the

Socialist Party to any course of action that would be a serious

threat to American imperialism. Under these circumstances,

with these national problems and issues racing toward an early

—perhaps a too early—solution. May Day, 1919, approached in

Cleveland, a May Day destined to be historic. Debs’ appeal to

the Supreme Court was over, and he was taken to prison.

Ruthenberg organized 19 street protest meetings in Cleveland,

and spoke at five of them, in the last days before the old leader

was jailed. The day after Debs was taken to prison, Ruthen-
berg led a protest parade to Public Square. On April 26 his

editorial demanded: “Open the Prison Doors.”

The May Day Parade

The gigantic May Day celebration in Cleveland was designed

to stress Ruthenberg’s new campaign for mayor, and his pro-

gram for working class progress. The war was over, but capi-

talism’s post-war assault on labor was already launched. The
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workers, Ruthenberg saw, must learn the happy truth about the

Socialist triumphs abroad, and protect themselves against the

new employer-planned anti-labor drive at home. Among the

speakers he had brought to Ohio to lecture on events abroad

was Colonel Raymond Robbins, head of the American Red

Cross in Russia, who exposed the lie that Lenin was a German

agent. Another was Santeri Nuorteva, originally an editor of a

Finnish Socialist paper and later a representative of the Fin-

nish workers’ republic, who showed how the Socialist regime

in his country had been crushed by the Finnish white terror

assisted—with Allied approval—by the German army. These first-

hand reports on various facets of capitalist duplicity served to

speed Ruthenberg’s own education, too. They helped him un-

derstand the ugly face American imperialism showed—and would

show—to workers right here in democratic America.

May Day was bright and sunny, and the parade was a gala

affair. Thirty branches of Local Cleveland marched with trade

unionists and sympathizers in four columns, carrying banners

and placards, to Public Square. 1 One hundred thousand gaily

dressed men, women and children were in the parade or on the

sidelines, singing, cheering, laughing. A number of marchers

were in Army uniform. Placards demanded freedom for Debs

and Mooney, withdrawal of American troops from Soviet Rus-

sia, help for the unemployed, “Workers of the World, Unite!”

The first column, headed by Ruthenberg, rolled into the Square,

and the throng already gathered there gave them a welcoming

cheer.

Then the attack began. Mounted police galloped into the

line, swinging their clubs. Army tanks and trucks rolled upon

the marchers. Autos drove up carrying police and “Loyal Amer-

ican League” members, and all of them wielded clubs. Every

red rose or necktie, every red waist worn by a woman, they

tore off and trampled. Men, women and children broke and ran,

fleeing into alleys where they were still pursued. Men fought

back with bare fists, or with the staffs that held their

placards.

“I saw a peaceable line of unarmed paraders attacked on

an obviously preconcerted signal,” wrote Ted Robinson, re-
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porter for the Cleveland Plain Dealer, years afterward. “I saw

men and women brutally beaten. ... I saw the blood flow in

sickening streams at the city’s busiest corner; I saw the victims

arrested while the attackers went free; and 1 saw the fining and

jailing of these victims on the following day.” The mayor well

knew that the parade would be attacked, Robinson added, but

he did nothing about it.

Two people were killed, scores injured. Ruthenberg was

arrested and charged with “Assault with intent to kill, and

released on bail. Doubtless those who charged Ruthenberg with

murder hoped he would be murdered. Old timers recall threats

against his life: groups were organized to guard his home. “We

kept up the guard night and day, in shifts, for several weeks

after May Day,” says one who was himself a guard.

Acting with his usual energy, Ruthenberg got out a leaflet

offering $500 reward for information leading to the punishment

“of the person or persons who organized the attacks upon the

Socialist May Day parade.” The leaflet insisted that the Social-

ists were within their legal rights in marching through the

streets, yet the police, instead of arresting the hoodlums, aided

them” in beating Socialists. It asked questions: “Where was

the meeting held on Wednesday night preceding the May Day

parade, at which the hoodlums and gangsters were organized

to beat up the Socialists? Who are the discharged soldiers who

have been boasting about the wads of money they got as a result

of their help in smashing the May Day parade? Who paid

them? Who drove the truck which brought a load of automobile

spokes from an East End factory, which were later used in the

attack upon the Socialists?2 Who drove the truck that stood

before the Hotel Cleveland, from which baseball bats were dis-

tributed with instructions to ‘help kill the Bolsheviks ? What

was the license number?”

Another leaflet followed, entitled “Who Are the Murderers?

It ridiculed the capitalist press about the supposed “Bolshevik

uprising” that had been “put down.” There was “no trouble

along the line of march, miles long,” the leaflet said, until they

got to the Square. Working people who lined the streets showed

no disapproval: they applauded. There were no police along
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those streets to “maintain order”! “It is true that the Socialists

carried the red flag,” the leaflet said. “There is no law against

carrying the red flag.” It charged that Cleveland newspapers
lied when they reported that Ruthenberg promised no red
flags would be carried. On the contrary: “Police Captain Granel
called at Ruthenberg’s home Wednesday night and was given a

typewritten outline of the line of march and the complete plan
of the Socialists for the demonstration. He asked about the red
flag and was told that it would be carried in the parade because
May Day and the red flag stood for the same ideal-the brother-

hood of man.”

In a letter, May 15, 1919, to the New York Communist
, Left

wing organ edited by John Reed, Ruthenberg said the ruling
class was “trying to railroad Tom Clifford [local Socialist or-

ganizer] and me to the penitentiary for from one to fifteen

years.” He added: “We have about a hundred comrades in the
workhouse; most of them, in addition to their days [of im-
prisonment] have a fine included in their sentence, and we
must raise $2,500 to pay those fines so they will not have to
work them out at sixty cents a day.” He concluded: “Last night
we accepted 355 new members.”

The May Day outrage boomeranged against the plotters.

The mob attack had taken place directly in front of the Hotel
Cleveland, where the Inter-Faith World Conference was meet-
ing, and delegates had watched from the windows. One of them,
Rev. Worth M. Tippy, stated flatly that the Socialists “did not
cause the riots.”8

The Plain Dealer reported on June 1 1 that officially it was
Patrolmen Charles Kern and Frank Zika who had brought the
Assault to kill charge against Ruthenberg. Half-a-year later,

December 3, it mentioned, as though in an aside, that he had
been freed by Judge Dan Cull because the case was “nolled.”
Though a murder trial against Ruthenberg had been scheduled,
no jury was impaneled, no witnesses called, no court proceed-
ings held. The prosecutor simply “moved to dismiss,” and that
was all.
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The Split

These May Day events in Cleveland—the violent assaults on

the workers and the heroic Socialist resistance under Ruthen-

berg s leadership—aroused the Left forces of the entire country,

and served as a significant curtain raiser to the first independent

organized move against the Socialist old guard. Twenty-four

days later came the “Call for a National Conference of the Left

wing,” issued boldly over the names of the Socialist locals of

Cleveland and Boston and the Left wing Section of the New
York local, printed simultaneously in the Boston Revolution-

ary Age and the New York Communist

,

and a few days later,

June 4, in the Ohio Socialist. One of the aims that Ruthenberg

had discussed with John Reed and other insurgent Socialists was

beginning to take shape: a Socialist Party re-organized from

below. The “Call” was the rallying cry, and the Manifesto pre-

viously issued by the Left Wing Section of New York was the

ideological basis. Delegates poured into New York from De-

troit, Chicago, and a dozen other cities as well as from the

initiating locals. When the Left Wing Conference met a fort-

night later (June 21-24, 1919) in New York, at the Manhattan

Lyceum, nine of the 94 delegates were from Ohio.4 Outstanding

at the Conference were the dynamic, fiery John Reed, Harvard-

trained, of New York, and the quiet, confident C. E. Ruthen-

berg from the grass roots midwest town of Cleveland.

The general plan of the Conference, as Ruthenberg and a

majority of the other delegates saw it, was comparatively sim-

ple: to organize themselves to take over the Socialist Party and

make it a really Marxist working class political party. They

were confident that the Left forces were in the majority. A
Socialist Party national referendum for the election of the Na-

tional Executive Committee had just been held, and enough

of the returns were known—though Hillquit did not make the

figures public—to show that a complete Left slate had been

overwhelmingly chosen. Hillquit and his group were defeated,

and Ruthenberg, Wagenknecht, Kate Richards O’Hare and

John Reed got huge majorities. Ruthenberg reasoned that there
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was really nothing to worry about—yet, he did worry. He was

beginning to understand quite objectively the unashamed dis-

honesty, not only of the capitalists themselves but of their So-

cialist apologists, and wondered what trickery Hillquit might

have up his sleeve—to keep the Old Guard in office and defraud

the Left of victory. When he said goodbye to Rose and Daniel

on leaving for New York, he said nothing of these fears.

Here in New York, he found most of the city drab and dis-

heartening, from the forbidding brownstone fronts of the upper

west side to the squalid overcrowded lower east side. But he

loved Central Park, which recalled the Rocky River Valley of

Cleveland, and he reveled in the purposeful companionship of

the delegates at the Conference. Here Socialist work was being

done, and he was helping to guide it. There were government

spies and agents swarming around, and the office of the Left

Wing Section of Local New York was raided, but these things

he was by now accustomed to. They were simply facets of the

class struggle, and had to be systematically faced and fought.

The hectic events of the Left Wing Conference in June,

and the stormy weeks from that time until the setting up of

the Communist Party in September, belong more to party his-

tory than to biography. These began in New York with a split

in the Left, and continued with the forming of two Communist

parties—Communist and Communist Labor—in Chicago in Sep-

tember. Ruthenberg, while en route to Chicago, had stopped

off in Detroit and elsewhere for consultations with dissident

Left leaders, and made strenuous efforts to unify all factions;

but no sooner did he succeed in one place than new disagree-

ment appeared elsewhere. Unification, he discovered, required

time and growth as well as idealism and logic. Foster explains in

his History of the Communist Party of the United States that a

slower, more planned and studied period of formation would

have been better. And Ruthenberg himself, as Foster points out,

arrived at this general conclusion in July, 1921, when he wrote

in The Communist that most of the European communist par-

ties were set up later than ours—to their advantage. In any case,

Ruthenberg was chosen general secretary of the Communist
Party in September, 1919, in Chicago.
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While the Communist Party organizing sessions in Chicago

were continuing, Ruthenberg was interviewed by a Christian

Science Monitor reporter, who wanted to know the difference

between the Communists and the Industrial Workers of the

World. “The trouble with the IWW theorizing,” Ruthenberg

told him, according to the edition of September 16, 1919,
“«

that it overlooks entirely the fact that in the very process of or-

ganizing industrial unions and carrying on their strikes they

run into opposition to the organized power of capitalism as

embodied in the State. It is an illusion to think that the capital-

ists will fail to use their state power to check the development of

these unions and defeat them in their strikes.” Labor history

illustrates how capitalists use the power of the government

against strikers, Ruthenberg went on, arguing that the working

class, contrary- to IWW teaching, must also carry on political

struggle. He cited the contemporary general strike in Seattle,

led by the AFL, along with IWW strikes, to show how the

government intervenes on the side of the capitalists. Commun-

ists are in “full accord with the industrial form of labor organi-

zation” which the IWW carries out, he said, but do not believe

that the workers “can attain any high degree of industrial con-

trol without first achieving control of the power of the State.

“Criminal Syndicalism

”

In the meantime, Ohio's state legislature had passed the

Freeman law, forerunner of our present Smith and McCarran

Acts, making it a crime to “advocate violence” as a means of

securing social reform, and the authorities directed it at Ruth-

enberg: About the middle of July six city plainclothesmen,

armed with a search warrant and assisted by members of the

Loyal American League, again raided the Cleveland Socialist

headquarters. Ruthenberg was at work in the office. The

stalked in, displayed the warrant, confiscated literature. (
n y

ten weeks before, members of the same gang, with no warrant

at all, had raided the place.) He protested their seizure of

property not named in the warrant; demanded an itemize
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receipt for things taken. They arrested him. Bail of $5,000 was
set and furnished. The charge was violation of the new state

criminal syndicalism law, the Freeman law.

The indictment, according to the Plain Dealer, October 29,

charged Ruthenberg “with circulating copies of the Messenger

. . . which advocates die Soviet form of government/’ The
Messenger, edited by A. Phillips Randolph and Chandler Owen,
was a Negro Socialist publication. “This is the fourth time

Ruthenberg has been arrested within the last two months/’

commented the New York Call .
5

While the Ohio criminal syndicalism charge against Ruthen-

berg was pending, a New York criminal anarchism case against

him was cooked up. (The latter was given preference; the

Ohio indictment wras quietly dropped.) It was based on the

publication of the Left Wing Manifesto by the nine-man com-

mittee elected the previous June, which included Ruthenberg

and I. E. Ferguson of Chicago. The Manifesto adopted by the

Left Wing Conference in June, 1919, was not greatly different

from the Manifesto of the Left Wing Socialists of New York

published the preceding February. The revised and completed

text appeared in The Revolutionary Age, July 5, 1919, and it

was on this act of republication that the New York case against

Ruthenberg and Ferguson was based. The New York law which

they had supposedly violated was the Criminal Anarchy Law of

1902, passed after the assassination of President William Mc-

Kinley and aimed at terrorism. There had been no prosecutions

under it for seventeen years, until the raids by the New York

State Lusk Committee, forerunner of the Dies, McCarran and

McCarthy Committees, suggested that the statute against ter-

rorism might be twisted into use against Communist ideas.6

The trial and imprisonment of Harry Winitsky, New York

organizer, merely for belonging to the Communist Party was

carried out on March 15, 1920, before General Sessions Judge

Bartow S. Weeks. In April, 1920, before this same judge, came

the trial and conviction of James Larkin, the well-known Irish

labor leader who was at that time in this country and had been

involved in several labor struggles here. Benjamin Gitlow, who

was then manager of a Communist publication, was also con-

L
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victed at the same time. (Gitlow later became a renegade.)

Then Ruthenberg and Ferguson were tried. Ruthenberg’s attor-

ney was Joseph R. Brodsky, a well-known labor and civil liber-

ties lawyer, but in this case the 32-year-old Ferguson—a lawyer of

unusual ability—did much of the legal work for both himself

and Ruthenberg. Assistant District Attorney Alexander I. Rorke

was the prosecutor. Ferguson filed an affidavit of prejudice

against Weeks, in the light of the two preceding trials, but the

latter ruled himself fit to act.7 The indictments were brought

by a special grand jury, and the trial jury was drawn from a

special venire, making doubly sure of a strong class prejudice

against Ruthenberg and Ferguson. Weeks—a worthy predecessor

of the Judge Harold R. Medina who presided over the Com-
munist trial of 1949—was out for a conviction. He “made a

second prosecuting speech in submitting the case to the jury,”

the defense pointed out in a pamphlet published after the trial,

and “saw to it that any possible theory of finding the defend-

ants guilty was impressed upon the jury, regardless of the in-

dictments.”

The defense used by Ruthenberg, as in all his trials, was to

present frankly and fully his reasons for thinking and acting

as he did. The State was out to convict him for his views, and

he made sure—as far as he could—that his views were rightly

given and on die record. Government spokesmen tried to snare

Ruthenberg into saying that historical explanations of events

were programs for current action.8 For example. Prosecutor

Rorke said that the Basle resolution on the Socialist attitude

toward war “spoke about the desirability of civil war in the

event that the nations went to war.” Ruthenberg quietly coun-

tered that the Basle resolution said something different. He
explained the intent of that historic document as an expression

of the workers’ desire to stop the coming of imperialist war,

and if it came in spite of their opposition, to use every possible

means to end it.

When the time came, finally, for statements by the de-

fendants, Ruthenberg said: “I have merely this to say for myself,

that I have in the past held certain ideals for a re-organization

of society on a new basis. I have upheld those ideals and gone
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to prison for them when they were connected with the late war.

I have stood by those principles in which I firmly believe, and

I will stand for those principles irrespective of the result of

this particular trial. I expect in the future, as in the past, to

uphold and fight for [them] until the time comes that those

principles triumph, and a new society is built in place of the

present social organization.

“I realized from the beginning of this trial, as I have in any

other trial that I have taken part in as a defendant, that this

court, and all the instruments of this court, are merely a part

of that organization of force which we call the capitalist state;

and I expected no other result from an organization of the

capitalist class to protect the capitalist system, than the result

that has been returned by this court in this particular case;

and, of course, accepting this as a case of class justice, a case

of the use of the organized force of the state in order to

suppress the desires of those who today are suffering under the

oppression of the present system, I will accept the sentence in

that same spirit of defiance, realizing that I go to prison because

of support of a great principle that will triumph in spite of all

the courts, in spite of all the organizations of the capitalist class."

After a trial lasting nearly four weeks, Ruthenberg and

Ferguson were sentenced on October 29, 1920, to from five to

ten years of hard labor at Sing Sing prison.

Sing Sing Prison

"I once told you," said Ruthenberg in a letter from Sing

Sing to a friend, "that the greatest deprivation of life in a

prison was the absence of beauty. But here there is one form

of beauty that is always ours—the Hudson river and the range

of low hills on the opposite bank. Today the brisk wind has

whipped up the whitecaps, and the hills are enveloped in a

brilliant blue haze." The letter was dated November 10, 1920,

and signed, "C. E. Ruthenberg, No. 71624."

In Sing Sing, as earlier in the Canton Workhouse, he set to

work to make prison life as bearable and even as productive

as possible. He read intensively. A week or so before entering
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prison he had read Moon and Sixpence, by Somerset Maugham.

Now he told of reading Wells’ Research Magnificent and Gals-

worthy’s The Fugitive.

"Have you had time to finish Jude yet? ... It is really worth

while-one of Hardy’s best,” he wrote again. By December 15,

he was reading Wells’ Outline of History : “In the first three

hundred pages of the book I have been sweeping through mil-

lions of years with him.” He hadn’t read Sinclair Lewis’ Main

Street, he wrote, in answer to a question—it had just been pub-

lished that year-but he had read an earlier book, Our Mr.

Wren. As for Gautier’s Mile, de Maupin, he said it was “a de-

testable book, beautifully written.”

But he talked of other things besides books. Just before

entering Sing Sing, Ruthenberg had gone to Atlanta Prison and

visited Gene Debs, and in a letter he told about it. He described

what a soft, affectionate human being Debs was. Debs kissed

him on both cheeks, he said, and they sat down and gossiped.

Ruthenberg realized later that Debs was an old, half-broken

man who didn’t know what the Socialist Party was really like,

with its Right leadership and its loss of the Left. That-Ruthen-

ber°- felt, finally-is why Debs stuck to the old Socialist Party,

the°party he had founded, for which he had an unreasoned, un-

reasoning loyalty.

Besides reading widely, Ruthenberg signed up early in 1921

for American History in the Home Study correspondence de-

partment which Columbia University used to maintain. He

did a good deal of the reading prescribed for the course, al-

thouoh the record card is marked "Closed," indicating that he

did not take a final examination. He simply stopped sending in

reoorts when his release came.
‘ At one period during his imprisonment, as an added puni-

tive measure, Ruthenberg was sent to Dannemora, in Clinton,

New York, a prison with a severe and even cruel regime. How-

ever, he was soon transferred back to Sing Sing. At Dannemora

he was not permitted to shave, but in Sing Sing he shaved every

day, as if he were working in his party office back m Clevelan .

In a letter dated May 23. 192'. he said: “To translate ideas into

action is one of the strongest urges in me. He could not
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have written a more accurate description of his own character

Seventeen-year-old Daniel Ruthenberg visited his father at
Sing Sing in late 1920, in company with his mother. He went
into the dull drab visiting room, where little groups of visitors

sat around on iron chairs, waiting. "Then,” Daniel remembers,
"I saw him pop out of a door over in the corner, just like him-
self, except for his garb, and the prison pallor. Here was some-
one I knew quite well, and I knew he was all right, and here
he was! With the prison guards!”

It was a short visit. They just talked a little, said hello, and
asked how each other was. Ruthenberg asked what Daniel was
studying. Then it was over. “When I left,” Daniel says, "he
came out of die prison into the yard, and waved with his arm,
all the way, till I got to the top of the hill.”

Ruthenberg’s fellow prisoner, I. E. Ferguson, was constantly
studying legal angles by which he could secure his own and
Ruthenberg’s release. By December, 1921, he had figured out
a plan for appeal. He petitioned the New York Court of Ap-
peals for a certificate of reasonable doubt, and eventually both
secured their freedom on it.9 After this decision, Governor A1
Smith commuted the terms of Larkin and Gitlow to the time
they had already served. 10

The way Ferguson did it was as follows: He first asked the
Appellate Division of the State Supreme Court for a new trial,

and he and Ruthenberg both argued for it on December 6,

1921, but the Court refused. “The Appellate Division’s decision
ends the possibility of a new trial,” the New York Call wrote,
January 22, 1922. Then Ferguson-having no further excuse to
leave prison on legal errands—got a personal friend to ask
Judge Benjamin Nathan Cardozo if he would hear a petition
of reasonable doubt, and received a favorable answer. Attorney
Brodsky secured a writ of habeas corpus, signed by Judge Fran-
cis B. Delehanty of the First Judicial District, to get Ferguson
out of Sing Sing for a day or so. Ferguson went direct to Judge
Cardozo’s chambers at 51 Chambers Street, New York, and
argued the petition. It was granted. Brodsky then on April 22
got both Ferguson and Ruthenberg out of Sing Sing on bail
for new trials (accompanied, as the Call notes, by two detectives
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of the “bomb squad”). Warden Lewis E. Lawes came personally

to say good-bye to Ruthenberg. 11

Hardly had the prisoners reached New York than they were

re-arrested by orders of the convicting court, on the ground of

other indictments, and were held over night in the Tombs jail,

then reluctantly released. Ruthenberg went directly to a Central

Executive Committee meeting, and took up his work as General

Secretary of the Workers Party. On July 12, 1922, the Court of

Appeals granted new trials to both men and reversed their con-

victions—for which they had already served a year and a half!

The decision, written by Justice William S. Andrews, was con-

curred in by Cardozo, by Chief Justice Frank Harris Hiscock and

by all the other justices except one.

Ruthenberg had a sense of real triumph as he sat in on that

Workers Party central committee meeting. This was the merged

communist party he had been working for, which had been

formed while he was in prison. He had taken part in nearly

every effort at unification from 1919 onward. But he wTas in Sing

Sing in May, 1921, when the final unifying step was taken, and

was still there at the end of the year when the Workers Party was

formally set up. The new Party was the result of conferences

between the existing Communist forces, now happily united,

with those other Marxist groups who, during the two-year inter-

im following the 1919 launching of the Communist movement,

had deliberately separated themselves from the Socialist Party in

order to help organize a more progressive and more militant

political line-up.

It was a triumph in another sense, too. The United States

Government had allowed the Communist movement only four

months of political freedom, when the Palmer [Attorney Gen-

eral A. Mitchell Palmer] raids in January, 1920, tried to smash

it by rounding up and jailing nearly five thousand of its leaders

and workers at New Year gatherings throughout the country.

Ruthenberg had insisted on a fight for full legality, and his

aggressive defense in the New York trial was viewed by him as

a step in that fight. In a short piece from Sing Sing which ap-

peared August, 1921, in The Communist

,

he had written: “The

Communist Party must gain prestige in the eyes of the masses.
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It must win the confidence and through it the leadership of the

mass of workers. Can this prestige be established and leadership

won, merely through the literature of the Party—by an organiza-

tion whose representatives are unknown to the workers, which

they never see in action?”

The Michigan Defense Campaign

Ruthenberg’s next arrest—prelude to his third prison term—

came just forty days after being freed from Sing Sing. The Sing

Sing sentence had been reversed on July 12, ig22 - O'1 August

21, he was seized, along with sixteen others, when the govern-

ment raided a Communist meeting in Bridgman, near St.

Joseph, Berrien County, Michigan. The Bridgman meeting was

held on the eve of the national convention of the Workers Par-

ty, scheduled for August 28. Ruthenberg wanted to iron out

differences between representatives of various factions, in order

to get united support for the newly formed Workers Party,

which would then at its convention plan a big anti-monopoly

and anti-imperialist campaign. 12

The gathering began on a Friday, August 18, in an old sum-

mer resort at Bridgman—a pleasant place, ideal for calm, re-

flective discussion—and in two days of debate disposed of most

of the business at hand. Scarcely had the last vote been taken

when Charles Krumbein, a close friend of Ruthenberg, discov-

ered that a police raid was in the offing.

The arrests, as the United Press reported on August 22, were

made by four deputy United States marshalls, “aided by Sheriff

[George C.] Bridgman of Berrien County." The raid, the story

added, was carried out “under instructions from William J.

Burns, head of the Bureau of Investigation at Washington.” It

is important to stress that federal agents were involved, for it

was not a federal but a local statute whose violation was

charged: the new criminal syndicalism law passed by the Michi-

gan legislature.13 They were rushed to nearby St. Joseph, county

seat of Berrien County, and there, chained together, with the

tall, dignified Ruthenberg at their head, the seventeen Com-

munists were paraded through the streets of the town, with the

people looking on. This was a bit of crude Department of Jus-
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tice drama, to persuade an unexcited public that there was

danger of “force and violence” from these men.

After two days of incommunicado confinement in jail, Ruth-

enberg managed to send a telegram to D. J.
Bentall, labor lawyer

of Chicago. Bentall got Ruthenberg out on $ 10,000 bail on

September 7, first of the defendants to receive bond. Half of

his bail was raised by his wife Rose. Ruthenberg immediately

took a train to New York to organize defense efforts.

Meanwhile, William Z. Foster, founder and secretary of the

Trade Union Educational League, was arrested August 26 in

his Chicago office, with two others, taken to St. Joseph, Michi-

gan, and jailed with the rest of the Communist defendants. He

had joined the Communist Party in 1921, during the previous

summer, and was at Bridgman. He had left the meeting early,

however, and was not among the seventeen arrested there, but

his name-because of his importance as union and strike leader

—was prominent in newspaper publicity on the case. Nineteen

were now held in jail (Ruthenberg, first to be bailed out, was

the twentieth), with bail set at S 10,000 each; the government

announced that warrants had been issued for some forty others.

While the headlines were blaring the news that Foster was

jailed along with Ruthenberg, a letter was dispatched to Fos-

ter’s office, signed by Roger S. Baldwin, Norman Thomas, Robert

Morss Lovett, and Scott Nearing, which said: ‘“This is to offer

you formally the services of the American Civil Liberties Union

in contesting in the courts the action of the Federal and State

authorities in arresting you for alleged participation in a secret

Communist Convention in Michigan.” When Ruthenberg

reached New York, therefore, he was met halfway by friends of

labor. The offer to Foster was extended to include all the Bridg-

man defendants.

Now began one of the biggest defense campaigns eAer carried

out in labor history. Baldwin insisted diat the noted attorney

and liberal, Frank P. Walsh, be engaged as chief counsel, and

Ruthenberg agreed. A legal staff was set up under Walsh which

included Walter Nelles, Detroit labor lawyer, and Humphrey

S. Gray, local attorney of Benton Harbor, Michigan.

Two defense committees were organized. One was the “Labor
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Defense Council,” with headquarters in Chicago, which in-

cluded—among others-Roger N. Baldwin of the American Civil

Liberties Union; Elizabeth Gurley Flynn of the Workers De-

fense Union; Max S. Hayes, old-time friend of Ruthenberg and

editor of the Cleveland Citizen; Eugene V. Debs, now out of

the Atlanta federal penitentiary; John G. Brown, national secre-

tary of the Farmer-Labor Party; and Robert M. Buck, editor of

New Majority, official organ of the Chicago Federation of Labor

and also of the Farmer-Labor Party. The other group was the

••Committee of the Defendants.” headed by Ruthenberg and

Foster.

The high cost of bail and legal defense made money-raising

one of the big problems. Foster’s bail was quickly raised by the

trade unions, but it was December 22, before all the remaining

eighteen could be bailed out. The last four were released for

$5,000 each after persistent pleas by defense counsel and protests

bv liberals and workers. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn was sent first

on a fund-raising tour; then Foster and Ruthenberg, routed

together on a joint tour of the eastern states. The goal was to

raise $100,000.

On the insistence of Ruthenberg, defense policy was care-

fully formulated. Baldwin and he were appointed a sub-commit-

tee to draw up an agreement, and among the motions they

made, adopted by the Labor Defense Council, was the follow-

ing: “In case of a difference of opinion arising between Labor

Defense Committee and Committee of the Defendants, that a

decision be contingent upon a majority vote of both national

committee and committee representing defendants.” They set

forth two parallel purposes: “For the defense of the Michigan

Criminal Syndicalist defendants prosecuted at the instance of

the Federal Secret Service in its drive against organized labor;

to carry on in connection with the legal defense, a campaign

against all infringements upon the rights of free speech, free

press and freedom of assemblage and all measures restricting

the rights of the workers.”

The legal defense in the courts was to rest on constitutional

guarantees of free speech and organization. A meeting was held

at Bridgman and matters were discussed: the contention would
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be that they had a right to so meet and discuss. There were

other matters of defense policy that had to be agreed on, as

shown by a memo of Baldwin’s of September 18: “I shall, there-

fore, take up all the details with Ruthenberg here when he

comes, and endeavor to get an agreement on the main lines of

the campaign.”14 One such “detail” was a dictum by Baldwin

that no defendant should take the stand, and that the defense

would consist chiefly of a cross-examination of the government

witnesses. Such a negative defense plan did not satisfy Ruthen-

berg, and he and Foster both took the stand in their own de-

fense. As Ruthenberg’s friend Krumbein explained years later,

speaking of Ruthenberg’s bold and militant attitude in the

courtroom, “The Bridgman defense was-objectively-a cam-

paign for full legalization of the Party.” Headquarters of the

defense was in Chicago, in the office of the Trade Union Educa-

tional League of which Foster was secretary. The leaders of the

Chicago Federation of Labor, who all knew Foster personally,

supported the defense. New Majority, organ of the Chicago

Federation, helped inform the American labor movement about

the issues in the trial.

The background of the government’s raid on Bridgman

was one of militant industrial unrest. Half a million coal miners

were on strike, as well as 4°o>000 railroad shopmen and 200,000

textile workers. As labor lawyer Walter Nelles pointed out, the

employers especially wanted to “get ’ Foster, AFL organizer,

who had led the Steel Strike in 1919 and whose prestige and

influence were high. The employers were alarmed even more

at the newly organized amalgamation movement led by the

Trade Union Educational League which Foster headed, a move-

ment which for several months before the trial had been mak-

ing tremendous headway (especially among railroad workers and

in the building trades) with its program of merging the craft

unions into industrial unions. This is why Foster was first of

the Communists to be brought to trial. A New Majority edi-

torial said it was clear “that the cause of the victims of the

Daugherty [Attorney General Harry M. Daugherty] raids is the

concern of the labor movement and that an attack on reds is

an overt attack on unionism.” The Michigan State Federation
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of Labor called on Governor Alex J.
Groesbeck of Michigan to

quash the indictments against the men arrested in the “red

raids.”

Ruthenberg for his part vigorously defended the political

activities of the Communists. In a speech before the trials, he

ridiculed the propaganda about the "secret underground reds.”

The published photographs of the arrested men, he pointed out,

showed them “surrounded by typewriters, mimeographs, and

printed matter . . . not cannons or guns or bombs.” They were

arrested, he said, not because of any threat of violence but

“because they were trying to spread their ideas through use of

typewriters and mimeographs.” “The Communist Party of

America,” he went on, “was organized in 1919 at a convention

held in the city of Chicago. There was nothing secret about this

convention. There was nothing underground about the organi-

zation it created.” The Communists, he explained, as citizens of

the United States exercising their legal political rights, took it

for granted that the constitutional guarantees of free speech

were real, and that they applied to them as well as to others.

Then, he said, came the Palmer raids, the deportations, the

prison sentences. “That was the answer which the Communists

received to their acting on the assumption that even Commu-

nists had the right of free speech, free press and freedom of

assemblage in the United States.”15

In the March, 1923, Liberator, in an article written on the

eve of the trial and published while the trial was on, Ruthen-

berg calmly discussed the question of “violence” which loomed

so large in newspaper propaganda against himself and Foster. It

was the Burns and other detective agencies, and the government

police, that supply the violence in labor "trouble,” he pointed

out. “No Communist advocates the use of violence in the class

struggle in the United States today,” he wrote. “Communists

have better sense." While he was thus skirmishing on the issue

of the case, striving for public understanding and getting ready

to wage the court battle, Ruthenberg kept his eyes on the larger

issue of Communist progress. In another Liberator article shortly

before the trial opened, he had a report on the second conven-

tion of the Workers Party held in New York beginning Decem-
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her 24, just four months after it had been originally scheduled
and only two days after the last Bridgman defendant had been
bailed out. He said the concept of workers’ rule, which had first

been stated in an American political program in September,
| 9 1 9> was now in the program of the Workers Party. The con-
vention, he went on, recognized that American workers would
not “over night become converted to Communism,” and that
what was now needed was a “step by step” growth into Marxist
methods of thinking and action.15

While separate trials were agreed to for each of the twenty
defendants, only two were actually brought to trial: Foster and
Ruthenberg. Foster’s trial came first, on March 12, 1923. Four
indictments had been brought against the twenty under the
Michigan criminal syndicalism act, and not one of them
charged any overt act of sabotage or violence. The first three

contained charges of advocating or teaching violent overthrow
of the government, and these three were quashed by Judge
Charles W. White at the start of the trial, on motion of Attorney
Walsh. The fourth indictment was based on a section of the
statute which denounced as guilty anyone who “becomes a mem-
ber of or voluntarily assembles with [Emphasis added] any
society, group or assemblage of persons formed to teach or ad-

vocate” violence to bring about reform. The words “assemble
with” became famous in this case. “Assembling with” became
a new crime in labor history, a prototype of the “guilt by asso-

ciation ’ of the later Smith Act trials. As New Majority reported
in a headline on March 24, “Assembling With Is Foster’s

Crime.”

One of the first stories on the Foster trial in the weekly
Worker, established by the Workers Party immediately after the

Party was formed, was by Ruthenberg himself, dealing with the
drawing of the jury and date-lined “Courthouse, St. Joseph,
Mich.” The dingy but silghtly pompous courtroom, now all of a

sudden bristling with unaccustomed importance as the proceed-
ings got under way, was filled with townspeople. Ruthenberg
sat among them, jotting down notes for the Communist news-
paper, and studied the actions and attitudes of the two chief

opposition lawyers, O. L. Smith, Michigan state attorney, and
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Charles W. Gore, prosecuting attorney of Berrien County.

Defense attorney Gray, according to Ruthenberg’s account,

was trying to find out how much the newspaper “force and

violence” propaganda had prejudiced prospective jurors. Sup-

pose, he explained, in questioning them, the defendant is con*

vinced that the capitalists will not give up their privileges with-

out violence, regardless of the wishes of the majority of the

people. The defendant does not believe in force or violence

now, but he thinks that in the end, when the people have de-

cided they want socialism, force will be needed to put down the

capitalists who violently oppose socialism. Would the juror,

then, be prejudiced against him? The juror, hesitating, thought

he might be. “Then,” Gray said, “you believe that the Declara-

tion of Independence should be suppressed because it advocated

the fundamental right of the people to revolution, if necessary

by force?” Prosecutor Smith jumped to his feet, objecting an-

grily to such an interpretation of the Declaration of Independ-

ence. Gray offered to read a letter written by Thomas Jefferson,

to clarify the document’s meaning, and again Smith shouted,

“We object to getting the influence of Thomas Jefferson on the

minds of this jury!”

Thus the trial, following Ruthenberg’s plan, assumed an

educational pattern, a persistent exposition of American demo-

cratic principles, of American libertarian traditions. Robert

Minor, the great artist and journalist, who also sat in the court-

room looking on, stressed this instructional aspect of the court

defense in another article in the Worker, as the questioning of

the jurors continued. The crowd, he wrote, listened “with pecu-

liar wondering attentiveness” to these new ideas that were

nonetheless strangely reasonable. “Do you know,” the defense

attorney went on, “that proletariat means people who work?

If evidence shows Foster to have been leader and spokesman of

380,000 steel workers during the great steel strike of 1919, would

that prejudice you against him? If evidence shows that provoca-

teurs deliberately provoked violation of law in order to convict

another for it, would you give credence to that man’s word?”

Frequently, in these opening days, Robert Minor reported,

defense attorney Walsh made reference to the First, Second and
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Third Internationals, along with reference to international as

sociations of business men and chambers of commerce. Walsh

asked prospective jurors “whether they believe workers have

the same right to organize international associations as capital-

ists have.” The jury was selected at last, and included on it nine

farmers, one non-union railway worker, one non-union grocery

clerk, and one woman, a housewife.

The defense offered only two witnesses, Ruthenberg, as an

expert on communism, to counter the Department of Justice

“experts,” and Foster himself, the defendant. As a witness,

Ruthenberg was on the stand for more than four days in all—

over a day for direct testimony and three full days for cross-

examination. With the same quiet confidence as in the New

York trial, and with greater skill, he strove for the fullest ex-

planation of Marxist-Leninist teachings possible under court-

room conditions. Attorney Walsh battled prosecution objec-

tions for permission for Ruthenberg to make a complete state-

ment of Communist principles. “It is Communist principles

which are on trial here in the person of William Z. Foster,”

Walsh declared. And a good deal of Communist theory was

presented, despite obstacles.

Prosecutor Gore tried at first, to his cost, to bait Ruthen-

berg. “You believe the government of the United States is a

capitalist government, do you not?” he asked, and Ruthenberg

said “Yes.” Then: “You believe the government of the State

of Michigan is a capitalist government? You believe this court

is a capitalist court?” Ruthenberg said “Yes.” But when he

said, “You believe this jury is a capitalist jury?” Ruthenberg

said, “The jury? No, that’s a different matter.” But Gore would

not let Ruthenberg explain why the jury was a different matter.

A few minutes later, however, Walsh brought it out in re-direct

examination. Ruthenberg showed that it was possible for a jury,

even in a capitalist court, to return verdicts in favor of workers

instead of capitalists, if the jury contained workers or farmers

not dominated by capitalist ideas. The prosecutor fought hard

to prevent the question being answered, then tried to have the

answer stricken from the record.

Around the first of April the worried prosecution asked for
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a recess to present a motion that Ruthenberg’s testimony “and

further testimony that he might give” be stricken from the

record, but it was too late. Judge White ruled that the testimony

was not objected to when Ruthenberg took the stand, and that

objection could not be made now after he had testified for

many hours, in both direct and cross-examination. Ruthenberg

resumed the stand for further devastating but truthful explana-

tions of Communist principles. “Ruthenberg’s testimony pro-

duced a most favorable effect upon the jury and public senti-

ment,” Foster wrote in the Labor Herald, May, 1923. “The

prosecution was plainly appalled by it.” Their “futile attempt

to get rid of him and to strike out his testimony” was a “humili-

ating defeat” for them, he stressed.

Foster himself testified next, more briefly. Department of

Justice versions of his speech to the Bridgman meeting were so

garbled that he insisted on reproducing it in court, so that an

accurate account would be in the record. The jury was out 31

hours and took 36 ballots. On every ballot the result was six

for conviction and six for acquittal, with the lone housewife,

Mrs. Minerva Olson, the grocer clerk, Russell Durm, and four

farmers voting steadily from the first for a verdict of innocent.

Judge White discharged the jury; while technically Foster might

be tried again, the result was in effect a vindication.

All this time, during the Foster trial and the Ruthenberg

trial which followed, the Committee of the Defendants labored

to inform the public on the main issue of the case, the question

(as Ruthenberg said again and again) whether constitutional

rights apply to everybody—whether, in fact, they are ours when

we need them! Members of the Workers Party were asked to

contribute a day’s pay. Tom Mooney from his cell in San Quen-

tin called for help for the Michigan defendants. From faraway

Tokyo the Japanese Communist Party sent a message of sym-

pathy. Art Young drew a cartoon for the Worker entitled “The

Department of Justice Training School,” showing how sleuths

can learn to use “manufactured evidence” or a “bought wit-

ness,” or how to wear a disguise and peer into workers’ homes

on hands and knees.

Ruthenberg’s trial was set for April 16. The prosecution
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proceeded with extreme caution and extreme vindictiveness in

this next trial. Ruthenbrg, who had been on the witness stand

for four days in the Foster trial, was allowed only an hour to

testify in his own. Only property holders this time were allowed

on the jury: no wage workers, and no women at all. Biased and

fraudulent tactics (now common in Smith Act trials) were used

by the government to prevent Ruthenberg from explaining

communism to this second jury, and the character of the pro-

ceedings was changed from a trial to a witchhunt, as Worker

correspondent Clarissa S. Ware explained in a summary article.

There was a steady, persistent appeal to the jurors’ prejudices,

minute by minute, hour by hour; and a successful effort to work

on Judge White, getting him to modify the old-fashioned, strictly

impartial rulings he had been making in the Foster case.

The prosecution quoted from Marxist literature passages

giving “a Communist viewpoint on what science has to say about

religion,” and kept reading such passages until the worried

judge warned against going too far afield. Similarly, with great

patriotic fervor about “our boys fighting in Europe, the prose-

cution told the jury that Ruthenberg had opposed the war and

been convicted in court of so doing. The defense objected over

and over, but in vain. To all of these irrelevances was added an

intentional confusing of the “force and violence charge by

tearing from their context all references to force—regardless of

their historic perspective, regardless of whether or not there

was any hint of immediate advocacy—and reading these, by the

hour, to the perplexed jury. Efforts by the defense to get per-

mission for Ruthenberg to explain the language and the back-

ground of these passages were blocked.

In the wind-up of the case Judge White came to the as-

sistance of the prosecution in his charge to the jury. In the

Foster case, he had told the jury that Communists had the right

to advocate communism and “the Soviet form of government

anywhere in the United States. In the Ruthenberg case, as the

Worker article reported, he gave new instructions: “It is the

contention of the prosecution that the advocacy of the Soviets

includes the advocacy of force because the Soviets, the prosecu-

tors claimed, could not be established without the use of force.”
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Following til is hypothesis, Judge White told the jury that if

the Communist Party advocated the Soviet form of government
they must bring in a verdict of guilty. Even so, two jurymen
voted for acquittal on the first two ballots. On the third ballot

rendered on May 2, 1923, the verdict was guilty. Because an
immediate appeal was made to the Michigan Supreme Court
Judge White deferred sentencing Ruthenberg until the higher
court had made its ruling.

The sequel to this bit of history came a year and a half later

December 9, 1924, when the Michigan Supreme Court not only

upheld Ruthenberg s conviction but issued a mandate to Judge
White to pronounce sentence. The Michigan high court would
not withdraw the mandate when Ruthenberg’s attorneys an-

nounced appeal to the United State Supreme Court, and re-

fused to grant bail. Ruthenberg was sentenced to from three

to ten years and taken to Jackson state prison, which he entered

January 5, 1925.

In his statement after sentencing, he said simply that he

had advocated the principles of communism, and had openly ex-

pressed his support of them from the witness stand. “I deny that

there is anything ‘criminal’ in these principles,” he said. He
posed the question, what are the Workers Party ideas for which

“the state of Michigan, acting as the agent of the capitalist class,

desires to imprison me?” He continued: “I have argued that

the working masses must organize their power under the leader-

ship of the Communists to establish a workers’ and farmers’

government which will rule in their interests in place of that of

the exploiters. I have urged that only such a government could

reorganize our social structure to abolish exploitation and

oppression and to make industry serve the happiness and well-

being of those who produce the wealth of the country.” He
reminded the court that capitalism had already taken the world

into one World War, and “if what is good in our civilization is

to be saved, if mankind is to go forward to a saner and finer

life,” it could only happen if the workers struggled on until they

established a workers’ and farmers’ government and began “the

rebuilding of our social order and the creation of a communist

society.” That is the thinking of the party, he finished, “with
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which I am charged with assembly and of which I am proud to

be a member.”

Ruthenberg served twenty days before his attorneys secured
a writ of supersedeas from Supreme Court Justice Louis Bran-
deis and $7»5°° bail. (Justice James C. McReynolds had refused

to grant the writ.) Ruthenberg was out of prison in time to

address a Lenin memorial meeting in New York. Lenin had died
a year earlier—January 21, 1924.

In his first published statement after leaving Jackson prison,

Ruthenberg called for a fight against the threat of sending
thirty or forty other defendants to prison. So far, he said, drily,

victory lay with the workers, for “The best that the capitalist

class has been able to do two years and five months after the

raid on the Communist convention at Bridgman is to put me
in prison for three weeks.”

Actually, although Robert Minor’s trial was set for Febru-

ary, it was never held. The Department of Justice was having

its own troubles. The Department’s head, Attorney General

Harry M. Daugherty, Republican, had been removed from of-

fice because of involvement in the Teapot Dome oil scandal,

and William J. Burns, whose agents made the raid at Bridg-

man, had lost his Secret Service job. There were no more Bridg-

man trials, and Ruthenberg, out of prison, threw himself full

time into the activities of the Workers Party, which by now
officially called itself the Workers (Communist) Party.
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Ruthenberg felt a great deal of optimism after the Bridg-

man trial. He had a satisfying confidence that the way was
nowT cleared for working class progress. True, he had been

found “guilty," appeals to higher courts would have to follow,

and there was the threat of another prison term. But the Work-
ers Party, with an office in Chicago, was forged, unity was

achieved, legality was conquered. He was free, now, to drive

ahead and win the people for socialism. Himself a man of un-

usual probity and unusual intelligence, he felt utmost faith in

appealing to people’s minds and hearts. He never ceased to be-

lieve that if Communists simply relied on the mental clarity and

genuine honesty of the workers, they would win these workers’

full support.

He was now forty-one years old, and no one dreamed that he

had only three more years to go. He was in vigorous health, and

had tremendous energy and endurance. He would take part in

grueling all-night sessions on committees and at conventions,

and appear fresh and ready for work in the morning. He had no

excess weight, was in fact as slender now in early 1923 as in

1912 at Indianapolis, in 1917 at St. Louis, in 1919 at the Left

Wr

ing Convention in New York. He had the same deliberate,

quietly confident manner; now he was getting bald, but his skin

was clear and a little ruddy, and his eyes were blue and direct.

He was a rock-like man, says Foster—who knew him from 1921

on: he could neither be pushed around nor maneuvered about.

In personal conference he was soft-spoken, rather reticent, and

always courteous; on the public platform, when he felt that

he spoke not for himself but for the working class, he was

aggressive, eloquent, powerful. His vision was never restricted to

the day or the place or the current happening; he kept in mind
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the needs of the party and the state of the nation, while dealing

with the matter of the moment. A court trial, no matter how

crucial, was incidental to the party’s larger struggle. Going to

jail or prison was a subordinate part of the class conflict. But

he never neglected these subordinate tasks. He fought the little

fights as well as the big ones.

Late in May, 1923, right after the Michigan trials, an el-

legedly Communist “manifesto”—a forgery apparently drawn up

by some of Burns’ Secret Service operatives, predecessors of our

present FBI—was circulated here and there in a few localities,

with of course provocative intent Ruthenberg smilingly took

time to discuss it in the Worker. He ridiculed it for spelling

Communist with one m, for telling the workers to act through

“Force of Arms,” and for its idiotic shriek, Prepare! Preparel

Prepare!” No Communist could ever write such a leaflet, he

pointed out, and no intelligent worker would ever give it a

second look. What the Communists really wanted, he explained

in a new pamphlet: Why Every Worker Should Be a Commu-

nist and Join the Workers Party

,

with drawings by Robert Minor

and Fred Ellis. Ruthenberg wrote in simple language that

Communists had both a long-view plan, that is, socialism, and a

short-view plan, that is, the things that workers were talking

about now and wanted right away, such as decent wages, a

shorter workday, and job security. He called particularly, as

part of a short-view plan, for a labor party, the amalgamation

of craft into industrial unions, the organization of the unor-

ganized, and "complete social equality for the Negro.”

But a prerequisite for a labor party, he believed, was a strong

Workers Party, and a prerequisite for that was a daily press, and

this was the next task he set himself. The weekly Worker had

been set up while he was in Sing Sing, when the Workers Party

was formed. It was named after a weekly which had been pub-

lished some years earlier by the Socialist Party of New \ork,

before the starting of the New York Call in 1909. The new

Worker was an amalgamation of several Left papers, notably

the Workers Council, a temporary publication by the newest

Left wing in the Socialist Party, which had seceded in order to

help form the Workers Party; and the Toiler, a Communist
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organ, which in its turn was the successor of the Ohio Socialist

and Ru thenberg’s Socialist News .

In the paper’s first issue, published February 2, 1922, had
appeared the words, “This, the first issue of the Worker

, is the

advance agent of the Daily Worker ” Now, more than a year

later, Ruthenberg wanted that announcement to be carried into

action, and for that purpose undertook an unremitting publicity

campaign. First came a drive to raise $100,000 to start it off.

Ruthenberg wrote ironically in the Worker that in America

there were already several excellent working class dailies—in

foreign lariguages. 1 After many weeks, the Daily Worker was

definitely launched in Chicago, January 15, 1924, with
J. Louis

Engdahl, formerly editor of the Chicago Socialist, as first editor,

and a small staff of editorial workers. It was an epochal event.

But for Ruthenberg, with his purposive energy and devoted

hopes, it was less an achievement than a starting point, as in-

deed it was.

There was ferment among the Negro people, and the new
daily paper reported happenings of interest to them, hitherto

to be found only in the Negro press. Late in 1924 the paper

carried a copy of a friendly greeting sent by Ruthenberg and

Foster, as secretary and chairman, respectively, of the Workers

Party, to the Universal Negro Improvement Association, led

by Marcus Garvey, one of the popular protest movements among
the Negro people at that time, which centered, however, upon

a back-to-Africa program. The greeting included a pointed sug-

gestion: “The rights of the Negro in Africa are not free for the

taking. They have to be fought for, no less than the rights of the

Negro in America.”

The Farmer-Labor Party

The progressive working class program of the time was to

merge the craft unions into effective industrial organizations

and to get a third party that would deserve and win the votes

of millions of workers and farmers. Ruthenberg was thinking

of a labor party such as existed in England, in which Commu-
nist trade unionists participated. The Communists in the United

States—that is, the Workers Party—would be in it and support it,
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and, he hoped, might leaven it and influence its policies. The

Communists wished to maintain the separate identity of the

Workers Party within the labor party, because they had an ulti-

mate goal: socialism. But they wanted at the same time to

advance the workers’ immediate interests, by participating in

the day-to-day struggle along with the larger group which had

as yet no “ultimate” goal of social change.

The vast majority in this larger group would not, he thought,

object to the Communists’ short-range program. There could be

no disagreement among workers on the immediate objectives,

higher wages, shorter hours, better working conditions, unem-

ployment benefits, equal rights for oppressed groups (Negroes

and foreign-born), greater workers’ share in running the gov-

ernment. The bigger and more inclusive the workers’ unity,

the surer and quicker their achievement of these common aims.

But there were obstacles to such a plan. Some of them Ruthen-

berg knew and expected, and others he did not expect, or un-

derestimated, or knew nothing of until they showed themselves.

Foster, more than thirty years later, in Political Affairs, Decem-

ber, 1955, commented on the “failure [of the American working

class] to produce a broad mass Labor-Farmer Party.

The first opportunity for a start at anything along this line

had come just before the Michigan trials, at a meeting of the

Conference for Progressive Political Action, held in Cleveland,

December 11-12, 1922. Ruthenberg and Foster, out on bail and

busy with defense work, took time to attend it as delegates of

the Workers Party. There was an off-chance that the Confer-

ence’s small group of militant trade union representatives would

get the city central labor bodies of Chicago and Detroit moving

in the direction of independent political action. The latter

groups apparently favored a labor party if it were not too much

trouble. But there was another group headed by the railroad

union leaders and the chiefs of the still-existing Socialist Party,

and they had no intention of forming a labor party.

The story of the Conference was written up by Ruthenberg,

with rather bitter humor, in the Liberator

r

Morris Hillquit,

it appears, was there in person, and through tricks of parlia-

mentary law, blocked the seating of not only Foster and Ruth-
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enberg but the delegates of several militant trade unions too.
The way he did it was gall and wormwood to Ruthenberg, who
was himself a skilled parliamentarian. It seems that the creden-
tials committee, loaded with safe bureaucrats, did two things:
first, they recommended that the contested union delegates be
not seated, and second, they made no mention whatever of
Workers Party delegates. But a credentials committee minority
recommended that the union delegates be seated, and the Con-
ference overwhelmingly adopted the minority report. This
meant, or should have meant, that these trade union delegates
were admitted. But no. “Mr. Hillquit’-Ruthenberg’s report
said—“rose to make a point of order,” and said that the vote
just taken simply meant that the Conference “did not concur”
in the credentials committee majority report, and moved that
the matter go back to the credentials committee. The chairman
so ruled—“And the center group let them get away with it!”

—Ruthenberg wrote.

That wasn’t all. Ruthenberg addressed the chair and de-
manded a report on the Workers Party credentials-that is, his

own and Foster’s—which had not been mentioned, and the com-
mittee chairman replied blandly that no such credentials had
been received! (They were found later, but some self-appointed
overseer had simply laid them aside.) Thus the Conference was
able to proceed smoothly with a do-nothing program, only a

- Right and Center taking part. There were no vigorous pro-

ponents of a labor party, and none was formed. The stage was
iet for endorsement, two years later, of old-party candidates,

perhaps with a reform label. This had been the first post-war
opening for independent political action by labor in the United
States, and labor had lost it. Ruthenberg and Foster went back
to die Michigan courtroom to fight through their battle there.

But a second chance for a labor party came after the trial, on
July 2, 1923, in Ashland Auditorium, Chicago.

The story in brief was as follows: The midwest Farmer-
Labor Party, a sectional political group combining Minesota
and Dakota farmers and Chicago trade unionists, invited labor
and progressive bodies all over the country to attend its con-
vention for the purpose of forming a nation-wide organization,
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and one of the invitations came to the Workers Party. It was
signed by John G. Brown, national secretary of the Farmer-
Labor Party—the same John G. Brown who, along with Roger
Baldwin and Eugene Debs, had been on the Labor Defense
Council which fought for Foster and Ruthenberg in the trials

just past. The planned over-all farmer-labor party, said Browm,
“should not interfere with the autonomy of any of the affiliated

bodies,’’ but should be “a federation of federations.” The aus-

pices were friendly, and the conditions were propitious. The
Workers Party sent delegates, with Ruthenberg as chief spokes-

man.

At the opening session, John Fitzpatrick, President of the

Chicago Federation of Labor, keynoted the meeting for unity.

“How foolish and ridiculous it is for the workers to be divided,”

he said, “when the bosses of Big Business are united everywhere.

. . . We are going to come out of this conference with some
sort of an arrangement, some kind of solution, some sort of a

working agreement that will centralize our efforts, and cause

all of our difficulties to vanish.”

But already pressures were on him and on Brown to edge

away from the Communists. The Socialist group, though in-

vited, sent no representatives. And now the sponsoring Farmer-

Labor Party proposed setting apart their own “duly authorized”

delegates from the others, which aroused resentment. The
Farmer-Labor chairman dead-locked every motion by holding

tenaciously to the point of order that this was the narrow F-LP

convention (contrary to the wording of the invitations that had
been sent to the other groups), and the meeting was getting

nowhere until Ruthenberg moved an adjournment to the next

morning when the full “Farmer-Labor Conference” would be

formally called together.

Came the morning, and Joseph Manley, delegate of the

Bridge and Structural Iron Workers, moved that the meeting

declare itself in favor of forming a Federated Farmer-Labor

Party and set up immediately an organizing committee for the

purpose. The motion—after some talk of amendments—was ruled

out of order. Here Ruthenberg got the floor. “We came here to

do what the Call [issued by the Farmer-Labor Party of the mid-
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west] asked us to come here and do,” he said. Reviewing the

sentiment all over the country for a labor party, he declared

that the workers and farmers “are waiting for some organiza-

tion around which they can rally and fight the exploiters of

this country.” Since the purpose of the meeting was to form

a labor party, and since labor in farm and factory throughout

tire land was calling for it, the first step was to do what Man-

ley’s motion asked, and he re-introduced it, whereupon it was

immediately adopted by a huge majority. This proposal—known

from dien on as the “Ruthenberg-Manley motion”—became the

bone of contention over which the narrow Farmer-Labor dele-

gates, who were too few to split the convention by withdrawing,

tried to wreck the meeting.

Fitzpatrick and Brown became bitter, and made veiled

charges against an alleged “group” trying to dominate the pro-

ceedings. Rank and file delegates charged that these leaders had

obtained a bigger response to their Call for a Conference than

they expected, and were scared by success. It was a critical

moment.

Ruthenberg took the floor again, greeted with applause, and

tried to soften the animosity and the bitterness. He pointed out

that the Farmer-Labor Party had sent out its own Call, that its

own credentials committee had organized the Conference and

approved the delegates, that the Committee of Twenty-Nine

which brought in the suggested Program and Constitution had

voted 26 to 3 for it, and that with this broad basis neither the

new party nor its program could be labeled Communist. The

Workers Party, he said, only wanted a broad labor party to

exist, they didn’t want to run it. Its delegates agreed that the

Farmer-Labor Party should be “the foremost group in the new

Party,” he said, “but we draw the line at failure to secure united

action in this gathering. We cannot concede that the unifying

organization should not be formed here.”

So the Federated Farmer-Labor Party was formed, then and

there, but the regional Farmer-Labor Party withdrew. The new

Labor Party “failed to win the masses,” as Foster says in the

History

?

and, without adherents, it simply faded from the

paper it was written on.
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A third try took place in St. Paul, Minnesota, the following

year, June 17, 1924. An even broader representation this time

brought together spokesmen of the various state Farmer-Labor

parties and various semi-political farmer and trade union

groups, along with the Workers Party. Ruthenberg endeavored

to steer the Conference in the direction of a party intentionally

dominated by workers and farmers, consciously oriented toward

struggle against the big employers and bankers. Jay Brown

and his colleagues were present, and this time they indulged in

open—not covert—red-baiting. But a clear majority maintained

a tolerant unity. They calmly formed the National Farmer-

Labor Party, and nominated candidates for president and vice-

president for the 1924 election campaign.

Seventeen days later, however—on July 4th—another meet-

ing of the Conference for Progressive Political Action was held

in Cleveland at which Senator Robert M. La Follette (who had

already announced his candidacy) was nominated for president,

on La Follette’s own published platform. Under the magic of

La Follette’s name the expected constituencies of the National

Farmer-Labor Party melted away, and its national board with-

drew its candidates from the campaign. When this happened, the

Workers Party announced that it would have its own national

ticket, headed by William Z. Foster for president

Ruthenberg was able on July 9 to offer a cool, well-reasoned

appraisal of the La Follette nominating convention which had

wrecked the National Farmer-Labor Party. It was "not to be

ignored or lightly laid aside,” he wrote. Labor was represented

there, he said, largely by the leaders of the railroad unions,

among whom there was sentiment for nationalizing the rail-

roads, but the dominant leadership was in the hands of the

middle class. La Follette s appeal was to little business as well

as to the industrial workers and farmers.” La Follette, he said,

wanted chiefly a curbing of “private monopoly” through the

Sherman anti-trust act.

Ruthenberg and Foster attended the convention which nomi-

nated La Follette, right in Ruthenberg’s home town, and saw

it all at first hand, as the former reported in the Daily Worker

of July 7. They got admission cards, he said, “with our names
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duly written thereon,” and, walking toward the balcony, asked
directions of the sergeant-at-arms. “He glanced at us and a look
of horror appeared on his face. Throwing up his arms to make
impossible our passing him, he shouted to his assistants: ‘Call
the police!'

We inquired what it was all about, and he informed us that
he and all other sergeants-at-arms had been given instructions
to keep us out of the hall. We mildly asked why all the excite-
ment, and after some urging, got the news that we were expected
to try to capture the convention and the leaders had determined
that we should not.”

The two Communists assured the man they had no interest
in capturing the convention. The distressed fellow, Ruthen-
berg wrote, “softened a bit and informed Foster, evidently to
clear himself, I voted for Ruthenberg for mayor and went to
school with him. I wouldn't do this, but I've got to carry out
instructions.'

**

Finally the chief guard told him, “Oh, let them in,” and
the two took their seats.

In the process of self-criticism and evaluation of the work
that followed the labor party efforts, debate became cleavage,
and contrary views grew into factions within the Workers Party.
Out of an honest difference of opinion over the tactics and
timing of the Labor party undertaking developed a serious in-

ner party controversy which was not finally resolved until more
than a year after Ruthenberg's death. The matter is set forth
in Foster’s History* and there is no point in going into it here.

Ruthenberg’s aim from 1919 on had been, in Elizabeth Gurley
Flynn s words, to consolidate the different groups and get
them to work together,” and his name attached to a faction is

therefore a seeming anomaly. His unwilling involvement was,
historically, merely an incident in this difficult period of party
history.

Last Days

Though the inner-party controversy smoldered, Ruthenberg
did not permit his main energies to be smothered under it
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Throughout 1926 he re-doubled his efforts to build the Workers
Party and to reach new sections of workers and of the people.

In the spring he wrote a short introduction for a souvenir edi-

tion of pictures of the Paris Commune. “History has raised an
imperishable monument to the Commune,” he said. “In the

Soviet Union the proletariat . . . has erected a Commune, not of

one town . . . but of . . . over one-sixth of the globe.” And
he added: “The American workers also have their heroic tradi-

tions of struggle. We have much to learn from the experiences

of the Communards—we who face the most powerful and most
ruthless class enemy the world has ever known, the American
bourgeoisie.”

Later he began a series in the Daily Worker on “Many Op-
portunities for Building the Revolutionary Movement”5 He
criticized those who were pessimistic about the possibilities

of drawing the American workers into a militant class struggle

and really building a Communist movement here. With 25,-

000,000 unorganized wage-earners in the country, he argued,

there was but one thing to do: go to them, teach them, organize

them.

As time rounded the corner of 1926 and raced on into 1927,

no one thought that in sixty days Ruthenberg would be dead.

With his usual vigor and enthusiasm he was making plans

for the new year, surveying the capitalist economy, and plan-

ning to write a history of the party. In the first days of Janu-
ary he gave a series of three lectures in Chicago on the “History

of the Communist Movement in the United States.”

Later in the month, President Coolidge sent a jingoistic mes-

sage about the situation in Nicaragua, where resentment at dol-

lar imperialism was flaring into revolt. He had stationed

United States warships off the Nicaraguan coast. Ruthenberg
responded by sending a signed statement, on behalf of the

Workers (Communist) Party, to the American Federation of

Labor, the Socialist Party, the Industrial Workers of the World,
and to the independent unions and farmers' organizations urg-

ing them to fight against the danger of a new war. “Labor,” he
urged, “must demand hands off Nicaragua, Mexico, and China!

[American gunboats were at that time in Chinese waters, too.]
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No sacrifice of American lives for Wall Street inves „ient!”

In the Daily Worker he analyzed “Coolidge’s war policy for

Wall Street imperialism,” noting that in his message the Presi-

dent, in excusing his intervention in Nicaragua, had shamelessly

spoken of “large investments” in lumbering, mining, coffee grow-

ing, banana culture, shipping and other business in that small

country. When Secretary of State Frank B. Kellogg announced,

a day or so later, that “We are fighting ‘Red’ plots” in Nicara-

gua, Ruthenberg replied that the use of the
“
‘Red’ scare” was

an “unfailing method” of uniting the big and little capitalists

for some imperialist chicanery.

Before the month was out, Ruthenberg spoke at a Lenin

memorial meeting, reminding his audience that Lenin had ex-

plained the rise of modern imperialism, and pointing out that

the United States was even then robbing and oppressing our

sister republics to the south.

At the beginning of February he analyzed capitalist reports

on the past year’s profits and the coming year’s expectations.

He headed his article, “First Signs of a Downward Trend in

Industry,” and pointed to some of the figures released by the

Department of Labor. These, he said, threw “a wet blanket”

on the “prosperity shouters.” He commented that the figures

indicated “a general recession in production with an increase

in unemployment,” although it did not appear that there would

be a crisis “for some months yet.” Then he added: “The ten-

dency of industry, however, is downward. How deep-going the

depression will be is not yet apparent, but that it is in the offing

is indicated by all the factors governing industry.”6 The eco-

nomic crisis actually matured two years later, in the great col-

lapse of 1929.

It is clear that Ruthenberg had not the slightest notion of a

“Golden Age of Capitalism,” the “exceptionalist” doctrine which

Jay Lovestone was already formulating and which he openly

advocated after Ruthenberg’s death. Lovestone was expelled for

disruptive factionalism in 1929—with the coming of the crisis.

For eight years Ruthenberg had tirelessly been trying to unify

into one party all organizations with a Communist viewpoint,

and now he addressed himself to the last remaining group on the
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ouk.>£, the Proletarian Party-the same “Michigan group, m-

terestingly enough, which, headed by John Keracher, Detroit

Socialist, had led the secession from the Left Wing Conference

back in June, 1919, and had then joined in issuing the call to

organize the Communist Party in September, 1919. They had

withdrawn later and, while Ruthenberg was at Sing Sing, had

formed their own small party. In the Daily Worker of February

28—in a piece written four days before his death-he appealed

to “our Proletarian Party friends” to join forces with the Work-

ers Party, “the only living force in the American labor move-

ment today” that was trying to organize and lead the workers

against the capitalists. In a conciliatory manner he expressed

awareness of the fact that the Proletarian Party devoted most of

its energies to the classroom study of Marx and Engels, an

praised this work. But he added that “the knowledge gained in

study-classes must be carried into the actual class e ’

and how was the Proletarian Party doing anything of this kind?

“Every conscious and understanding Communist, he wrote, is

needed, and should give his services where they can achieve

the greatest results.” (The Proletarian Party declined the in-

vitation. It still exists in Chicago and other cities, in the form

of Marxist study groups.)

In late February, as Alexander Trachtenberg remembers,

Ruthenberg came to New York to meet with New York mem-

bers of the Central Executive Committee. In his hotel room,

where they conferred, Ruthenberg suddenly doubled up in pain.

“Oh, I’ve got that trouble again,” he apologized. It was

a sharp pain in the appendix region, which had been bothering

him, off and on, for a week or more.

“Well,” the others said, with concern, “let’s get you a doctor.

Or take you to a hospital.”

He shook his head. “No,” he said, his time-table of work

always in mind, "there isn’t time. I’ve got to get to that meeting

Actually he didn’t know how to be sick. He had always

been well The pain subsided, and he took the train back to

Chicago The Party’s Political Committee met there on Sun-

day February 27-the last meeting that Ruthenberg attended.
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Foster was there, and noticed that Ruthenberg’s face was pale
and strained, though he did not complain of pain.

\ ou look sick, Charley, Foster said, sympathetically.
"\es, Bill, I’m kind of under the weather,” Ruthenberg

answered, smiling wanly. But he was jotting down notes, plan-
ning to write a new party statement.

A couple of hours later he collapsed, and was taken directly
to the American Hospital for an emergency appendectomy. He
died three days afterward, Wednesday, March 2, at 11:00 a.m.,
of acute peritonitis. The headline of the Daily Worker on
March 3 was “Ruthenberg Is Dead.’’

It was impossible and unbelievable, and many who read the
news said so, but it was true. Thousands of party members and
their families, and hundreds of friends and liberals, mourned
his untimely passing. Messages of sympathy and condolence
came from the Debs family, American Civil Liberties Union at-
torney Arthur Garfield Hays, noted churchman Professor Harry
F. Ward, Unitarian pastor Rev. David Rhys Williams, Pro-
fessor Ellen Hayes of Wellesley College, and-in a cable’ from
Moscow—William D. Haywood, and many others. Cablegrams
honoring Ruthenberg came from the Communist Parties of the
Soviet Union, China, Mexico and other Latin American re-
publics, Germany, England, France, Italy, Canada, Poland, Aus-
tria, Czechoslovakia, and other countries.

Ruthenberg’s body lay in state at the Ashland Boulevard
Auditorium, Chicago, where, on Sunday, March 6, Foster and
others spoke. A large crowd took part in the funeral march to
the Graceland Cemetery Chapel, where the body was cremated
and the ashes placed in a bronze urn.

The urn was taken by train to New York, where a memorial
meeting was held Wednesday evening, March 9. So great was the
outpouring of New York workers to pay their last respects to
a fallen leader that Carnegie Hall, Central Opera House and
the New Star Casino—seating in all nearly io,000—where the
memorial meetings were held, were filled to capacity. The long
list of speakers, who had to be shunted from hall to hall!
included—besides Ruthenberg’s co-workers-his old friend. Bishop
William Montgomery Brown, who, wearing a black robe and a
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red cross, gave an eloquent address at each of the meetings.7

All over the country, in such Ohio towns as Cleveland, War-

ren, Toledo, Canton, Youngstown, Columbus, where he was

personally known to thousands, and outside of Ohio, in De-

troit, Grand Rapids, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pitts-

burgh, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, St. Paul, Minneapo-

lis, Duluth, Buffalo, Boston, Washington, D. C.—from coast to

coast, in city after city, memorial meetings for Ruthenberg

were held.

Some three years earlier Ruthenberg had been elected to the

Presidium of the Communist International; now the Commu-
nist Party of the Soviet Union requested that his ashes be sent

there for burial, and this was done. Today his remains rest

beside those of other heroes and leaders, including his fellow

American, John Reed, who died there in 1920 at the age of

thirty-three.

The last recording that Ruthenberg made on the office

dictaphone for publication was a statement for the annual In-

ternational Woman's Day, March 8, which he had prepared in

advance and dictated. It was “played back" to a meeting on that

day—six days after the speaker's death.

He was a truly great man.8 He was forty-four at his death,

and had devoted the best years of his life to the working class

movement: ten years in the Socialist Party, and eight years—the

first and stormiest—in the Communist Party.9 “Whoso fadeth

and dieth," wrote William Morris, Ruthenberg's favorite poet,

referring to those who fall in the struggle for socialism, “yet his

deed shall still prevail." And his deeds have prevailed. The Day

he looked forward to is coming. His life was a victory.
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